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li

COMMERCIAL
TELEVISION
CONVERTER

Illustrated with cover remove
SUITABLE ANY T.V.

SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR

uiuig lower side band

No

ALL CHANNELS
Alterations To Set

Coverage 7.6 Mc /s-210 Mc /s in
£3.19.6 &lPkpo2l6.
five bands, all on fundamenComplete with built -in power supply, 230 -25 v. A.C. mains.
tuning.
slow -motion
tals,
high.
44
in.
wide,
51
in.
long,
31
in.
Crackle
finish
case
audio output, 8 vertical and
COMPLETELY BUILT
band
switch.
gain
control
and
Incorporating
horizontal bars, logging scale.
In grey hammer finished
SIGNAL GENERATOR
BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
case with{ carrying handle.
P.'&
Generato coverage 120 Kc /s -320 Kc /s,
Completely built Signal
900
of 30/-, °"6.19.6 56P
3
Kc /s -2.75 Mc/ 2.75 Mc /s-8.5 Mc /s, 8 Mc /s300 Kc /s-900 Kc!s,
£3 deposit, P.%&P 5/6a
Line or Frame oscillator Blocking Transformers, 4/8 each.
28 Me /s, 16 Mc /s -56 Mc /s. 24 Mc/s-84 Mc /s. Metal case 10 x 61 x 41 in.
Smoothing Choke, 250 mA. 5 henry, 8/6; 250 mA. 10 henry, 10/6.
Size of scale 64 x 3iin. 2 valves and ectifler. A.C. mains 230 -250 v.
15/ -.
Vide Angle P.M. Focus Unit, vernier adj., state tube,
Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent.,
adj., 15/-.
modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable P.M. Focus Unit for Mullard tubes with vernier Post
paid.
-.
Ion Traps for Mullard or English Electric tubes. 5/for
100 milli- volts. C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output
rewinding
and moving coil output meter. Grey hammer -finish case and T.V. Coils, moulded former, iron cored, wound
cores All white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %. £4.19.8 or 34/- deposit purposes only. Ali -can 111n. x lin., 1/- each are2 -iron
suitable for the
can, 211in. x lin., 1/6 each. These coil formers
and 3 monthly payments 25, -. P. & P. 416 extra.
Prac. T.V. Converter.

pant

d

,

,

:

BAND

III CONVERTER KIT

comprising 5 channel tuner, mains transformer, metal
rectifier, electrolytic. 2 valves, 12AT7 and EF80, and all
necessary components for A.C. mains operation. Complete
with conversion data.

£2 . 5 . 0

P.

&

P. 2/6.

Three-speed automatic changer by B.S.R. MONARCH.
current model. Will take 7ín., 10in., or 12ín. records mixed.
Turnover crystal head. Cream finish. BRAND NEW.
VERY LIMITED QUANTITY.
A.C. Mains 200.'250. 57.15.0. P. & P. 3/6.

Line and E.H.T. Transformer, 9kv. Ferrocart core. EY51 beate
winding, complete with scan coils and frame output transforme
and line and width control. 35/ -. P. & P. 3/ -.
As above but complete with line and frame blocking trans
formers. 4 henry 250 mA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd. 350 wkg.
380 mA. A.C. ripple. 52.9.8. P. & P. 3/ -.
Standard wave- change Switches. 4 -pole 3 -way 5 -pol
3 -pole 3 -way, 1/9 each
9 -pole 3 -way, 3/8: Miniatur
3 -way
;

;

;

type, long spindle, 4-pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way, 2/6 each, 2 -pole
1 -pole 12 -way, 51 -.
P. & P. 3d.
11 -way twin wafer, 51USED metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 mA., 6/6.
Combined 12ín. Mask and Escutcheon perspex. New aspect,
edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/8. As above for
151n. tubes. 17/6.
Polishing Attachment for electric drills. fin. spindle, chromium plated 51n. brush,. 3 polishing cloths and one sheepskin
mop mounted on a 3in. rubber cup. 12/6. P. & P. 1/6. Spare
sheepskin mops. 2/6 each.
:

COLLARO RC54

3 -speed

automatic changer,

Studio ' O' pick -up.
A.C. mains 200;250v.

3 -SPEED

w

i

l l

take

£7.9.6

10

records mixed.
P. & P.

51 -.

3-speed

TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR

BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER

Complete Kit of parts comprising accurately balanced
precision made, heavy turntable with rubber mat, large
constant speed condenser start motor, base plate. Can
be assembled in halt an hour.
A.C. Mains 200/250 v.yFully guaranteed. £`6.19.6
Post Paid.
Parts

Duhilier .001 10 kV. working, 3/6.
Primary 200 -250 v., P. & P. 21 -.
300-0-300, 100 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 22/6.
amp., 14/8.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA. 6 v. 2.5 amp..5 5v.v.2 2amp.,
14/6.
Drop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp..
280-0-280 drop through, 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14,8.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA. 6 v. 3 amp.. 11,8.
250 v. 350 mA. 6.4 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a., 19/6. 6.3 v. 3 amp.,
Semi- shrouded drop-through 380-0-380 12S mA.,
5 v. 2 amp., 25/ -.
Auto Trans. Input 200 /250 H.T. 500 v., 250 mA., 6 v. 4 a., twice
v. 2 a.. 19/6.
Auto Trans. Input 200 /250 H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. 3/Separate L.T.
6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 11 amp., 5 v. 3 amp., 25, -. P. & P. -.
v. 6 v. 14 amp.. 6/ -.
Heater Transformer, Pri. 230/250
4
6.3 v. 1 a..

13/8.
350 -0-350 75 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a. tap. v.
500-0-500 125 mA. 9 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T.. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27,6.
4 a., 39/6.
500-0-500 250 mA. 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 5 a.. 4 v. C.T.
Chassis mounting or drop-thro'. Prl. 110/250 v. Sec. 350-0-350
250 mA. 6.3 v. 7 amp., 6.3 v. 0.5 amp., 5 v. C.T. 0.5 amp., 4 v. 4 amp.,
32/6. P. & P. 3/6.
P.M. Speakers, closed field 3 ohm speech coil 121n., 25/- ; 101n.,
25/- : 8ín., 20/6 6¡in., 18 /6 : 5ín., 18,6. P. & P. 2/- each extra.
ft. High Impedance recording tape on aluminium
1,2
spool. 12/6 post paid.

1

;

AC /DC

GARRARD RC /110
AUTOMATIC MIXER CHANGER

MULTI -METER KIT

Will take 10 records,
7ín., 10in., or 12ín.

mixed. turnover
tal head, brand
current model.
mains 200850 v.
price 814/10/ -.)

crys-

new,
A.C.

(List

£7.19.6

,

Comprising 2in. moving coil meter,
scale calibrated in AC /DC volts,
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range
AC/DC 0-10, 0 -100 and 0 -500. Milli -amps
0-10, 0 -100. Ohms 0 -1,000 and 0-10,000.
Front panel. range switch, wire wound pot (for ohms zero setting)
two toggle switches, resistors and
meter rectifier. In grey hammer fini.,h case.

P. & P. 3/6.

19/6

Point to point wiring diagram

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
23 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

1/

,

P &lus 1I6.
free w th kit.

Valve Holders, moulded octal Mazda and Loctal, 7d. each.
Paxolln, octal Mazda and Metal, 4d. each. Moulded B7G, BSA
and BOA, 7d. each.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 1/6 up to 10 -,
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.
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MAKERS' SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER
IN TV CATHODE RAY TUBES

I1)I: ANGLE 38 min.
Line E.H.T. trans.. Ferrox cube core, n -16 kV
25 Scanning Coils, low Linn
line and frame
25 Perrox- cube cored Scanning
Coils. and Line Output
Trans., 10-15 kV, EVSl,
winding Line Trans. in-

BRAND NEW, PERFECT
16"' METAL CONE C.R.T.

Ir,rt :prcifcation:

6.3 v.

ater, Ion trap, 14 kV.
F,H.'l'., wide angle"70 degrees.
standard 8' mm. neck-,
duodecal base, magnetic
focus and deflection. Length
Gives large black
17 11;16in.
end white picture 11 s 14in. Unused
in original cartons. GUARANTEED
BY US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data. connections and suggested time bases supplit(I
with every Tube.
Y_r

LASKY'S
PRICE

LISTED AT

U3.9.10
Carr.

n,

TV TUNERS

Complete with 12 coil sots.
Covers all Channels Band f and III
London and Birmingham. Valves
used PCC84, II.F. double triode,
cascade R.F. amplifier, PCF80.
triode pentode t.e. and mixer.
LF. output 33-33 Mess, easily
modified to other I.F. outputs.
With full instructions and circuit
:

gram.
99/6.
.

Kdianobs,

:3

Post

6.

213,

LASKY

RADIO CHASSIS GARRARD

Ideally suitable as radin receiver
for inclusion in a TV set. Brand
A.C. I). C.
new and unused.
200:250 v. I.F. 465 kcs. A.A .1' -.
watts output. 3- station pu -s< t.
frame aerial. fully aligned,
chassis 10 x Shin., max. height
5lin.
Completely wired and
ready for use with the addition
of a speaker and output transformer. Two controls, volume
and station switch. Valves used
1001, 10F9 or UF41, 10LD11,
10P14, U404 or UY41.
LASKY'S PRICE
526
less valves. Post 3 6.

3 -SPEED

RC.110
MIXER

AUTO- CHANGERS
('omete,, with cryst.tl
pick -up. Brand new in
maker's cartons with instruction book. Cream'
brown enamel finish.
List 114.13.0.
LASKY'S
£7.19.6.
PRICE
Carr. 343. Suitable Cases
available.

1

:

Si

.1.

Tasks, Anti -Corona. Bases and l -,n 'Trap, available.

5 -Valve

TURRET

8.9.6.

Insur. 228 exit

&

corporates width and
linearity control. Complete with circuit diagram, the pair
Frame Output Transformer
Scanning Coils low imp, line
and frame
Frame or line block osc
transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrox -dare
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron
Cored
Duomag Focal isers
300 m,a. Smoothing chok(nElectromagnetic focus coil,
with combined scan coils
STANDARD 35
Line Output Transformers,
No E.H.T
Line Output Transformers
6.0 kV. E.FLT. and 6.3 v,
winding. Ferrox -cube
Scanning coils. Low imp
line and frame
Ditto by Igranic
Frame or line blocking
oscillator transformer
Frame output transformer
Focus Magnets
Without Vernier
With Vernier
Focus coils, Electromag
200 m a. Smoothing Chokes

(HARROW ROAD) LTD.

INDI('ATOR. ('NIT TYPI.

BAND

6.- Contains

VCR 97 tube with mu -metal screen, 4
valves EF50 and 2 of EB34, valveholders,
CRT holder, condensers. resistors, etc.
NEW CONDITION. ONLY 39.6 (carriage.

etc.,

718).

AMPLIFIER 'r%'PI'1 223A or 208A. -As
described in July. 1955, issue of Practical
Television, for making a TV CONVERTER.
Complete with 2 valves EF50. ONLY 10(post, etc., 2,-

PY'P.45 MC :S I.F. STRIPS,- Ready -made
for London Vision Channel.
Complete
with 6 valves EF50 and 1 of EA50, and
details of very slight mods, required.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 49'3 t.poet. etc., 2rì1.

I.P. S'l'I1 IP 194. -Another easily modified strip Ib T.V. Complete with 6 calves
SP61. of EA50. and of EF36 : also mod.
data. ONLY 29.6 (post. etc., 2,6).
1

Irr

circuit and wiring details,
Drilled has ?is

1

RECEIVER

l NIT 159. -Contain; 4
val : es. l each EF50, EA50, SO61. RL37 and
24 v. Sele' for switch.
ONLY 7 8 (post,

R.P. UNIT'S TYPE 26.- Complete with 2
valves EF54 and 1 of EC52, this is the
variable tuning unit covering 65 -50 me.(5-6 metre -ì. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 27.6.

PO('KF:'I' \'OLTME 'ERS. -Read 0 -15
and 0 -3M v. A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 186.

etc
3

-.

.

(10
VEBTE
u,
ose
14,4,

t

46

19.6

19.8

226
1525 1216

1916

12.6
14'6
4;6
7,6
12 6
17 6
12;6
10 6

All Mail Order's to
Harrow Road, please
SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST
enclosing 3d. in stamps

.

with TRF or Superhet TV Receivers.
leaflet only, 6d.

ONLY 12,-.

hm

COMMAND It Gl'EIVERS.- -huge
purchase from the Air Ministry. These
famous compact American receivers
which can be used for a variety of
purposes are offered at ridiculously
low prices while stocks last. Complete
with six metal type valves, one each
of 121(8, 12SR7, 12A6 and 3 of 125,17, in
aluminium case, size llin. x 5 ?in. x
fin.
Used, but in good condition.
Choice of models, BC 455 (6 -9 Mets).
25!-. BC454 (3-6 Mc's), 27;8. BC 453
(100 -550 lot's). 59.8. and a few of the
1.5 -3 Mc's model 65.' -. (Postage on all
models 3' -). Circuits supplied.
COLLINS TRANSMITTERS. -The
renowned American TCS model
covering 1.5 -12 Mc's in 3 bands. Complete with 7 valves, employing 2 of
1625 in Y.A. stage, one of 1625 in each
of buffer and modulator stages and
3 of 12A6 in oscillator stage.
Provision for O.F.O. or crystal control for
4 Xtal positions.
Incorporates plate
and aerial current meters. In Brand
New Condition.
ONLY 112.10.0
(Carriage. etc., 15; -),
COLLINS RECEI %'ERS. Matches
the above transmitter and is exactly
the same size, llin. x 13in. x 11ín. Has
same coverage. and is complete with
7 valves, 1 each of 12SA7, and 12SQ7,
2 of 12A6, and 3 of 12SK7.
Also has
provision for Xtal control. A really
terrific receiver for the serious
operator. In Brand New Condition.
ONLY £8.10.0. (Carriage, etc., 15 -r.
DR THE TRANSMITTER AND THE
RECEIVER TOGETHER, £20.0.0.
'( Plus Carriage. as above I.

L.T. HEAVY DUTY TR.1NSFOR\IER.
-Ex Admiralty. Has 3 separate windings
of 5v. -0-5v. at 5 amts. and by using combinations will give various voltages at
high current.
BRAND NEW.
ONLY
29.6 (post, etc., 2,8).
MODEL MAKERS MOTOR,- Reversible poles. Only tin. long and lain.
diameter, with tin. long spindle. Will
operate on 4, 6, 12 or 24 volt- D.C. ONLY
10.6 !post, etc.,

1.

-1.

'1R .YNSFOR 8IGRS, -Slams factures

to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425 -0 -425 v. 200 ma.
(i.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v, d a., ONLY
250- v. -0- 250 v 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a..
65. 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 37 :ß.N50 v. -0-350 v., l80 ma..
6.:3 v. 5 a.. 5 v.3 a., ONLY 3 7 8. 250-0 -250 v.
60 ma., 6,3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.. ONLY 21:-. The
al nceare full shrouded. upright mount Mg.
5.5 kV. E.II.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a.,
ONLY 79'8: 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a..
ONLY 89,6. PLEASE ADD - POSTAGE
FOR EACII TRANSFORMER.
:

S.

IE.11:1'. TRANSFOIL11Iat FOR \Y'I(97
'l'FIIF,-2,500 v 5 ma., 2-0-2
1.1 a. 2-0-2
V. 2

a., 42 8 (postage

SPI :.YKF.RS.- P.!1I.
19 8

.

2.

-..

Iess

6:.'n.

lin., less Iran .-.. 16

:

tran..,

6-

:

Open until 1 p.m. Sat urdays, vice are 2 mans. from High Holb,,r,i
Cash ¡c(tle order, pleas', und mild n!ice a:d add .

U.E.I. CORPN.

u,

4
-

Itn, tniin

h:rncri
.

('11O1C
7 6

.

_

S
-

,

1;5.-10H
I-!.

80

mA-. 4

-

:

511 200

mA.,

min.. I, Im. from líiug'. C)os..
..

_

,.l it'r)fi.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.i
(Phone TERminus 7937.)
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:

Both Addresses Opzn .411 Da', Saturday, Early Closing, Thursday.
42. TOTTENHAM ('DI'R'T ROAD, W.1.
370, II %RRO V ROAD. PADDINGTON. W.9.
Telephon,. : MUSeum 2605.
LADbroh:e 4075 and CUNningham 1979.

Coil kit by TELETRON. with

50

17 6

(30
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The

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been devclopd to meet the growing demand for an
instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form,
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should present a negligible loading factor
upon the circuit under test.
The instrument consists basically of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.
The in- .rament gives 56 ranges of readings as follows
D.C. VOLTS

2.5mV. to 250 V. (Input
Resistance 11.0 megohms.)
25mV. to I0,000V. (Input Resistance
110.0 megohms.)
:

D.C. CURRENT : 0.5pA. to
Amp.
(250mV. drop on all ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS
0.IV. to 2,500V. R.M.S.
up to 2 Mc /s.
With diode probe
external 0.1V. to 250\E. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made
up to 200 Mc /s, the applied. voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50
1

:-

OUTPUT

A.C.

POWER : 5mW
watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.
to

5

DECIBELS

-10db. to

:

CAPACITANCE

:

.0001 /1F.

RESISTANCE :0.2 ohm to

INSULATION

Mc/s.

:

10

to 50pF.
megohms.

megohm to 1,000

0.1

'

List Price:

20db.

i

l'tlins.

Weight

9ins.
:

12Ibs.

5;ins.

The instrument operates on A.C.
mains, 100 -130V. and 200- 260V., 50 -63e s

for (ally

Write

megohms.

Size

descriptive pamphlet.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the various lests to be undertaken, a single range selector switch automatically removing from the circuit any voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
Sole

Proprietors and Mansfactcrcrs:

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Avocet House, 92-96, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I

'Phone

:

CO. Ltd.
VICtoria 3404 -9
E.T. M.3

OSMOR VARIABLE Band

ATTENUATOR

I

Balances reception of ITA and BBC in all areas and avoids constant adjustment of controls. The Osmor is the ally
variable attenuator that will reduce the signal exactly to the required level. Easily Fitted
plug in. Reduction
ratios variable 2 -I to 10 -1. An Essential with all types of Band Ill Converters. 10 / -, plus 9d. p. & p. --From your

Dealer

-

-just

or direct.

BAND

I

FILTER

Rejects BBC from ITA aerial and improves picture.
Suitable
for all makes. Fitted in 2 minutes. 10,1-, plus 6d. p. & p. including instructions.

ITA CONVERTERS

LONDON' LICHFIELD MANCHESTER

A very efficient Band Ill Converter for all TV sets of any age (including TRF). Approximately
one hour to build ! Guaranteed no breakthrough of Band I. Will convert any Band Ill
Channel to any Band I Channel. Station switching. A.C. or A.C. /D.C. Size 41in. x 2 ¡in, x
Sin.
Circuits, Wiring Diagrams and full constructional information, ready to fit inside your
TV cabinet.

Complete Kit

65/.
++

Completely wired

Both plus 2'- post and packing.

FREE"

We beep right up to date
in building the latest circuits
Practical Wireless," " Wireless
published in
World " and " Radio Constructor " and we stock
the components specified. Send 7!.d. in stamps
for circuits, fully descriptive literature together
with coil and coilpack leaflets, componen: lists,
chassis drawings and templates.

80/-

ITA Band III
CONVERTER KIT
Complete with all components, including power unit,
for construction of an efficient Band Ill converter.
Nothing else to buy. Circuit, wiring diagram; chassis
templates and complete instructions, 16.19.0.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD

plus 2 6 p. & p.

418 Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Croydon 5148 -9
Surrey.

ßtpc. PT4.
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LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio parts
from which we teach you, in your own
home, the working of fundamental
electronic circuits and bring you easily
to the point when you can construct and
service radio sets. Whether you are a

student for an examination; starting a
new hobby; intent upon a career in
industry; or running your own business
these Practical Courses are intended
for YOU
and may be yours at a Very
Moderate Cost.
EASY TERMS FROM 15/ -A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive
upon enrolment, you are instructed
how to build. basic Electronic Circuits
(Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to complete Radio and
Television ReceiverTesting and Servicing.

-

-

TELEVISION -with this

equipment you are instructed in the
design, construction, servicing and
testing of a modern high quality
Television Receiver.

ALL

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
IMMEDIATELY AND REMAINS

YOUR PROPERTY

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS

-

For carrying out basic practical work
in Radio and Electronics, from first principles
and leading to the design and building of
simple Receivers.

ADVANCED RADIO
OUTFITS

- with

this equipment,

you are instructed in the design, construc-

tion, testing and servicing of a complete
modern T.R.F. and Superhet Radio Receiver.

OTHER COURSES WITH OUTFITS INCLUDE:

MECHANICS

ELECTRICITY

CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY
ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

AMATEUR S.W. RADIO

COMMERCIAL ART
LANGUAGES

PRlL1PE7711;íi

,

me your FREE book on Practical
Courses: am interested in Televisions.
i
Radio: Beginners
Advanced
Other subjects
... _....___
(Please indicate Item(s) required)
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138e, Grove Park
Road, London, W.1.
Please send
I

.

.

NAME
ADDRESS

ETC.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

The only Postal College which
a

is part of
world -wide Industrial Organisation
10.55
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CERAMICS

for all electronic applications
Silvered Ceramic Condensers cover a variety of usef tl shapes, including
Pearls, Discs, Beads and Tubes, and have many applications in R.F.
particularly where ultra -high frequencies are present, when
circuits
their low inductance and excellent power factor are of special advantage.
A wide choice of negative and positive temperature co- efficients permits
the temperature compensation of other components, and frequency
stabilisation of tuned circuits.

-

Hi -K CERAMIC DISCS

Hi -K TUBULARS

for decoupling purposes in T.V. and
spark suppression in small electrical
apparatus -extremely low inductances.
Up to to,000 pF at 50o v. D.C. working. Finished in a moisture -resisting
compound that does not soften or crack

combine high capacity with small
physical size : used widely as by -pass
condensers in T.V. and other H.F.
receivers where low inductance is of
special value.
LOW-K PEARLS

up to too °C.

of up to to pF capacity and
LOW-K DISCS of up to 5o pF. with
high negative temperature co- efficient
permitting compensation of other components and frequency stabilisation in
tuned circuits.

LOW-K TUBULARS

with the choice of four temperature
co- efficients and a wide range of
capacity values, serve many urposes
in general circuitry.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

LONDON

NORTH ACTON

W.3

Telephone: ACORN

0061

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
6

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATURDAYS

(Regd.)

B. H. MORRIS &

CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR 4033

PADDINGTON

3271

SAFETY FIRST !
Build these PREMIER TELEVISORS
WHICH GIVE
COMPLETE SAFETY
TO THE CONSTRUCTOR
These Televisors use a double wound mains
transformer which gives you complete safety

from contact with the mains supply when
handling the chassis or controls.

*
*

ALL CHANNELS BBC & I.T.A.
5

CHANNELS BBC

CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for
16ín. and 17ín. tubes. PRICE 614.14.0.

67.7.6 and

9

monthly

payments

of

H.P. Terms
18/6.

CABINETS, half door, still available at 612.12.0.

:

BUIIL7 FOORqq£32.7.1

ADYE1VEGBN

MAYEBE BUILT

OR

£27.9.4

0FUSCCRT

PLUS COST OF C.R.T.

14in.,

Deposit

CONSOLE

H.P. Terms
Deposit E6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr.

:

FULL CONSTRUCTION
BUILD IN 5 EASY
STAGES.
DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION BOOK 316 POST FREE
INCLUDES BOTH DESIGNS.
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Televiews
THAT VACANT TV HOUR
THERE are no TV programmes, either BBC
1 or I.T.V., between the hours of six and
seven in the evening. The official reason
given is that Children's Hour finishes at six o'clock
and the hour before programmes start again
gives parents the time to put their children to
bed This shows how out of touch the authorities
are with modern times. Children may have been
put to bed 50 years ago, when children were
expected to be seen and not heard, but children
are certainly not put to bed nowadays at the
absurd hour of six o'clock, excepting, of course,
very young children, who would not be interested
in TV anyway. Presuming, however, that
parents are still so Victorian as to send their
children to bed at six o'clock, that is no reason
why the programmes should cease, if parental
control means anything at all.
Not so long ago the complaint was made that
TV programmes were interfering with children's
homework. Most children to -day do their
homework in the evening and after six o'clock.
We suggest that this vacant hour should be made
use of.

PROJECTION TV
Radio Show this year showed a marked
THEdecline
in the number of projection
receivers on show. It would be a pity if this
type of receiver disappeared from the market,
for it has undoubted advantages which more
than outweigh the main disadvantage that the
picture must be viewed " square on," and
presents a blurred image if viewed at an angle.
The public is demanding a larger picture, and
the C.R.T. has already, in our view, reached a
practical limit. As the Bell Laboratories have
claimed to have invented a method of amplifying light, perhaps a fresh fillip will be given to

projection TV, on which at present brilliance is
reduced as the size of the picture is increased.
TV IN TRAINS
FOR the first time in the history of TV it has
been installed in a train. Two excursion
trains from Glasgow to Oban were so equipped
with a closed -circuit TV system, the guard's
van being turned into a studio feeding two 17in.
TV receivers in every 64- seater carriage. Thfs
was on September 24th. The studio was equipped
with a miniature industrial TV camera, which
from time to time televised the Highland scenery,
whilst a commentator pointed out landmarks
of particular interest. The passengers on th_
return journey changed trains so that they could
see the alternative programme.

" UNSIGHTLY " TV AERIALS
Town Planning Committee of the London
THECounty
Council is concerned at the un-

sightly appearance of television aerials in
residential areas. It adds the rider that" at this
stage, public opinion would not be favourable
to the council's seeking new powers of control
over their erection on private property." On
the contrary,-we think that the power should be
taken away from all councils to interfere in this
matter or to make regulations concerning it.
It would be a further unwarranted interference
with the liberty of the subject.

I.T.V. IN YORKSHIRE
THE new LT.V. station at Emley Moor wil
commence broadcasting regular programmes
on November 3rd, and it will make I.T.V. avai'.able to about 5,000,000 people in Yorkshire,
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire.
Although I.T.V. at the present time is losing
money, there can be no doubt that more and
more viewers are deserting the BBC programmes
for I.T.V.- F. J. C.

OUR NEXT ISSUE. DATED DECEMBER. BILL RE OA SALE ON
THURSDAY. NO1' JIIIER 22nd.
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A NEW

8.- COLOUR
By

F.

J.

SERIES

TELEVISION
Carom

ALTHOUGH it may

be some years before we

have a regular colour television service in this
country colour TV technique is well advanced.
The exact date of the commencement of such a
service is dependent not so much upon technical
development as upon finance and trade policy.
Naturally, manufacturers of monochrome TV
receivers are not anxious to disturb production by
encouraging the public to believe that colour TV is
imminent. Nonetheless, it is well that we should
understand something about it in readiness for the
day when TV emulates the films.
Now before we can understand colour TV it is
necessary to know something about the spectrum. In
Fig. 31 1 have shown a diagram of the visible and
invisible spectrum with corresponding types of rays
and approximate wavelengths. We all know that we
only see anything by virtue of the light which it reflects
and that it is impossible, even for a cat, to see in
complete darkness. The commonly held belief that
a cat can see in the dark cannot be substantiated,
although it is possible that it can see better in a
darkened room than a human being. The source of
all natural light is the sun, and the emissions from the
sun are considered as white light, and by this is meant
the colour of light which does not appear as any of
the colours in the visible'spectrum, such as the colours
seen in a rainbow. It was Newton who demonstrated
that when a beam of white light is projected through
a glass prism, and the light which has passed through
is projected on to a white screen, a series of coloured
bands appears on the screen and they appear in this
order : red. yellow, green, blue- green, blue, and
violet. These are, indeed, the colours of the rainbow.
Each of these colours has a certain frequency and
wavelength, and they therefore have electro- magnetic
energy. It may be said, to put it another way, that
each band of colour embraces a band of frequencies
and wavelengths. To be more specific, the blue
band, which, of course, includes violet and some of
the blue -green, extends from 400 to 510 millimicrons
approximately, and the green band, inclusive also of
some of the blue-green, extends from 510 to 580
millimicrons, whilst the yellow band extends from
approximately 580 to 600 millimicrons. Finally, the
red band, including the orange, extends from 600 to
the practical limit of 700 millimicrons. Beyond the
red at one end there arc, however, the infra -red rays,

and beyond the violet the ultra -violet rays. These
are rays beyond the scope of the retina of the human
eye, just as certain sounds are beyond the aural
frequency of the human ear.
The separation of these colours by means of a
prism is due to the phenomenon known as refraction,
and the refraction will, of course, depend upon the
substance. In the case of glass, for example, which is
a solid, if light strikes a surface at right angles (90 deg.),
the light will be slowed down at each edge of the ray
and the direction of the light is not affected. At any
other angle, however, the ray is bent. This is because
the right -hand edge of the ray strikes the surface
before the left -hand edge. The glass, therefore, slows
down the right -hand edge and this portion of the ray
can travel only a certain distance, whilst the left edge
in air will travel a greater distance.
It will thus easily be seen that by the time the
whole ray has penetrated the solid material what
may be termed the wavefront of the ray is bent, and a
similar state of affairs exists when the ray leaves the
material, but the bending in this case is in the reverse
direction, because the ray is proceeding from solid to
air instead of from air to solid. What may be termed
the departing ray can be bent or deflected in relation
to the entering ray by using a prism of triangular
section. As a result of the different angles of the
surfaces of a prism, the ray is bent the same way in both
cases, but it is important to note that the ray is always
bent towards the normal in entering the solid and
away from the normal when it is departing.
The greater the ratio of the velocity in air to
VISIBLE COLOUR SPECTRUM

INVISIBLE

Cosmic Gamma

andXRays

UltraViolet

Blue

Greer

B/ue
Violet Green

Yellow

Ye,-row

Greer,

Red

Orange

INVISIBLE

a

Radio

Infra -red

Fig. 31, -- -The visible and invisible spectrum
approximate wavelengths in mm.
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velocity in the solid, the greater will be the bending and
the deviation, and this velocity ratio for a particular
solid and for a given light wavelength is known as the
index of refraction, a term you will often see quoted
in books on telescopy, microscopy, optics and
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mind of the viewer by a sort of mental illusion. That is,
by combining only three colours in the proper
proportion. These are blue, green and red lights,
which are the TV primary colours.
We know that by combining these three primary

spectroscopy.
Standard
F -M &
The important thing to remember, however, is that
broadorst. Television
New
each colour has a different index of refraction in
television
relation to a particular solid, and light rays of
109
rob f-Me
band
different colours which enter a solid at the same angle
will depart at different angles.
Light, as we have seen earlier, is a combination of
i
(t
the light of different colours, or wavelengths, and
i ó'LL /nfra á U/tra
when these enter the prism at the correct angle the
red « ó,
ays
light of each different colour will leave the prism at
/r
4
a different angle.
20
22
/O /O /O /Ó /0'4
/os
/0
/0
We have all at some time spun a disc containing
the colours blue, red and yellow, and found that
CYCLES PER SECOND
when spun they appear white. An examination of the
visible spectrum shows that blue, green and red
-Visible spe ..tr m
occupy by far the greatest part of it, and that blue green, yellow and orange form a comparatively small
region of the spectrum.
Ultra
From this basic fact emerges the basis for colour
0o/et Blue Green Ye/row Orange Red Infra
vio/et
red
television. For colour television the spectrum may be
380
460 5/0
580 600. 630 780
simplified and considered as extending from blue,
through blue -green, green, orange -yellow to red,
WAVELENGTH IN 1,1/LL /MICRONS
embracing the band of frequencies from 400 to 700
millimicrons. It would be practically impossible to
8/ue green
Orange ye /low
devise a TV colour system which would embrace the
whole of the visible spectrum. As with colour films,
which will never look quite the same as the natural
B/ve
Green
Red
objects shown, so with TV. It cannot be expected
because of the limitations to which I have referred that
400
SOO
600
700
the pictures will be represented in really natural
WAVELENGTH IN MILL /MICRONS
colours. Newton demonstrated that he could produce
Fig. 32. -The complete electromagnetic spectrum (a)
white light by reversing the prism procedure. He
the visible spectrum (b) and (c) simplification for colour
passed the visible spectrum through one prism,
television.
through a second prism and thus was able to show a
band of white light on the screen.
in other than equal proportions. or indeed.
Now, due, to the optical limitations of the human colours
two of them, a much wider variety of other
eye, the sensation of white light can be created in the any
colours can be seen by the viewer. It is, then, the
colours of blue, green and red which are used in the
colour television system in use to -day.
To give a technical name to it, the phenoinencn
that a particular colour can be matched by a proper
combination of the three primary colours is known as
trichromatic vision. Opticians tell us, although there
is some doubt about it, that within the 'mechanism
of the eye there are three receiving devices and each
is capable of responding to the colours of all wavelengths, and one of these devices is more responsive
to blue, another to green and the third to red ; and
when the eye sees a particular colour, these three
devices respond according to the colour value
or the respective wavelengths to which it is responsive.
I have mentioned earlier that we see all objects by the
reflection of light and we see all coloured objects by
reflection of the colour rays and also by the projection
of them. A simple experiment will demonstrate
what is meant. If all the colours of the rainbow
are projected on to a screen and a piece of red cloth
is held in front, it will appear to the eye as black cr
Fig. 33.-Diagram showbrown, except when it is placed in front of the red
ing the principles of the
optical set -up for the
colour area of the projected spectrum. This is because
R. C. A. shadow - mask
the red cloth is only reflecting the red colour radiations
tube. Light beams are
in the light that impinges on it, but is absorbing the
used in place of electron
radiations of the other colours.
beams in this illustration.
Now when the piece of cloth appears brown to the
eye it is because of the rèflection of the colour radi:a-

1

_
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;
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tions which, to the eye create the colour sensation of
brown. It is for these reasons that colour matching
should never be undertaken in artificial light.
Another important fact. A white object appears
white to the human eye only when it is viewed in a pure
white light. In those circumstances it reflects all o.f the
wavelengths radiated by the light source, but when
viewed in a light which does not contain the full
range of colours in the visible spectrum any white
object will appear as the colour corresponding to the
wavelengths present in the source of light radiation.
This does not apply, of course, to black, which appears
as black under white light and, indeed,, will remain
black under all colours of light. This is because black
objects absorb all visible light rays, but do not reflect
any of them. Black, therefore, may be said to be due
to the absence of reflected light rays. Many systems
of projecting colour TV pictures have been tried from
the time that Baird first demonstrated that colour TV
was possible. One method which has been successfully demonstrated is to generate radiations corresponding to certain wavelengths and, therefore, of
certain colours from self- luminant sources. Sodium
vapour light is one such source and it produces a yellow
light. The argon tube, when the cathode is connected
to a source of electrical energy, will produce a blue or
purple light, and there are many other different kinds
of gases which are capable of radiating wavelengths
which correspond to different colours. Neon will
radiate an orange colour, but it must be appreciated
that the band of wavelengths in radiations from these
sources is quite limited.
The tricolour picture tube is, in effect, a generator
of colour. Its screen contains red, green and blue
phosphors, and these are excited as with ordinary
monochrome TV by the electron beam. Each of the
phosphors will radiate light of its own colour. The
quantity of light radiated from each of the phosphors
is electronically controlled so that the emitted light
in combination forms the composite colour of the
object being scanned in the television studio.
Another system of colour projection makes use of a
white light source, in turn followed by a colour filter.
In colour photography, filters are used in front of
the lens so that only the light which passes through the
filter is impressed on the negative, and each filter
will allow only the desired colour to pass through it,
absorbing all the other colours. Indeed, the traffic
lights of red, amber and green are simple examples
of the use of colour filters. The source of light in
Colour TV
broadcast signais

November, 1956

each case is white, but the motorist only sees the
light which passes through the filter or coloured glass,
and it absorbs all the other colours. One system of
colour television which may be considered as a
mechanical system makes use of filters, but it has not
been found successful. The system which has most
favour and appears. to be the one most likely to be
used makes use of three cameras for red, green and
blue respectively which separate the colours reflected
from the object being scanned into the three primary
colours. As with ordinary TV each camera will deliver
its own signal voltage, corresponding to the colour
passed by its filter, and these signals pass through the
TV network in the ordinary way.
I said earlier that the three primary colours are
red, blue and yellow, but in TV they must be considered as red, green and blue. The R.C.A. colour
television system which is used in America and is
likely to be used over here, is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 34. As shown in the diagram, light coming
from the scene being televised passes into the R.C.A.
colour camera and then through a series of mirrors
to the camera tubes. These mirrors have the property
of "splitting" the light from the. scene into three
components --blue, green and red. Each mirror
reflects one of the components of the light, while
passing the other components, thus separating the
light into three colours.
Each primary colour is directed to one of the
camera tubes. The pictures are then simultaneously
scanned by electron beams, a process in which each
image is dissected into 525 horizontal lines. This
scanning procedure is repeated 30 times a second. The
output from the camera consists of three simultaneous
high- definition television picture signals -each representing one of the three colours.
The signals leaving. the camera are made up of
elements representing both black -and -white and
colour pictures. The black -and -white portion of these
signals represents the very fine detail of the scene
being televised. At the same instant the three colour
signals are processed electronically to make it possible
for them to be transmitted in the standard television
channel. Once this has been done to the colour
signals the black -and -white picture is added and the
result is a video signal which is in full colour and high
in picture detail.
The video signal is sent to a standard television
transmitter which is the same kind of transmitter
used for standard black- and -white television broad-

Colour TV broadcast signals
picked up on standard
receiving aerials

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllxlll xim ton
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Colour television
camera

Electronic
colour circuits

Standard
Electronic Standard
TV receiver
colour
TV receiver
circuits
Circuits
circuits
or
the colour system used by R.C.A. is used to pick up a signal and reproduce it in either colour
black and white.

Electronic black
Ye

Fig. 34. -How

Standard V
dte
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casts. The signal is then broadcast for reception in
the regular manner. The channel width
Mc /s -is
the same as the standard black- and -white television
channel. Hence, the standard television channel
may be used to transmit either black-and -white
television or R.C.A. colour television.
R.C.A. colour television signals can be received
in one of three ways: 1, they can be received in colour
on colour television receivers ; 2, they can be received in colour on converted black -and -white
receivers ; or, 3, they can be received as standard highquality black-and -white pictures on ordinary receivers
without any modification. In each caw all -electronic
equipment is used throughout. Fig. 34 shows how
R.C.A. colour television signals are reproduced in
black and white on a standard unmodified black -andwhite television receiver. This illustrates the compatibility of the system.
Fig. 34 also illustrates how R.C.A. colour television signals are reproduced in colour. This applies

-6

SEQUENTIAL

LENSES

z
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e
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to both a colour television receiver and a black -andwhite receiver converted for colour. As shown in the
diagram, the incoming television signal passes through
standard television receiver circuits and then through
colour circuits to the tricolour picture tube on which
a full- colour high- definition picture is reproduced.
As in black -and -white television, the size of the
picture is determined by the size of the tube. The
R.C.A. colour system can use any size picture tube.
Several development models of R.C.A. colour
television receivers have been produced and demonstrated. One model uses the 16in. R.C.A. direct -view
tricolour kinescope. Another modulates a 21 in. tube.
The screen of the colour picture tube is composed
of hundreds of thousands of dots of red, green
and blue light -producing phosphors. These dots are
arranged in groups of three and so positioned that
the electrons from each -of the three electron guns
always hit the dots of their own colour. The phosphor
dot groups are so small and só_close together that

Camera
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35.- Schematic

layout of the E.M.I. chromacoder, and below the modified R.Y.B. colour scheme.
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when activated by the electron streams they present
a continuous smooth full-colour picture.
The reception in colour on a converted black -andwhite receiver is identical with the foregoing. In this
case the colour television tube is used instead of a

and they must make use of scanning rates which are
not the sanie as those used in black -and -white
television and such pictures cannot be received on

standard black -and -white receivers unless costly
alterations are made to the set. Even then the
11
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Fig. 37. -The dü.hroic mirror system of the R.C.A.

black -and -white C.R.T. The necessary circuits are
added to the black- and -white receiver. After a set
has been converted to colour black -and -white
television pictures can still be received from those
stations transmitting in black and white and viewed
on the tricolour tube as high -quality black -andwhite pictures (Fig. 33).
Other systems produce pictures with poor detail

picture has less than half the detail or sharpness of the
present black and white. The system just described,
however, provides a picture of the same detail as the
standard black -and -white picture. It can use the
same scanning rates as in black- and -white television
and it will give a high -quality black- and -white
picture on standard television receivers without any
(To he continued)
modification.

Screen is scanned horizontal/y
through these sets of holes

38.-Diagram- Electron beam producing
red picture
representation of the R.C.A.
single screen system of television.
The screen is built
up from a mosaic
of dots of three Electron beam/
phosphors, viz. (1)
producing
Electron beam
orthophos- green picture
zinc
producing
activated
blue picture
phate
manganese
with
which gives a red
colour. (2) Zinc sulphide activated with silver,
which gives a blue colour. (3) Zinc orthosilicate
activated with manganese, which gives a green Plate with an array
colour, are assembled in such a manner that the
of small ho /es
beam from each falls only on the dots of one phosphor throughout each complete scan.
Composite screen made up of
dots of three phosphors, each less than
Fig.
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HOW TO USE AN
OSCILLOSCOPE
HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND EMPLOY THIS VALUABLE
SERVICING ACCESSORY
By J. Hilllman
(Continued from page 118 October issue)
Sensitivity
On the right is th:
THE sensitivity of all British C.R.T.s is given
'scope which
was
as mm /VA3 and in the case of the VCR139A
described
in
our
this is 170 mm /VA3. VA3 is the final anode
May
and June issues.
voltage, and unless this is accurately known the
exact sensitivity figures given by the makers cannot
be checked. However, to the service engineer, the
for both X and Y plates. The X amplifier can be
main thing to know is what voltage input will checked by first measuring the sensitivity of the
produce a given height of trace. First set up circuit direct X connection and then changing to the X ext.
as Fig. 17. Where V is an A.C. voltmeter or multi socket and putting the X amp control to maximum,
meter switched to its A.C. range. Connect output and the amplification should be just over eight times.
terminals A and B to the Y output terminals of the A point of interest in regard to the published figures
oscilloscope ; set Y amp switch to direct ; timebase of sensitivity of C.R. tubes is the relation between
off, i.e., range 6 ; sync S.W. to ext. Set VRI to give
'50 volts on A.C. meter, and measure height of trace
Earth
which will be a vertical line. In my oscilloscope
lead
this was 47 mm, and sensitivity is 50 volts for 47 mm.
Wender plugs
However, this voltage is the R.M.S. voltage and the
oscilloscope measures peak to peak voltage, and so
it is desirable to work with this value. With 50 volts
R.M.S. the peak voltage is A. 2 x 50 peak volts, and
Coaxial cable
Meta/ can
2 x 2 x 50 peak to peak volts which is 2 x 50 x 1.414
=141.4 volts. The sensitivity is then 47 divided by
Fig. 18.- Simple screened connector.
141.4 or 0.33 mm /V. If this is checked at 20 volts, the
line is 21 mm, giving 2 x 20 x 1.414 or 56.5 peak to the sensitivity and the final anode voltage. The
peak volts and this gives sensitivity as 21 divided by formula used by British manufacturers is S =K
divided by VA3. Where S is the sensitivity and
56.5 or 0.37 mm /V.
Similarly for 60 volts line is 55 mm giving 60 x 2 x VA3 is the final anode voltage whilst K is a constant.
From this it will be seen that the higher the anode
1.414 or 170 P.P. volts and sensitivity is then 55
divided by 170 or 0.32 mm /V. You will notice that voltage the less sensitive the tube becomes, so that
the sensitivity values seem to vary for different for service work it is preferable to keep the anode
voltages. This is due to errors in the voltmeter, and voltage as low as possible and so get a more sensitive
it is best to use the highest range of the meter and to oscilloscope. Of course, there is a limit to the
get the reading near the full scale reading in order voltage, as the brightness of the trace depends on
Another advantage of using a low
to ensure accuracy. It is best to take several readings this voltage.
and take the average figure as the sensitivity of the anode voltage is that the life of the tube is increased.
tube. Now connect A and B to the X output socket
and measure the sensitivity of the horizontal plates. Checking Hum
First check the hum level with the coaxial had
With this test it is better to connect direct to the X
plates, and for this purpose my oscilloscope has a not connected to the set and with the Y amp switch
;
Y amp maximum ; X amp 4 ;
socket fitted on top of the C.R.T. partition, and a at high ; range
0.5 ,aF condenser connects this to pin 7 of the C.R.T.
The sensitivity should be approximately the same
r332
1

Fig. 17

-Circuit

for sensitivity checking.

Figs. 19, 20 and

21.-Oscillograms referred
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;
beam blanking hard.
There should be no trace of hum, and the trace
should be a straight line, but as the amplification of
the oscilloscope is high some precautions need to be
taken in the lead used. The connections at the
oscilloscope end are by mean of wander plugs and
some hum pick -up can occur unless the plug is
screened completely as Fig. 18..
The metal case can be made from the top of an

X and sync switches int.

-

+1

the trace was as Fig. 21 when connection was made to
H.T. 4 with controls set as follows : Range 1, amp
high, Y amp max., X amp 4. With the same settings
but with the lead connected to reservoir condenser
trace was as Fig. 22. The hum was audible in the
set and, after replacing the two condensers, the trace
was as Fig. 23. For H.T -t-, and as Fig. 24 for reservoir"condenser, and hum was not audible lrow.
1

Sound Waves
Sound waves can be seen if a microphone is con nected to the Y out socket and earth,' and with Y
amp max., Y amp high, X amp 4, ,range I. Fine
frequency 7. X and sync int. beam blanking -hard ;

Figs. 22, 23, 24 and 25. - Further Oscil!ograms.

old pen torch and the metal braid of the coaxial
cable is soldered to aiead which passes through-the
case, allowing sufficient slack for tube to slide far
enough back to connect the wander plugs. This lead
is then soldered to the case, together with another
lead terminating in a wander plug. In checking,hum
level in TV sets connect Y out to cathode of C.R.T.
or grid, whichever is being modulated and earthed to
chassis, and in radio sets connect Y out to L.S. and
earth lead to chassis, and with controls set as pre iously stated line of trace should be fairly straight.
With a PAM75I model the line was as Fig. 19,
and no hum was visible on the screen of the set.
With a G.E.C. BC5442 trace was practically a straight
line, and very faint hum could be heard in background. whilst with the scope connected to the
reservoir condenser and controls set range I, Y amp
low, Y amp 3, X amp 4 fine frequency 25 cps, the trace
was as Fig. 20. With a Columbia C301 A.C. radio

Fig.

26.- Circuit

Fig. 27.- Oscillograms
disshowing phase

'placement.

on speaking ïnto the microphone vibrations will
appear on the trace. if the sound is a pure note a
single trace will appear, but if harmonics are present
there will be several traces. The audio note from a
signal generator will appear as Fig. 25,

Phase Displacement
Using an external 6.3 volt A.C. source connect up
circuit as Fig. 26, and set controls.- as follows
Range 6; X ext. ; Y amp high ; Y amp 4: X amp
6 ; beam blanking hard ; sync int. Trace A Fig. 27
should now appear. Now reverse connections" E
and Y out, and trace should appear as B Fig. 27,
showing a 90 deg. displacement.
(To be concluded)
:

on the subject of telex ision which they thought would
be of interest to the public watching the conference.
This was followed by a cabaret by Syrian artists.
in
building
AFTER three weeks' concentrated work
The most up -to -date equipment had been installed
specially
con
into
a
-1 and installing equipment
in the Damascus studio and it incorporated all the
England,
of
Cambridge,
Pye
Limited
structed.studio,
There were three
latest modern developments.
have transmitted the first " live " television program- television cameras, as well as a unit of telecine
mes to be seen in Syria. The first pictures were seen capable of transmitting either 35 or 16 mm. films.
during the evening of the 1st September, when the An outside broadcasts van, completely air-condiPresident formally opened the Fair:
tioned, acted as a control room and was parked
A considerable number of receivers, belonging not immediately outside the studio with a connecting
only to Pye, but also to manufacturers from several window for the producer to see into the studio. The
other countries, had been installed in different parts outside broadcasts van was chosen só that the
of Damascus, as well as iin Pavilions at the Fair. maximum mobility could be achieved in producing
Among those which had been distributed by Pye programmes away from the studio.
were sets for leading Government officials, hotels,
The aerial mast for the station was over 100Ìt.
clubs, shop windows, bazaars and cafés.
high and dominated the entrance to the British
The first programme to be transmitted was a Pavilion and all the other Pavilions at the Fair. In
press conference and reception for Damascus journal- addition to the large studio, forty -feet square, there
ists, televised from the studio. At it, the journalists were office and dressing -room facilities for artists
were encouraged to ask questions of a general nature taking part in the " live " programmes.

Syria Sees Live TV

,

for checking

phase displacement.
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STORY

MODERN TRANSISTOR IN PI:TORIAL FORM

..

THE STORY SO FAR
.
Latest products of Free Space evolution

.

.

The heat of the equatorial regions is too much for the
Semicons.
There the Trons still reign supreme.

1AULLARDS

who have been Lords of Free Space from the

earliest times.

the diminutive Semicons have increased their numbers so much
that they plan to take over more living space.
This
means trouble for the Trons . . .
;

The Semicons are small, but active. More than IOU
oíî them can keep going on the supplies needed by a
single Tron.

BY

Overwhelmed by armies of Semèons, some of the
Trans are forced to retreat. Others are too powerful.
A truce is arranged. They live together in a state of
uneasy peace.

In the higher regions of space, too, the Semicons are no
match for the specialised types of Trott which have
evolved there.

READ NEXT YEAR'S THRILLL'C INSTALMENT
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No. 24. -THE REGENTONE 14T AND SIMILAR
MODELS
By

AS

this receiver uses a standard Plessey chassis
these notes may be used in the servicing of
several other receivers, including the Marconi

VT63DA and various others in the Defiant, R.G.D.,
Argosy and Decca ranges. These are I4in. table
models using a superhet circuit easily tunable with
the adjustment on the rear right side of the chassis.
Models marked S, L, M, W, or with no marking at
all, have a vision l.F. of 14 Mc /s and a sound I.F.
of 10.5 Mc s. Models marked N (north) HM or KS
have 15 Mcis vision and 11.5 Mc /s sound I.F. tuning.
Some variation may be found between various
models and the focus magnet assembly may differ
Most
from our drawing.
models are fitted with facilities
for the Tine and frame shift,
although this is not shown in
the tirnebase drawings.
The aerial input is intended
for 75 ohm coaxial cable, an
attenuator being fitted in the

aerial circuit marked "Distant "
and " Local."
The contrast control operates
on valves VI and V3, thus its
operation affects the sound
volume as well .as the vision.
VI is an EF80 operated as a
conventional R.F. amplifier
feeding vision and sound signals
at R.F. to the V2 EF80 mixeroscillator. The oscillator coil
is wired in the screen grid
circuit of this valve and the
R.F. signals at the control grid
are mixed with the screen
oscillatory voltages to produce
the signals at the anode at the
required 1.F. frequencies of
sound and vision. These are
tuned by the first I.F. transformer and passed to the
control grid of V3 EF80,
which again is common to

L.

Lawry -Johns

both sound and vision. These signals are separated
at the anode circuit of this valve, the sound being
fed to V6 EBF80 via a 2 pF capacitor, whilst the
vision signals are tuned by the vision 1.F. transformer and passed to V4 EF80 control grid.
Included in this circuit is the sound rejector coil
which shunts signals at sound 1.F. to chassis.
The clear vision I.F. signals appearing at the anode
of V4 are passed via the third vision 1.F. transformer to the detector, which is one section of
V12 EB9I. The other diode section functions as the
vision interference limiter. The detector diode section
is that wired at pins 2 (anode) and 5 (cathode), whilst
the anode and cathode of the limiter are pins 7 and I
respectively. The detected vision signal voltages are
developed across a 5.6 K and a 1 K resistor, which are
wired in series from pin 5 to chassis. A test point is
provided at the junction of these resistors to enable
a meter to be connected across the 1 K resistor. The
developed signals are passed via a resistor- capacitor
filter to the control grid of V5 EF80, which is the
video amplifier. Although the anode circuit of this
valve is quite conventional, a single 6.8 K resistor

00000
0000
0000
00000
Line
Hold

Width

e

Brilliance \ Frame
Hold

Line
Linearity

Fuses
Blue AS Amp.
re //ow ...500m4.

e

Height

Limiter.

Links to

be shorted on

/ow voltage D.0 Mains only

Fig. 2.

-A

rear chassis riese.
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being used as a load, the cathode circuit requires
some description. Pin I and 3 are the common
cathode connections at the valve base. From here a
2,000 pF capacitor is wired to chassis, whilst a
150Q resistor is wired in series with a 180!1 to
chassis with a 250 1iF electrolytic shunted across
the 1809.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and it should he
realised that a severe loss of vision response and sync
will result if this capacitor becomes defective.
At the anode of V5 signals are fed to the C.R.T.
cathode to the sync separator control grid via a 10 K
resistor and a .05¡íF capacitor and also to the limiter
diode VI2B. The limiter control operates upon the
anode of this diode, varying the H.T. applied to its
anode. As the H.T. applied becomes greater and
approaches that of the cathode, the valve becomes
conductive and this flattens the white content of the
picture. The correct setting for the control is found
by advancing it until the whites tend to flatten and
then retard it until this effect no longer occurs. This
ensures that all interfering signals which have a
greater magnitude than peak white are aitentuated
by the diode.

_

$

The Sound Circuit
Signals at sound I.F. are applied as previously
Tuning Contro/
Channe /s / to S

-

-Ion Trap
Focus Lever

Fig. 3. -Detector and video amplifier circuit.

Line Output
and E.H.T
Transformer

.RF
Coi/

1st Sound
and tísion

IF

EyGi

3rd Vision

ñd.
Sour)

stated to the control grid of VG
EBF80, being tuned by the
second sound I.F. transformer.
Signals appearing at the anode
circuit are tuned by the. third
sound 1.F. transformer and
are passed to a diode section
of the same valve.
Signals
developed across a 68 K Q
resistor are applied via a

.01¡íF capacitor to a WX6
sound
interference
limiter
rectifier.
Fig. 7 shows the
circuit, and in the event of
low and distorted sound the
marked 2.2 M resistor (red.
red- green) is to be suspected.
Other sound troubles can
usually be overcome, either by
the replacement of V6 or V7.
Quite often a loud hum may
develop due to one of these
two valves developing a heater cathode leak or short, and in
this respect V7 is usually the
offender.

Sound
Rejector

2nd Vis.

163

-_

/4.197
Metal

Rectifier

IF

The Line Timebase
The triode section

3rd Sound

Volume

Contrai

and On/bff Switcl'

o

Contrast
Control

r

Fig.

1. -Above

chassis view of the main parts.
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of V9

functions
as
a
blocking
oscillator, the frequency being
controlled by the line hold
control.
If this control has to be at
the end of its travel in order
to lock the picture horizontally,

suspect V9 ; and if a replacement does not produce a cure
the 150 K resistor. which is in
series with the centre tag or
slider, should be inspected, as
this had a tendency to rise
in value. The line oscillations
are fed to the VII line
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Link amplifier via a variable capacitor marked " line
D.C.on /y
P61
drive." The setting of this capacitor is fairly
critical, and its adjustment is as follows. Screw in the
control (maximum capacity) until a white line appears
down the screen. Unscrew the adjustment until the
white line just disappears : do not unscrew beyond
this point as this may result in damage to VII and /or
the line output transformer.
200
500
The picture should then rbe adjusted for the best
width and shape by means of the width and linearity
326f2
controls.
V//
line
output
The output of V11 is applied to the
V/4
the
high
supplies
transformer, an overwind on which
voltage required at the anode of V13, EY51. Other
V/O
windings and tappings supply the heater of the EY51
V9
etc.
control,
width
PY81,
V14,
and the_ cathode of
VI
912
from
is
fed
Its
anode
diode.
VI4 is the efficiency
V2
the H.T. line via the linearity coil. It will be seen from
All
these
the diagram that being wired across a section of the
V3
Condensers y
O /pF
4.-11
00/,LF each
transformer and scan coils, it effectively damps the
V4
flyback voltages and adds them to that of the H.T.
Earr h
V6
line to supply the line output valve with the extra
Sock et
energy required. Also the boost voltages obtained is
V7
smoothed and applied to the tube 1st anode (tag 10)
/s
v/2
to supply the comparatively high voltage required by
Amp.
Blue
this electrode. An accurate measurement of voltage
VS
Fuse
cannot be obtained at tag 10 using a normal meter
Vs
due to the presence of the 2.2M resistor, and a
(çár)
measurement of voltage must not be attempted at
the top cap or cathode of the PY81 due to the high
pulse, voltages present.
Lack of width can usually be traced to a failing
14A97 metal rectifier, insufficient line drive from
A.C/D.C. Mains
V9, a failing VI or V14 or a variation in the value of
Fig. 6.- Circuit of the mains supply section.
FreR56, 3.3K screen dropping resistor of VII.
quent failure of VII should also direct attention to
this resistor, as the valve will be overrun if R56 via a W6 interlace diode to the anode of the frame
oscillator. The triode section of V 10 (ECL80)
decreases in value to any great extent.
functions as the oscillator, and the pentode section
as the amplifier or output.
Frame Timebase
Most frame timebase troubles which are eviFrom the anode of the pentode section of V9
which is the sync separator, frame pulses are passed denced by a distorted vertical scan can be cured by
_

1

MW36-24

üP

-\d

/4KP4
Vö

113

S8

Kfl

\EY5/
4

V//

PL8/

EH
L

V/4

d

PYBI

/NE

OUTPUT ,
TRANSFMR

202MO

WWI

s

9

'

o

q.

-Jt1W1Vt°r+--'-----

V9

TR/ODE

o

ECL80
/02/(03

NE
SCAN
COILS

300 750
pF P

5

o
W }D771

SYNC.

005
NF

Fig.

4.- Circuit

Ó Ó

680Kf1

2.2
K)

300

ó

l

/
yÓ

LINEARITY

of the line timebase without line shift.
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replacement of VIO, although loss of hold can be
due to several factors. If the hold control is at one
end of its travel, suspect R47 330K. If the control
works normally, i.e., will make the picture roll both
upward and downward but will not lock it, suspect
the interlace diode, R41 (2.2M sync separator screen
resistor), R37 or R38. R37 is a 220K and R38 a
1.5M.
If weak frame sync (picture will not lock) is
accompanied by critical or weak line sync, check V9
and R41, and if the picture seems under contrasted
at the same time, check C63 video amplifier 250 1iF
cathode capacitor.

165

to the decreased Al voltage the short should clear.
A little experimenting with the value of the additional
resistor, say up to 4.7M, may brighten the picture
and still " hold off " the original short. If this
procedure fails, use the tube as a triode, strapping

APPROXIMATE VALVE VOLTAGES
Anode
Screen Cathode
VI ...
175
175
3 -35 (contrast)
V2 ...
180
40
V3 ...
175
175
3 -35 (contrast)
V4 ...
175
175
2.2
V5 ...

C.R.T. Type and Wiring
In the Regentone, the tube fitted is usually a
Mullard MW36 -24 or an Emitron 14KPH. These
are tetrode tubes with a duodecal base wired as

2-

140
205
60
200
205
140
200
200

V6 ...

triode ...
pentode
triode ...
pentode
V 10 triode ...
V 10 pentode
VI I
...
V13
...
V7
V7
V9
V9

215
100

3.3
3.75

--

7

200

7

follows.
Pins 1 and 12- heaters ; Pin
control
5 -10
grad ; Pin 10-1st anode ; Pin 11- cathode.
The
EHT supplied to the final anode is some 12 -13KV
200
and this, of course, isderived from the EY51 mounted
*
155
1.3
on the line output transformer. As is well known, a
12kV
common fault to develop on these tubes is a cathode
*
V14
215
to grid short, which causes the beam current to
become excessive, thus overloa0ing the EY5 I and the
* No test advisable.
line output stage. if no picture is obtainable, and
inspection reveals that the EY51 heater is not glowing, tag 2 to tag 11 and connecting the lead to tag 2 in
listen for the line timebase whistle. If it is present, the place of tag 10, which should become redundant.
connect tag 10 of the tubebase to chassis. Due to If however no line timebase whistle is audible,
the 2.2M resistor this will cause no harm. If now the check valves 9, 11 and 14. Uncontrollable brilliance.
FY51 heater lights up and the EHT voltage is present or a raster which is brilliant at minimum brilliance
at the tube anode, try connecting a 2.2M resistor setting and vanishes as the control is advanced,
indifrom tag 10 to tag 12 of the tubebase. In all proba- cates usually a cathode to heater short. If the set
bility the picture will be quite presentable, and due is used on A.C. mains, the fitting of a 6.3 volt isolating

-

-
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R4/

2.2MC2

/SKI/

R37
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Osc.
Trans
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9
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Inter/ace
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L

i

°05,11F

00000000

005/uF
Frame Scan Co //s

VIO
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Ti
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/KO

Trans

0
0
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/ E@9/
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To

Line
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/SMf1
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300pF
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Fig. 5. -Frame timebase, sync. separator and limiter circuit.
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heater transformer presents no difficulty. It should
be realised that in the event of a short occurring
the cathode is at chassis potential.
Therefore the 6.8 K video amplifier load resistor
is effectively connected from H.T. to chassis and a
certain amount of overheating is bound to occur. If,

correspond with those given in this article. In place
of the EF80 valves, 613X6s may be found. 6AB8s in
place of ECL8Os and the PLS I may be replaced by a
21A6, the PY81 by a 1723, the EB91 by a 6AL5 and
the EY51 by a 6W2.
On the Decca D14 receiver a Ferranti TI4 /2 triode

t

TH. 77

220
Kfl

/5
KO

68Kí)

005

V7

uF

ECC 80

2pF
Volume

Control

33
Kf)

470

0/pF

003
r;F

C63

50pF

O/PF

003

oos

T!JF

TPF00/

/80
n

T/JF

12F
H.

Fig. 7. -Sound I.F., detector, limiter and output circuit.

tube is fitted, and in this case the tube wiring and
as expected, check this resistor (R18) to ensure its circuit values are slightly different.
value is correct. The heater voltage of the tube is
NOVEMI R ISSUE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
6.3 and if it is desired to fit a resistor in the heater
chain to take the place of the tube heater when a
PRICE ls. 3d.
SALE
NOW
ON
transformer is fitted, a value of 2052 at 3-5 watts will
The current issue of our companion paper,
be in order. Alternatively, the leads to tags and 12
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which is now on sale,
may be connected together (after removal from the
contains a special article for the newcomer to Short
tube base of course) and the green leads of the main
Wave working. This consists of a constructional
supply voltage selector placed on the next tag to the
feature on an A.C. mains-operated Short -Wave
left.
three-two stages plus a valve rectifier for tie
As the receiver is designed for connection to
mains section. It uses plug -in coils and is simple to
A.C. or D.C. mains, the valve heaters are wired in
construct and operate.
series and are therefore all of the same heater current
An interesting contemporary design for a radiorating, i.e., .3 amp. Two fuses are provided. The
gram cabinet forms the subject of another conin series with the
1 or 1.5 amp. is coloured blue and is
structional feature, whilst transistor enthusiasts
mains supply. The 500 mA is coloured yellow and
are catered for this month by a constructional
is in series with the main H.T. supply from the metal
article on a small square -wave generator housed in
rectifier.
a fountain pen cap. Other practical articles cover a
The mains supply is applied to the metal rectifier
Signal Tracer and Amplifier, the use of 807s in
via R61, the actual tapping depending upon the mains
Class A.B2 -with special reference to a transmitter
voltage. The D.C. output of the rectifier is applied
modulator, a Simple " S " Indicator using a worn to the reservoir capacitor (200 pF) which maintains
out Magic eye. Other articles cover the conclusion
the voltage at this point fairly smooth, despite mains
of the series on Push -Pull and a Novel Baby Alarm,
ripple and varying current demands. The current is
and model control enthusiasts are told how to
further ironed out by the 30 D and 60 52 resistors and
make a single valve Model Control Transmitter.
is finally smoothed by the 500 ¡tF section. The link
An electrostatic loudspeaker is described, whilst
beneath the voltage adjustment must only be made
for Tape Recorder fans there is an article on
when the mains input is D.C. and the effect of this
modifying the Sound -Master and one on the fitting
rectifier
metal
the
of
section
one
out
short
link is to
of an automatic switch for Tape Recorders. The
remove
and
to
it
across
drop
to minimise the voltage
Servicing article thds month deals with the
the 60 52 resistor.
Marconiphone T24DAB.
It may be found that the valve numbers do not

after fitting an isolating transformer, results are not

1
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Portable TV
Receivers
SOME

INTERESTING DETAILS
AVAILABLE,
AND
THE
FACTORS

WHICH

OF

PORTABLES

NOW

GOVERN

DESIGN

the increasing popularity of television as a
form of home entertairment, there has arisen a need for
a " second set." This may be so
that certain members of the family
may view one station, whilst
others may have the alternative programme, or one set may be placed
in a bedroom in a case of sickness,
etc. There is also the possibiliy of
wanting to use a receiver in the
open on picnics or other outings,
The
although due to the brightness of
the light satisfactory reception may be difficult to
obtain. These facts have led to the development
by a hew manufacturers of small receivers intended
for what might be termed portable use, although,
of course, they are by no means as light in weight
as a portable radio receiver.
Now that the 17in. or 20in. screen is accepted as
the more or -less standard domestic size, the old 9in.
tube has become obsolescent, but it is ideal for a
WTH

....'S`."
.

.....

.

This is the liken Portable.

Pye Portable, with frame aerial in position.

portable receiver. The picture is large enough to
offer satisfactory viewing, and in fact many homes
are still using the older 9in. sets. The tube, therefore,
forms the main part and governs the dimensions of
the set. It is interesting to see how the various
manufacturers have tackled the problem of reducing
size and weight in this type of equipment and in this
article four models which were shown at this year's
Radio Show are illustrated.
Pye
At the top of this page is the Pye, removed from its
case to show the general method of assembly. In
this model the front of the cabinet forms the tube
mask and there are no controls or anything else to
increase the overall frontal area. As this model
utilises a 14in. screen, the frontal dimensions are
13 +in. by Win., and all the remaining equipment is
housed in the length, making this measurement
19'in. The elliptical speaker (61in. by 4in.) is on the
side of the assembly, and in this particular model
a frame aerial is provided for areas of good signal
strength. The number of valves used in these portables
may be reduced by the employment of diodes for
certain functions, and double types of valves can also
be used in places so that the number of actual stages
is not much reduced. In the Pye, for instance, there
are 17 valves, 5 selenium diodes and 3 germanium
diodes, and in addition there is a 13 channel tuner.
The cabinet for this model is in aluminium, and
the side portions are made removable for easy access
to components, whilst the chassis swings out for easy
servicing. The overall weight of this model is
40 lbs.

Ekco
The ace, is designed on different lines, and is
intended for use with a normal mains power supply,
or a 12 -volt D.C. supply. In this manner it may be
used with a normal car battery and, unlike other
portables, it may be taken out into the country in a
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car and then, by merely plugging into the car lighting
circuit, it can be brought into operation. The load
on the battery is 7 amps. and the necessary mains or
power switching is automatic, the action of plugging
in the appropriate connecting lead automatically
selecting mains rectifier or D.C. supply. In this
model a gin. aluminised tube is
fitted and the front of the cabinet,
as may be seen from the illustration
at the foot of page 167, carries
also the various volume, tuner and
essential controls. This brings the
frontal area in this model to 13;in.
by 10 in., whilst the depth has been
kept to I5in. The weight is 5 lbs.
less than the Pye (35 lbs.), and it
will be noted that the "double -D"
type of mask is employed to offer
a slightly increased picture area.
compared with the normal " 5 by
4 " rectangular picture on a gin.
tube. Again an elliptical speaker is
fitted (7in. by 4in.), and the case is
of aluminium covered with leather cloth.

Again the frontal area is " all picture," the
controls being recessed into the sides. Instead of
metal, the makers here have used a fibre -form
material which is moulded in two halves -after the
manner of a chocolate Easter egg. When placed
together, the two halves are held by a die -cast
lines.

Spencer -West
The Spencer -West " Teevy " also
incorporates a 9in. tube. and
although no details are available
concerning the circuitry, etc., the
case is finished in various forms
according to the particular use to
which the receiver is to be put. One form is
shown above, and another has the cabinet finished
with interesting nursery pictures where it is intended
that the receiver shall be a " second set " in. the
nursery. The general lines of design may be seen
from the illustration and the general size should not
be much different from the Pye.

I

he Spencer -West

I

eeey "

aluminium fitment which holds the receiver in a
vertical plane. To take the weight of the set when
it is placed down the set stands on feet which form
part of the chassis-not the case. The latter is
therefore merely a shell and as such protects the
interior from damage rather than the more customary
utility use to which the cabinet is put. The overall
dimensions of this set are 141.in. by 14in. for the
front, with an overall depth of 17ín. and the weight
Murphy
In the Murphy model, shown below, a 12ín. tube has been kept down to 28 lbs. The layout of the
has been fitted, but apart from other interesting interior may be seen from the illustration from which
features of design the containing case follows novel it will be noted that a form of assembly has been
adopted which does not appear to
have found much favour in this
country, although quite popular on
xx.
the Continent. In this, the chassis
sgttlgo`., ;:
-

:

which the main receiver
assembled carries a central hole to
which the scanning coils, etc., are
fixed, and the tube neck is inserted
into this hole so that the set is
arranged round the tube. There are
a number of advantages in this form
of assembly, although all the valves
then become horizontal and need
retaining springs or screens. The
turret tuner may be seen in the
lower left of the picture, whilst one
of the metal feet upon which the
set stands may be seen on the right.
The loudspeaker in this model lies on
its back and points upwards through
the carrying handle, and this may be
seen above the looped EHT lead to
the tube cap. Much of the mechaical design of this receiver was
influenced by the cabinet shape.

upon

ankr,Aittlt:;

is

--r
t

,

`

An inside new of the Murphy Portable.
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O'/.1
1 A:;

1ADCT
1.47

1('2
1(

ïCT

11150T
11.4

11,05
1

\.,

11(5
1.41

1.4:,

l'l'!
lIl-,`-

3A

::Illl
::Q t
3Q5
384
3V4

411
4_

46ß4C1
5444(4

SYSC

51'3GT
57,4(6

667
6A8C
G6(:7

66(:5

6AK-,
6Ar.5
6AM5
6A &16
GAQb

(iA'l'6
GR8
6111.6

6B1(6

6B\Vd

(,BN',
6('4
6C5C
6Cr,
(,(:9
(ì(41,c
911/4

6PI
ìl''6C

6F6M
6713
6714
6F15
6(46(1
61114

635(4

4U5CT
6.16611

63(,
Cn17G

6K6t4

6K7(:

61C7H
61C8,:

FES.: I'
614)1:
61,7
6447

6Q7OT
G8.47(1^

6817

68167

Ii437

68K7
6S1,7

I;8!97
61.047

6887
/4U4(+T

=B
3,e

6050

11-

61370

11/8
9/6
9/8
10/6
b/8

6V60

6175

6V6(4T

6X4

6X50
6X501

e/-

9/9
7/6
7/8
7/6
4/8

b/9/8
9/8
7/6
8/8

7B7
705
706
7117

7Q7
787
7Y1

el-

81i¡é
8/8
8/8
6/8
Bi 8

6/-

80'

9/6
8/8

8/2/9

ECM'

10/8

ELS'2

8.8

E184

5/8

1130

H1.2

MCI
1002
1071
1079
16713
10714

1213E1i

12C8

1.7220

13/O

781
7215

O)8

8/9/-

9/8

10/10/-

7/8/-

PP22::
PYBn
PY81

128417
1.2.9.17

1201E7

12/8

9/8
2/6

6/-

5/8
8/6

8/8/-

7/5/9
6/9
8/9
9/8

129Q7
12SR7

7/8
5/8

8/-

718

U22
U25

50/8

20E-2
284.1

1318

251.601
25U4OT
25Y:5

25Z40
257.('i0T

35L60T
35%4,4

:4534(41

3535
501.80T

12/8

9/0

10/9/6
9/9/8

9/9/-

8/8

9/-

8/8

7/-

A06/PEN 8/8
ATP4
5/UH73M
10/RADC30 10/7,47-12
1(641

12/8

7/6

E13041

81-

7111780
51091

10/11/9/8

9/7/8

9/8¡8/-

e/8/-

9/3

E0084

12/8

CATALOGUE
Send 1/-

8/9

9l8/-

IS

AVAILABLE

NOW

13/6

amp. 0.4 v.

4

2

amp.

:

30 v. 2 amps.

v.

4

...

Taps at 3 v..

4

e.,

.

amp. 0.5 e. 2 amp.
... each
v.,

6

8

v.,

9

v., 10 v.,

Ill

for your copy

to -day.

Band
Aerials
element, 702 s U. An array
universal din. _in. mastheat bracket, suitable
hannels 8, 9 and JO.
Price 41/ -.
carriage 4/6.
Aerialite Coaxial outlet toles
at 4/8 each.
Aerialite Coaxial plugs sad
sockets at 1/1 each.
Transformers T1154 N, 25/- each.
Tmntormers T1154 H, 37/. each.
Transformers T1154 in rough
condition, 15/- each.
Carriage and postage on above
transformers is 122:6.
Meters
0 -100
m /a.,
panel
outing, 7/8 each.
Meters 0.3 amp.
p. R. F.
panel
m tun/ iuc. 7'8 c...

CRT ISOLATION

FORMERS
NReA 2 v.:

with

TRANS-

Nß914

4
v
v.: N1121) 10.4 e.:
1.119E 13. 3v. Frire 10 6 each,
all for use on renews /s with

1.)690 8.3

46

own transformer.

Input 230 /240 v., output
2.21.21-21.3 volts at 2 amps.
17/6 each.
191112 Input 210,240 v.
Multi
output 0-2-4-6.5-7.5-10-13 volts
and 50" BOOST. 21N1414

each.

NRI? Input

2001240 v. Output 6.3 v., with 23% and 50%
110081'. Prive 17.8 each.

13/6

(7404

11/8
1118

U11041

0BC4:

7R92 (EA50)

111-

1/8

10/VR1115,130

VR110
VR138
VR137
VR150/30
V P2:1
V870

2'-

(rB('33)

7/6
4R50 (1(7361
81-

VR91

6/8

64

8/8

Bin.

8/3/-

Y63

Paeklag and Postage -6d. per valvi.
SAME DAY SERVICE

by

...
1(lac.

...

...

6/-

3/-

Each
18'6

1,ect tuna,

17/2
in. Types by Goodman, Bola, R.

&

1813

Types by Goodman, Plessey,

A....

19!3

61in. Wafer Speaker by Trueon,
suitable for Car Radio, etc....
...
lOin. Plessey Lightweight ..
...
Elliptical Speakers, Goolrnnas, 4in. s

X66
X79

/9

(E111301

Types

Vl'39

VI 61
4Y77
X(,.5

313/-

3

...n.

VT52 (ELIO)
6/6

V01206

1'R659 (8P41)

31' square type

4/8/-

(311U12/14) 8/9
V1764 (U12) 9/.
VU111
218

VRGS (0 761)

11/9
10/8

8/8

11. &

VT.501

VR57 (EK33)

4'1106 (PG1 )

All PM Types less Transforniers

71-

11/10/3/-

14/8

LOUD SPEAKERS

VR91 Sylvania

9/-

10/-

VR'2l
VE5:; (EF39)
8/8
4'R54 (1(B34)

15/-

48 -PAGE

ILLUSTRATED

-

8i-

10

10/-

ECH42

OUR NEW
1956 -57

10 -

UAF42
UB41

VR55

950 -0-750 e. 80 m/a 0,'G

Aeriall:e

.

.

10/12I-

ECF80

E0782

SPECIAL OFFER

9/-

5;

Secondary

Antference Aerial Typo C lí4
with full inIndoor
13/8 each,
structions, etc.
carriage Paid.

6/5/7/4/-

E00815

E01153

15/-

9/-

6/9
6/-

Ulo

11741
1'1.41
1rY41

:

Please add 2 /- per transformer lour and packing.

8/-

12/6

1119

87.220

2001

8/8

PY62

8/8/8

7/-

Mounting Type

...

Primary : 200. 230.240 v.

12/8
12/8

P1.83

Secondaries

MT3:

10/-

PC F80

PUL83

200. 220.240 v.

:

818

5/-

-3-way

Secondaries: 250.0.250 v. 60 m/a 0/6.3 v.

v.

:

Primary

PEN220A
7(X:84
10/-

9/8
2/8

9/-

MT2

8/9

7C78_

:

Primary: 200. 220.240

4/-

PEN4G

12,107

7,47

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
MT1

12/8

Pl(N25

PL4P2

12807

-

2;-

M8/PEN

Full Circuit Diagram, Shopping List, and Point -to -Point
Wiring Diagram, 2/6.

-

-

10/-

KTZ4l

11/8
11/8

-

6/3/-

HL1320
KL35
KT2
KT33C
KTN'O1
KTW83

9/6

14/-

6
10
11
10

5/8
5/6
9/9
3/6
12/6
10/8
11/-

-

11 6
1:' -

EZ841

7/-

7Ì8

10
11.

EM80
EY51
EY86
E 29
E340
F.Z4l

P1.81

14/-

11.-

EM:14

91813

2/-

Or if you prefer you can build the
battery version first for £7/17/6
and add the mains components
later. Post extra on Kit 3/-.

1018
1118

111d2

4/8

8;8

12 8
12 6

ELIt

l'235
1237
12K7

12/8

12i 8

9011
9006
954

956

£9.9.0

11/-

EL:

MI6

8/6
6/8
10/6

8/8

CM()
EPA!
E786
E789

8/8

10/-

10/-

E7i2

E1148
F4V4/500
(IZ:12

953

Modern Portable. A.C. /'D.C.
Mains;Battery Receiver. Four valves, DK96, DL96,
etc. 2 Waveband Superhet. In an attractive
Lizard Grey Case, size 81in. x 8 in, x 41in.
Full Kit of Parts down to last nut and bolt.

111-

EF80

3/9
5/6

9n2

126117

8/-

8/-

9/9/-

8/8
8/8

12AX7

7/8

8/8

8/-

10/6

12617

7/6
8/8

7/8
7/8
7/6
7/0
9/8

80
807

1266
12AH7

7,11

8/8
7/.

75
77

94101

9/8

GUARANTEED
ALL TESTED
BEFORE
DESPATCH
8/6
8/8

169

ARE YOU BUILDING
THIS POPULAR KIT ?

FOR VALVES

7B6
10/8

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

10in. Types by R. & A., Celestian,

25/3

20'19/8

8/-

8/8

10/11/6
11/8
17/8

CHARGER

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Multi Ra :ìo Type, each

Midget for 341 Output. each
Standard 5,1810 ohms, each
Standard 10,000 ohms, sash

Il:Inc

UO
4 -6

4.8
... 4.8

12
12
12

volt

RECTIFIERS -.ill

l arnp., eas:r
2 amp., each
O amp., each

volt
volt

l' n1.
5 3
8 ,i

13 s

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE DEPT. "PT.'
TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

5/6VINCES

CHAMBERS

VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS

I.
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Orders

:

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra,

value

20/- add 1/6

;

as

10/.

401-

follows

:

add 1/add 2/. ; ES

add 3/- unless otherwise stated,
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 3/ -. All single valves
postage 6d.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

s
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/4DCOL

ILIA It

RIiA" r.t

17".

T.1'. TITRES

£7.10;

14.
£5.10.

SIX MONTHS' (:I'Al2ANTGE.
16" 15"

14"

ROUND

E5

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

(ReBd T.ode Mo.fr )

: A 15in. or 14in. T.N. tube can be fitted in Pì;.
little or no alteration. 15/6 1ns.,carr.
each tube. 12in. Round Type and smaller sizes please enqu'uu

Please Note

of bin. or 12in. with

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
Sound jointing for the

and give alternative
delay in delivery.

T.V.

if possible, as heavy Ordering may eau

CHASSIS

97/6

Complete chassis by
famous manufacturer.
R.F. ^E.H.T. Unit included. Drawing FREE

Easily fitted to Table
or Console model, owing to ,this, chassis
being in three
separate units
(Power. Sound
Timebase)
inter-co lt

and Vision.

Home Radio Engineer

néctéd.
T H I S

e

CHASSIR
IS LESS
- _
VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our catalogue for cheap valves. Our £5
'rube fits this Chassis. List of valves by request. Carr.
London, 10/- Provinces.
CHANNELS 1 -3 or 4-5 Many clients have successfully
verted to 14in., 15ín. and 171n. tubes. I.F.s are 17.25 -19.25 ne
vision. I.T.V. Channel 7 -13 easily converted.
REMEMBER SATURDAY OPEN ALL DAY.

-

:

:

17e4. GR4 6677

'

llMONEY BACK

Supplied for

Illustrated

all

Protective

ranges

GUARAIIFEE

volt

621 ROMFORD RD. LONDON.

CWOQQ

I

COD

E.I2.

with

no extra cost

Shield

for low volt-

(List No. 68)

VIDEO ELECTRONICS

ages.

f" Detachable

Bit sizes

BA Model
(List No. 64)

(LONDON) LTD. (Dept. P.T.)
ö"

Head Office

to 1'

Works

:
:

27, Bacon

Street, London, E.I.
Street, E.I.

16/22, Bacon

Telephones :

Bishopsgate 0419/0410.

T.V. Tubes (17in. f8, 14in.

E6, 12in. £5, etc.)
Cheap, reliable high grade seconds and reconditioned C.R.T.s, as supplied to the trade and
leading Television Insurance Companies, prices

from £3.
Valves

Send at once for our useful list of cheap valves
which will save money, we are the cheapest in

the trade.

Condensers
Electrolytics, bias, coupling, etc., etc., at give-

Apply Catalogues :
Sole Proprietors

HEAD OFFICE SALES AND SERVICE

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
GAUDEN RD., CLAPHAM HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.W.4.
Tel

:

away prices.

if Manufacturers

MACauley

3101 -4272.

Resistors

All types stocked.

A fine stock of these at very low prices.
.V. & Radio Cabinets
A few I7in. Table cabinets, new, ex famous
manufacturer, and about 500 very handsome
radio cabinets.
Send for stock list of speakers, valves, components and T.V. and Radio Spares.
All our goods are guaranteed.
T_
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"ICONOS"
MANCHESTER'S

VISITS
NEWEST

ITV ESTABLISHMENT

The Main Stage

Most of the studio transmissions
originate from the main No.

Studio,

MANCHESTER is a great city- centre of a
thriving industrial area, hub of the cotton
trade and a great port. Historians think
of it as the cradle of the Manchester school of political
theory, where Mill and Cobden expounded their
ideas of economics, Free Trade and the individualist.
Thanks to the constant wisecracks of music hall
comedians, however, the name of Manchester has
become associated in the minds of most viewers with
rain-steady rain.
I am not quite sure whether it is by intention or
coincidence that the Granada TV Network have
selected an umbrella- shaped dipole as their symbol
or trade mark, appearing before each transmission.
This seems most appropriate. But like everything else
as the Granada TV Centre, Quay Street, Manchester,
it has been carefully thought out and planned, right
from the zoom lenses on the cameras to the buttons
oF the commissionaires' uniforms.
The Granada TV plant is not of huge dimensions,
judging by BBC standards or even by the aggregate
space taken up by the scattered components of, say,
Associated Rediffusion in London. It is compact
an admirable mixture of brand new buildings and
adapted old ones situated 50 yards or so from
Deansgate, in the heart of the city. There are actually
two sites. The one in Quay Street contains all the
production plant, workshops, production offices,
dressing rooms and four stages, with ample space
for extensions and garages for the outside broadcasting trucks (known here as " Travelling Eyes "I,
radio link vans and other vehicles. The second site, in
Water Street, houses the accounts and other
administrative departments, the film editing and
handling sections and viewing theatres. All the
premises, whether built up completely new, or re -built
old, have been decorated in a pleasing contemporary
siyle slightly reminiscent of the Royal Festival Hall,
London. The cleanliness of the floors and corridors
was almost clinical. I noticed that the muddy footmarks I had made in the entrance hall were magically
removed when I passed it by, 20 minutes later, in the
company of Simon Kershaw, the genial general
manager of the Centre.

48ft. x 84ft.,

which

I

is

equipped with a new system of
mechanical light placement. The
incandescent lamps, spots and
floods are suspended from the overhead grid on telescopic supports,
and may be raised or lowered or
slid along the R.S.J. supports on
runners. This latter movement, however, is limited
to some extent by the supporting girders. It is
possible for an electrician to walk about on the
closely placed lighting grid and make very speedy
alterations to lamp positionvbelow. The lamps, all
of which are of the normal incandescent type (mostly
by Mole Richardson), are supplied with alternating
current through an organ -like lighting console (by
Strand Electric) which controls remote contactors
and dimmers situated in the roof. Two hundred and
fifty amps at 115 volts is the maximum requirement
with the sensitive cameras used. Direct current for
arcs from a rectifier is also available but has not so
far 'been used.
The studio is equipped with 41in. Image Orthicon
cameras (Marconi) of which three are in use and a
fourth is standing by in permanent readiness. These
are linked with the studio vision control apparatus,
which enables the producers to make the usual
cuts, fades and lap dissolves. The cameras are
mounted on Houston -Fearless pedestals, with the

..s.$1,1ttfartva*f

The lighting console in the vision control room. It is
from here that the lighting operator controls the intricate
lighting system.
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exception of one, which is usually mounted on a circuits link the Centre with the Winter Hill transmitter in Lancashire and - -- shortly -the Epley Moor
Vinten Pathfinder crane.
Adjacent to this main stage and separated from it transmitter in Yorkshire. One incoming line handles
by a large plate glass window is a small " Interview" the I.T.A. networked programmes and two incoming
Studio, No. 2. This has been found to be especially lines are set aside for outside broadcasts. Either
useful for parlour game transmissions and the cameras of these two can be used for feeding from the Capitol,
arc sometimes required to shoot through the glass
the A.B.C. -TV television theatre for the
from one stage to the other. Studios 3 and 4 were Didsbury,
line
not fully completed at the time of my visit, though Manchester area. The sound and control
arrangements are orthodox.
partly operational.

Travelling Eyes
Granada's two outside television
trucks, their " Travelling Eyes," are
extremely well equipped. Each truck
has a Pye three -channel system and a

One of the Granada O.B. cameras fitted with

a

zoom lens.

complete monitoring, sound mixing
and gramophone reproducing desk.
In addition, there are two radio link
vans which can be used as radio control rooms, and two special tender
vehicles for the transporting of outside broadcast equipment. The latter
are fitted with ramps to facilitate the
loading of camera dollies and similar
wheeled equipment. The technical
planning and operation of the equipment comes under the supervision of
the Chief Engineer, Reginald Ham mand, who was with the International
Marine Radio Co., Ltd., from
1930 -35. In 1935 he joined the BBC
Engineering Division,where he stayed
until joining Granada in April of last
year. Hedley Gower, Assistant Chief
Engineer, also came from the BBC,

Ventilation
Heating and ventilation of TV studio premises is
always a problem, especially as regards the elimination
of noise in both studios and control rooms. The
Granada engineers have tackled this problem in a
very thorough manner. Precautions hase included
flexible couplings between sections of the scntilation
ducts and, in some places, the lining of the interior
of the ducts with sound -absorbing material. The
incoming air is filtered and heated but is not washed.
After three months of operation in Manchester
atmosphere it was necessary to replace the filters !
Telecine Facilities
The telecine equipment consists of two E.M.I.
Flying Spot scanners of the latest type, capable of
handling 35 and 16 mm. film with optical or magnetic
sound tracks. These machines have produced some of
the finest film reproductions seen on television. There
are also two Vidicon telecine machines which each
includes a slide projector and also 35 and 16 mm.
1ìlm mechanisms. An unusual item is a special
Telejector slide handling equipment, which gives
remote control of slide changing, handling 12 slides
at one loading and providing an automatic lap dissolve.
There are no facilities at present for telerecording,
but these are under consideration.

Co -axial Links
There is a special cable between the Granada TV
Telephone House,
the G.P.O's
Centre and
Manchester, which provides six vision circuits, of
which live are in use at the moment. Two outgoing

A

" Travelling
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" truck being tested outside the
Granada TV centre.
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where he was in the Planning and Installation Department. Leonard Holt, Second Planning Engineer,
specialised in lines and communications at the BBC,
including the designing of equipment used in Eurovision. These three engineers and their staff are to
be congratulated upon the excellent layout and
smooth technical operation of the Granada transmissions, the fine results of which I heard
much from viewers in Manchester, Lancaster,
Morecambe and Blackpool during my northern trip.

Ancillary Workshops and Premises
The same care and thought has been applied to the
important ancillary servicing departments as was
given to the electronic side. George Speller, Construction Manager, ex- Ealing Film Studios, where he
was well known for his many ingenious time -saving
gadgets, has laid out a fine series of workshops
equipped with various types of woodworking
machinery for making scenery, sets and properties.
Mr. Speller, with several other leading personnel,
together with Simon Kershaw, are all exiles from the
Ealing Studios who seem to have settled down comfortably in their new surroundings. They have been
joined by Ealing's Sister Ross, who is in charge of the
first -aid room on the premises. The dressing rooms
and the make -up and hairdressing rooms are small,
but are comfortably fitted
up, ratherlike luxury cabins
on an ocean liner. The can'

I

teen cafeteria is large and
fitted up on the most modern lines. The decor of all
rooms is in the sanie contemporary style.

173

" Travelling

Eyes " have been very favourably
received by viewers in the Lancashire area and elsewhere. Granada has paid special attention to the
need for programmes which are serious and informative but, at the same time, not pompous or boring.
I seemed to sense that the spirit of Cobden -suitably
streamlined- emerged in some of these. The proportion of programmes originating at this studio is likely
to increase in the future. At present, the number of
live transmission hours in an average week is about
25, plus nine hours of film. These figures include, of
course, programmes from other sources and the

National ITV network.

Commercials
Split- second timing of programmes is the rule
here, as at other ITV centres. The mixture of local
announcements with or without local picture,
followed by, perhaps, an ITV network outside broadcast, intercut with local announcements and commercials on a variety of films or
slides, is positively bewildering. At Manchester this
CARPENTERS
intricate jig -saw of preSHOP
cision switching may be
even more complicated if
and when different commercials are inserted in the

programmes for
transmitting respectively
and simultaneously from
Winter Hill and Emley
Moor. Some of the advertising boys have strong
(concluded on page 186)
same

SCENE DOCK

SETTING
AREA

An O.B. control room (to the right of the picture), with
an Eagle Tower which enables the mobile mast to be
raised to 60ft.

Granada Programmes
The principal object of this article is to report
upon the premises and engineering facilities of the
Granada Television Centre. But I must also refer to
the programmes side, under the control of Denis
Forman, who was formerly Director of the British
Film Institute, and to Eddie Pola, who handles the

variety programmes. The live programmes which
originate from both the studio and from the

Ground plan of the Granada centre.
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THE device to he described measures, in con junction with a I mA meter and suitable

power supplies, A.C. signals between 10 c;s
and 60 Kc s, of amplitudes between 0.1 and 10 volts.
It has an input impedance of 0.5 megohm, so that
it does not appreciably load the circuit under test.
It can he used for checking test equipment,
audio and supersonic voltages, measuring gain,
feedback factor and output power.
The voltmeter consists of an input attenuator,
acting as a range switch, followed by a two -stage
resistance -capacity coupled amplifier which drives a
mA meter via a full -wave bridge rectifier. A total
1

mini-

The

fremum
is
quency
governed by

'

the values of
C3 and C4,
and is about
10 c, s.

The second
stage feeds into a very low

load

imped-

ance, and to
aise high gain
diswithout

tortion
slope

a

high -

low-

impedance

valve is desirConable.
a
sequently

I2AT7 double
triode

is used.

The attenuator consists

high

of
Fig. 3. -- A mains power supply' unit.
is provided by unhypassed cathode
resistors in both stages, and by overall current feedback from the output to the first sake cathode.
This gives a feedback voltage proportional to the
output current, eliminating much of the non -linearity
associated with meter rectifiers. The amount of this
feedback, and consequently the gain of the amplifier,
is adjusted, by the wirewound potentiometer RV I.
C2 and R7 reduce the feedback at high frequencies
to compensate for the fall in amplifier gain due to
stray capacitances.

of 30 dbs feedback

-

stability resistors with a total resistance
of nearly 0.5 megohm. This
is a somewhat low value
for a valve voltmeter, but it
is the best that can he
achieved without the use of a
cathode follower. Even with

Via

on
the values specified,
volt range where the
the
resistance feeding the first
stage is highest, stray capacause
citances
the meter to read
5 per cent. low,
at 25 Kc s. On
other ranges the

Sad

1

9

_.-

RB
SRV/
ens,

frequency is 60
Kcfs.
The external

maximum

Fig.

Capacitors

1. --

LIST Oh

-

Ci

C

CI -0.5 !,F 350 volts working 25 per cent. Paper
C2 0.001 ¡'F 350 volts working 25 per cent.
Paper
C3 0.0115 1'F 350 volts working 25 per cent,
Paper
C4 2 1' 3.50 volts working 25 per cent. l'apex
-

Rt to R6 are attenuator resistors

Resistors

and must
The table on page
show
time
the
same
176 lists these and at
the voltage readings which those values will
he

Under chassis wiring view.
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of high stability.

give.
R7__3.9 K !, w. 10 per cent. Carbon
R8 150 ohm w. 10 per cent. Carbon
R9 - 100 K '. w. 10 per cent. Carbon
.'-,
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unit and then assemble the chassis and all those
components which are bolted to it. Next wire up the
power cable and on!of switch SW2, and connect the
attentuator to pin 2 of the valve. Lastly, the remaining connections should be made, and the wire -ended
components fixed. The meter should be connected by

4.

A

AN

MEASURING

A.C.

WHICH

AND

EASY

IS

0

DEVICE

8

f

o
/

A// small fixmq
ho/es No 33 drill

INEXPENSIVE

'g

TO CONSTRUCT
R. C. Marshall

Dia

By

.f

power supplies required are 220 to 320 volts D.C.
at 3 to 5 mA, and 6.3 volts A.C. at 0.3 amps. if it is
desired to make the instrument self- contained, a
larger chassis may be used to provide space for the
power pack.and mA meter beside the unit described
in detail. A suitable supply unit is shown in Fig. 3.
It is recommended that the layout shown in the

/'
o

I

red
Sw

H.Tt

q

220v
to

320v.

3

C4

4

photographs
be adhered to,

Bend along

OI'modification

dotted

values
R7 and C2

to the
m

a

y

o

be

required.

Chassis details
are given in
Fig. '2.

Wiring
First wire up
the attenuator
as a separate

o

Hg. 2.- Chassis bending and drilling details.
the wires supplied, as soldering directly to its tags
will cause damage. Note that neither side of the
meter is earthed ; make sure that the jack used ducs
not introduce such an earth.

5
R/O

Output
JdCk

ty

.A.5

".."2

brown

Heaters
7

9

Sw2

,

ye/low
ó Jv
AC..

brown

HTt

of the

%ulve

loft neter.

black

4PONETS
RIO- I N1
w. 10 per cent. Carbon
RI I 680 ohm ; 'e. 1(1 per cent. Carbon.
R12-68 K I w. I O per cent. Carbon.

iuel lancoils --

NIRI

-

1

mA

\icier Rectifier

VI -- 12A'í7

SWI-

1 pule 6 way Wafer Switch
SW2 --DPSf Toggle Switch
RV1--500 ohm Wirewound Potentiometer
Closed- circuit Jack Socket
Belfng -Lee Coaxial Socket L604S
BOA Valveholder
Aluminium 118 s.w.g.), nuts, bolts, solder
tags, tag strips, grommets, wire, stewing,

knots.

.

j

7.

4

:>

Three-quarter rear view of the voltmeter.
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Calibration
The meter should be initially calibrated against a
standard, which may be any accurate A.C. meter.
This may conveniently be done at 50 c /s. The comparison should be made on as many ranges as possible,
to check the attenuator. The meter sensitivity is
HT+
HTred
brown
. /ack
63VAC.

C4

w

yellow

Connection
to chassis

tag 6
on
veholder

To

tag 2 on
va/veho /der
To

ti

To

on

MP!

Rv/

Jensitivity

On -Off

Switch

Points marked MC'
are earthing' tags

Output
Jack

Fig. 4. -Under chassis wiring scheme.

adjusted by RV1. As a check
on open -loop gain, turn RVl
to the position of maximum
sentitivity and check that the
meter is 7 to 10 times as sensitive as it was when correctly
adjusted.
When correctly adjusted the
meter reading is unlikely to be
in error by more than +1 per
cent. or -4 per cent. over any
of the operating ranges speci-

Power Leads

Fig.

5. -Above

chassis

ATTENUATOR RESISTORS

Changing valves
may introduce up to 2 per cent.
variation, so recalibration is
desirable but not essential.
When the meter is used with
speech or music signals, it
must be remembered that whilst
calibration is in ternis of r.m.s.
voltage this is only true for
sinusoidal inputs, as the meter
actually measures average voltage.

-7

1

-300

2
3

-3

-1

4-10
5

-30

:

mV

V
V

6-100

V
V

V

Material:
/8 S.WG.
A/umimum

/32

--r" /'-1

P2 De
I

Fig. 6. -Case bending and drilling details.
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details.

panel wiring

fled above.

(All Welwyn , watt High -Stability)
RI -700 K, i.e. 200 + 500 K
R2-200 K
R3-70 K, i.e. 20 K + 50 K
R4-20 K
R5
K, i.e. 2 K -{- 5 K
R6-3 K, i.e. 2 K + 1 K

With these resistors, ranges are

and

_

/J

`-

Fa-- /
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TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
NEWSREELS
NEWSREELS have been with us
in one form or another for
many years. The life of a cinema
newsfeel used 'to be about six weeks,
descending during this time from
the glittering presentation of the
West End theatres to the flickery
projection of the small town and
fairground fit -ups. TV has outmoded the smaller cinemas, and
the life of the newsreel is now little
more than one week. TV news.reels and film sequences have the
ephemeral life of one day, after
which they shed their aura of topicality and are relegated to the junk
bin or the film vaults. From the
junk bin they go to the processors
who recover various ingredients
from the film base and the photographic emulsion, and the silver
from the latter possibly goes to

making more photographic emulsions and, perhaps, more TV newsreels.
The silver photographic
image of Sir Anthony Eden of
to -day might, in fact, be the chemical reincarnation of Lloyd George
or Mr. Asquith of years ago. More
interesting is what happens to the
film which is stored away in the
film vaults, for use again--but
when?

FILM ARCHIVES
BBC has been building up

THEa library of picture and sound

from time to time in the mentary record of the event, edited
popular scrap -book features. Tele- with the smoothness and slickness
vision consumes large footages of of a feature film, complete with
these items week by week and the commentary, sound effects and a
calls upon the resources of the film little music. The highlight of this
libraries maintained by the BBC and particular film was a triat run
also by all the -TV companies are around the course by Mike
awconstant.
For many specialised thorn, which was filmed with a
shots, the assistance of the film camera mounted on the tail of the
studios' film libraries is sought, car, looking over Mike's shoulder.
and many a spectacular shot of A microphone was strapped to his
arctic wastes or sun -baked veldt, face and the viewer was able to
previously seen in some super - hear as well as see just what goes
film, is now finding its way into on at all points of this exciting
his commentary was
the complicated pattern of live TV course :
presentation by both BBC and characteristic and crisp, and added
I.T.A. These special shots, fre- to the thrill of this epic shot.
quently only aft. or 4ft. long, are
I
understand that a Newman
usually quite expensive to buy and Sinclair camera was used for the
are, in fact. leased for use in one picture and a portable tape recorder
named subject only ; after use, for sound. the recording subsethey must be returned to the quently being transferred to magowner- library or destroyed. Never- netic sound -on -film for transtheless, it is far cheaper to pay mission purposes. Here is an item
£10 or £20 or more for such a shot that well deserves to go into the
than to attempt to film it afresh. BBC archives for future reference
Library shots are usually leased It has been selected by the British
at so much per foot, but the footage Kinematograph Society for showof individual shots is quite small. ing at one of the coming season's
There is a good deal of interchange meetings, as an example of " outbetween the various libraries and a standing tìlmcraft." The Shell -Mex
special organisation has sprung up film of the 1954 Le Mans race
to standardise on procedure, was very fine, compiled from
charges, descriptions and filing dozens of cameras, painstakingly
systems. Physically, the problem edited together and served up with
of actual storage of film has been typical French accordion music.
eased considerably with the intro- But the latest BBC film has a
duction of safety -base film. Until supercharged zip even more in
about two or three years ago the tune with the roar of the hotted-up
highly inflammable nitrate film racing engines.
base was used, and film vaults had
to be fitted with elaborate and " WHO COES THERE ! "
expensive sprinkler systems. Now,
rapidly changing taste of
film vaults merely have to be THE.
the viewers for comedy is
brick -built and generally conveni- haling an amazing effect upon the
ent, with iron shelves ; sprinklers impact of the older stage comedies
are not required. Storage space for when they are presented on TV.
film libraries has expanded enor- fl f ¡u Gues There was one of the
used

1

!

records of this day and age for
some considerable time. Like the
Pathé, Movietone and other newsreels,, they have accumulated huge
footages of all the national events
together with many other filmed
features, for future use.
Telefilmed plays are occasionally
brought out for reissue or prints
In the
are made for export.
vaults, too, are thousands of useful mously- as a result.
shots of rough seas, huge crowds,
LE MANS
big fires, aerial views, animals,
ONE of the very best filmed
sunsets, snowstorms, etc. etc.,
items put out by the BBC was
any of which can be produced and
used for the film sequences in the " special " they made of the
dramatic or documentary live TV 1956 Le Mans car race. In record
subjects. The historic items are time there was presented a docu-

"

"
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comedy successes of 1951 when
it was put on by Henry Sherek at
the Vaudes ille Theatre. And yet
in 1956, this comedy by John
Dighton seemed to be very much
dated. with dialogue and situations
which failed to arouse much mirth,
and w ith presentation which seemed
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to be almost static. It seems to me
that we have become accustomed
or possibly drugged -to expect
the pace and high-speed quips of
the Burns and Allen Show and
/ Lowe Lucy, or the crazy nonsense
of the Goons. Comedies which
rely upon situations alone have
less appeal, unless played with
expert " character "interpretations.
This, however, requires the presence
of actors of the calibre of Alec
Guinness, Peter Ustinov or Cecil
Parker.

GOONATICS
THE short seasons we have had
of the Goons on Idiot's

Weekly -Price Twopence and A
Show Called Fred started a new
era in crazy humour, which seems
to be breaking out in various other
programmes, particularly on commercial TV. Harry Secombe has
left the gang, but Harry himself,
Peter Sellers, Spike Milligan and
others seem to bob up in all kinds
of shows to provide the quota of
new style comedy. Peter Sellers
appeared as a phoney operatic
singer and performed a riotous
duet with Dicky Valentine in his
own TV Show. Dicky co- operated
with engaging good humour and
even took part in an amusing
simultaneous dance with Peter
Sellers. The song was " I'm walking backwards for Christmas," a
burlesque of the sentimental ballads
of which we hear so many. The
crazy goon song has become quite a
best -selling gramophone record,
and this in itself has increased the
public taste for goonatic humour.

show degenerated into a con- words, the screen time of foreign
ventional cabaret show of a type (mostly American) features which
which is now considered by viewers is transmitted seems to be about
to be of the " corny " variety. 15 per cent. This American material
This is a pity, because there is an looms prominently because it is the
enormous range of talent available cream of the items considered
in the Water Rats fellowship of suitable for British TV audiences
music hall artists, and their Rats and it achieves peak viewing times

If the percentage of imported
material grows greater, I have no
doubt that the trade unions will
nudge Sir Robert Fraser's arm as
a reminder. All the same, a little
more latitude in this matter would
give all TV organisations-both
much needed
I.T.A. and BBC
relief, creatively and financially.
The consumption of new ideas is
Tommy Trinder, Bud Flanagan prodigious. No woteder there is a
and the Crazy Gang has been an tendency to fall back upon amateur
enormous asset. Let us hope that talent shows and parlour games.
the BBC appoint someone to take
the show thoroughly in hand before " THE LAST ENEMY "
the next series commences, making
outstanding TV play,
use also of the people who made ANOTHER
this time from AR-TV, was
contributions in ideas, scripting The Last Enemy, a dramatisation
and production which were such a of Richard Hillary's
wartime
bright feature of the Rats Revels.
biography. Technically, this was a
very skilled mixture of filmed and
AMERICAN TV FILMS
live television. For the 'plane
THERE is no official quota for sequences and montages, official
British TV films or British and newsreel sources must have
live TV features on commercial been drawn upon in a big way.
In the cinema, the All fitted in perfectly with the
television.
quota calls for 25 per cent. of the narrative, spoken by Peter Murray,
films shown to be of British origin. who also portrayed Hillary. Of
In commercial TV the I.T.A. have all of the TV plays or features
the delicate responsibility of main- which have depicted the lives of
taining a " reasonable " proportion pilots who took part in the Battle of
of items, filmed and live, which is Britain, this, I thought, was the
of British origin. This seems to most moving : Peter Murray is a
work out at about 85 per cent. of the young actor who should be
total transmission hours. In other watched -here is another TV star.
Revel Shows for charity given at
theatres or at banquets at the big
hotels have always sparkled with
fun, even if that fun was what
might be termed " robust." Most
of these shows have been produced by Wee Georgie Wood
whose knowledge of the business
and whose flair for giving scope for
such famous " ad-libbers " as

here.

-a

" RATS TO YOU ! "
series of vaudeville proTHEgrammes specially arranged

for the BBC by that unique organisation, the Grand Order of Water
Rats, has come to a dismal end,
carrying with it evidence of the
troubles and trials which beset
its organisation. It started off
hopefully, but not too successfully,
with the veteran music hall star
Wee Georgie Wood looking after
the interests of the Water Rats,
supported by a committee of fellow
music hall artists. Following a
few bad press notices of the first
show there was considerable bad
feeling about the choice of artists
and the general production arrangements and Georgie Wood was
asked to hand the reins elsewhere.
The internal strife was made
public in the theatrical newspapers and many artists weren't
too keen in taking part, and the

1 stage of the Granada centre, a description of
which will be found on pages 171 to 173.

Shooting a live scene on No.
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PRODUCTION INCREASED- CIRCUIT
IMPROVED -PRICE REDUCED

12ín. TV. CABINET -15Ft5 We are offering these at not
much more than the cost of the
93
a1 YWOed
9
03

M
833

ER
ES

'

^

93
®
ES

g
EB

-record

WESTINGHOUSE
(U.S.A.)

METERS
mounting type, outside
diameter of face
All flush

3ifn.
251 external multiplier supplied
0 -2.5 kV D.C. external mul35/W
WI
tipller supplied
35.:0 -15 v. A.C. moving iron
30'-

ai

0-503 v. D.0
pq 0 -1.5 kV D.C.

THE " CRISPIAN

-

R-1155
833
R -1124A
w R- 1132A;R-1481
® R-1147
833

on

R-1224A

RA -1B

AN APA -1
78
76

R.T.18
CAY- 46 -AAMRADAR
A.S.B. -J
62A

it

I...r t-

available separ

!

:

-'

1

6

EF

A

LEI

W

ffl

THERMOSTATS

E3?

EP

Lseful l'or the control of appliances such as convector& glue- gl
pots, vulcanisers, hot plates.
Adjustable to operate over the 833
temperature range 50-550 deg. F.
1! amp., 3 6
5
amp. Iii

e.

DMB,56: 5amp.QMB,15 -.
1

Eil

Efl

" PORTABLE RADIO

:

2

1

.

4-valve truly portable battery set with
very
many
good
255E33
0--219 mA
features as follows
833 0-50J
mA
25 Ferrite rod aerials,
low consumption
91
valves, superhet circuit
with
A.V.C.
and
ready - built
al
aligned chassis if reS
quired, beautiful two tone cabinet covered
94
with I.C.I. Rexine and
93
Guaranteed
Tygan.
results on long and
CONNECTING
WIRE
93
medium waves any P.V.C. covered in 100ft.cdilsE33
where.
All parts, including
83 2 9 a coil or four coils different
colours, 10(- post free.
speaker and cabinet.
are available separately or If all ordered together the
W.D. CIRCUIT DETAILS price is £7.15 complete, post and ins. 318, ready -built
Diagrams and other information chassis 30/- extra. Instruction booklet free with parts
US extracted from official manuals.
or available separately price 1 6.
al All 116 per copy, 12 for 15:-.
133 American
Ser- 78 receiver
THE REALITE
gEi
vice Sheets
76 receiver
;ARC5
w BC.348
R1116 A

M BC.312

Ei

EF

Undoubtedly
the
most up -to -date televisor for the home
constructor. You can
build all or only
part and the set
when finished will be
equal to a factorymade
equivalent.
What other constructor T.V. has
all these features 7
*Made up units if
required.
* All miniature
valves.
* No
Metal rectifier.
expensive transformers.
* 13-channel
circuitry.
* Multi -vibrator
*
time bases.
* Ferruxcube. E.H.T. and scan coils.
* 34/38 Mcs I.F.
for any modern 12, 14 or 17' tube.
* Suitable
Modern contemporary cabinet if required.
*
The building cost (less tube) is onlY--229.10.0, plus 10carriage and insurance. All parts guaranteed 12 months.
Full information and data free with parts or available
separately price 3 6.

Cats eye " used for seeing in
the dare. Will work burglar
alarms, counting circuits, smoke
detectors and the hundred and one
other devices as will the simpler
type of photo cell. Price 5;- each.
Post and Ins. l; -. Data will be
supplied with cells if requested.

3
44 B.0
RA -1B
R -208

93

This is a 2 -valve plus -metal rco t ii1er set useful as an educational
set for beginners, also makes a
rire second set for the bedroom.
trnrkshop. etc. All part,. less
at:net. chassis and spea lo -; 19 6.
Po -t & ins. 26. Data
gob

New this month is a convertor for T.R.F. Set View master- Electronic EngineerinT, etc. Small mods. to
the T.V. are necessary as this must be turned into a
superhet to stop re- radiating.
Price complete with two valves 86.10.0 assembled
ready Oct. Nov,

35
25

71

ffl

T.R.F. CONVERTOR

THE UNI -T.V.

-

19 6

JIPI

-

0 -1 mA
93 0-50 mA

mains set for

6.

"SNIPERSCOPE"

El
El
M

al;

or money refunded.
Complete
ready
to
operate, 49,6 nonmains, or 69.6 mains,
post a n d insurance,

can be made
storage cabìnet. H.F.

loudspeaker
ease, book case, etc., etc.
Price 15!-,
carriage 36.

ER

Are

To-day's
best value
in Band III converter,
suitable for your T.V.

they contain. If not
wanted for
TV. many
useful items

_...

IIIMMMMMG

THE SKYSEARCHER

EE

MULLARD AMPLIFIER " 510 "
Qr ;aì ity Amplifier designed by E
Mullard. Power output exceeds
1'l warts.
Frequency response SI
SI
almost flat from 10 to 20.000
C.P.S. For use with the Autos
Hì G '' and other good pick -ups. 03
Made up and ready to work is
£12 10 - or 85i- deposit, plus 10.- gi
ca calage and insurance.'
-94
.A

'

ER

MAINS -MINI

M
93
93
833

EP

S
EH
S
S
S
S
This Is a complete flourescent, fitting, stove enamelled
white with starter and ballast all ready to install. Use, high-efficiency coils, covers S

Price 25; -, plus 4 6 carriage and packing. 40-watt tube, Iong and medium wavebands and M
tits into the neat white or brown EH
101, no extra for packing if ordered with fittng.
bakelite cabinet -limited quart- sag
only. All the parts. including rpi
CROYDON BRANCH OPENING
tabinet, valves, in fact. everything, £4'101 -, plus 3.0 post. la
We have taken the Lease of 266, London Road, Croydon,
Clenst ructional data, free with the 833
and hope to open this month.
parts, or available separately 6, al
-. ---.

tit

Indicator
EH R-1:355
A.S.B.3
W B.C.1206-A B
Indicator 62
833 B -455-A for -B) Indicator tiK
(or
unit
II
Igg
B -453-A lor-B) R.F.
R.F. unit 25
post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5. Sutton Road, Eastbourne.
eI Transmitter
833
T1154
R.F. unit 27
Personal
shoppers
to
one
of
these
ask
s please.
W Fifty-eight
M
Wireless set No.
walkie talkie
19
, n ltd.,
42-46. Windmill hill, 152-3, Fleet Street, 29.8Uoud r
M
248. Kilburn high II
El Frequency
Ruislip, Middx.
Demobbed
E.e'.4.
Finsbue) I'.,, k S.4
Road, Kilburn,
FLEet 2833 Phone: Al;;
meter B.C.221
valves
Phone: RUISIIP 5780' Phone
,y 10491
R.109
Half day, Wednesday, Half Jay, Saturday. Half day,
,.,;',day. MAIda Vale 4!t?I. i4
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VIEW MASTER CONVERTER
All items for the View Master Converter

des-

as

cribed in " Practical Television " are available from
stock and can be supplied by return of post. Full
details are given in our lists, which are available free.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS NOW AVAILABLE
We can supply the special " Practical Television "
booklet giving construction information from
stock. Price 2/6, plus 3d. postage.

COMPLETE KITS
as follows :
KIT A. -All specified components with new
Mullard Valves. £8.18.0.
KIT B. -All specified components with alternative

Complete Kits are available

valves.

£8.2.0.

kits are really complete.

Remember that our

CREDIT TERMS
Credit Terms are available on the above kits.
KIT A.- Deposit £1.6.0 and seven monthly payments of EI.6.0.
KIT B.- íl.4.0 deposit and seven monthly payments of E1.4.0.

SMITH'S FOR
TECHNICAL BOOKS
Books on radio theory. practice and maintenance for the beginner and books on new
developments in circuit design, new components, methods of application, and the
established text books can be obtained
through your local Smith's shop or bookstall. Books not in stock at the branch can
be quickly obtained from Head Office.

WATTS RADIO

8,

Apple Market, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey

-

Te'ephone

:

KlNgston 4099.

ARTHURS HAVE IT !

LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
619 10 0
Aro Model 7
23 10 0
Aro Model 8
27 IO 0
Electronic Test Unit
Electronic Test Meter
AC/DC Minor
"

--

Cossor Oscilloscopes Model

1052
1035

40

--

12

104
120

- Heads With
Diamond Stylus - - Matching Transformer

Full range Taylors Meters.

LEAK Pick -up Arm

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

List on request.

Long Play or Standard

P.T.

...

2 IS
1

3

0
1

5

15

0

2

8
IS

4
0

I

Leaflets on Request

}o4r ,tto/io P1
Mer/

qi G

ri

r

e

eo

JASON AF /FM Tuner, complete with valves
and automatic frequency control, also
cascade input
nQr%

q n/sa

prir

be

L28 13 0
LATEST VALVE MANUALS
6,
5/- each,
BRIMAR
No.
OSRAM
&
10/6,
MULLARD,
OSRAM Part 2, 101 -. Post 9d. each extra.

TRANSFORMER for 200/230 v., 37/6.
Terms C:O.D.

CASH with order and sub ¡ect to prc
alterations end brin^ unsold.
Est.

OR

1919

W. H. SMITH

& SON

FOR BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS
Head Office: STRAND HOUSE. LONDON, W.C.2
11111111MINIMIt.

ARTHUR CRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray Housa
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
PROPS.'

-"TEMple Bar 5833/4
-"

end 4765

TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY, LONDON."
CABLES
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Television Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
Television Receiving Licences in
force at the end of August, 1956, in
respect of receiving stations situated within the various Postal
Regions of England, Wales, Scot-

land and Northern Ireland.
Region

London Postal ...
...
Home Counties
...
Midland
..
...
North Eastern ...
...
,..
North Western
South Western ...
Wales and Border Counties

...
...
...

Tota
1,344,110
695,058
1.038,454
923,138

181

bers quoted in scripts shall he selected from a list provided by the Post
Office. These are of two kinds,
mission in the Channel Islands numbers which have not yet been
had to be received by-radio from issued to the public and-the numerthe temporary low -power trans- ical equivalent of TIM and other
mitter at North Hessary Tor in fee -paying services. Thus, no
South Devon, or alternatively from embarrassment will be caused to
the station at Wenvoe in Wales. private subscribers, and if one of
Because of the distances involved the latter numbers is chosen,
the quality of the picture was not at callers will at least get something
times up to the required standard, for their money.

but the arrangement enabled transto be started in the
missions
868,436
413,773 Channel Islands earlier than would
...
...
336,689 otherwise have been possible. The
recent completion of the perTotal England and Wales
... 5,619,658
Scotland
...
...
377,446 manent station at North Hessary
Northern Ireland
...
47,226 Tor and the increase in its radiated
power has made possible reliable
grand Total ..,
...
... 6.044,330
reception of the television programmes for reI.T.A. Lichfield Station
transmission by the
THE i,T:A. announces that, in Les Platons station.
with
Pye
Radio
association
which now joins the
Ltd they have been able, by BBC's network of
arranging for the simultaneous television stations
parallel operation of the two providing a regular
existing transmitters, to increase service.
the power of their Lichfield station
from 50 to 100 kW.e.r.p. This is an Telephone Numbers
interim measure and it is expected
in Radio Plays
that it will result in a more even TELEPHONE
and homogeneous pattern of recepnumbers are
tion within their Midland service frequently used in
area. It remains the Authority's plays broadcast by
intention to increase the power to the BBC and I.T.V.
200 kW.e.r.p. as soon as possible, In the past some
probably in the autumn.
listeners and viewers
__

Temporary Station at Sandale
BBC announces that it is
THEhoped to have a temporary
television station in operation
before the end ofthe year at
Sandale. some 14 miles south -west
of Carlisle.
The temporary station, compris-

when
have
they
BBC TV Service in the Channel heard a telephone
Islands
number have themBBC announces that its selves called that

THEChannel

Islands Television
from the transmitting
station at Les Platons, Jersey,
which has been in operation experimentally since October last year, is
now working on a permanent
basis.
The service was started on an
experimental basis because the
television programme for re-transService

number
out
of
curiosity. To avoid
any embarrassment
that might follow
from a live number
being accidentally
selected, arrange,

ments

have been
made that in future At work
all telephone num-

on the BBC Television mast at Crystal
Palace (4401t. high).
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ing low -power vision and sound transmitting equipment installed
in portable buildings, mobile power
plant, and a temporary 100ft. mast
to carry the aerials, is being provided so that television can be
made available in Cumberland at
a much earlier date than would
otherwise have been possible. It
will continue in service until the
permanent medium -power station
with its 500ft. mast, to be built on
the same site, can be completed,
which it is hoped will be before the
end of next year.
Because of its lower power the
coverage of the temporary transmitter will not be as great as that
to be provided by the permanent
station, but it is expected to include
Carlisle, Wigton and Maryport.
In favourable conditions reception
may also be satisfactory in Penrith,
Cockermouth and Workington.
The temporary station will operate on the same frequencies as
those which are to be used by the
permanent station so that receivers
and aerials set up for reception of
the temporary station will not have
to be changed when the permanent
station comes into operation. The
technical details of the transmissions are as follows :'
Vision frequency : 61.75 Mc /s
Sound frequency : 58.25 Mc/s
Polarisation :
Horizontal.
Television from a Helicopter

ON Thursday, September 20th,
Pye Ltd., in conjunction
with Bristol Aircraft Ltd., held a
series of demonstrations to show
the possibilities of airborne television.
The demonstrations, which were
held in Cambridge, were attended by
air -attachés from many countries,
including the U.S.S.R., high ranking officers from County Police
Forces, Scotland Yard, and the
three Services, and officials from
the Home Office and the BBC.
A Bristol " Sycamore " helicopter, installed with a complete
television
transmission system
specially developed by Pye, broadcast pictures of Cambridge, and
also of instruments inside the
aircraft, to several 21ín. TV
monitors at an hotelein the centre
of Cambridge. Permission was
granted for the helicopter to land
on Parker's Piece, which is a
famous recreation ground adjoin-

ing the hotel in which the receivers
were installed.
The camera system used was a
miniature Pye industrial unit, the

TIMES
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transmitter having been specially Nevin D. Hirst (Advertising) Ltd.,
constructed for experimental work. Leeds and London, and Tatersall
All the TV equipment was adapted Advertising Ltd., Harrogate.
Mr. Bentley has a wide experito work from the 24 -volt power
supply of the helicopter.
The ence as a journalist and Public
aircraft was fitted with a new type Relations Officer. He was P.R.O.
of aerial that has been designed to for the Central Institute of Art and
avoid TV interference from the Design and the National Gallery
in London for 18 months, and has
rotor blades.
lectured extensively for the Central
Office of Information in South
TV Developments in Hungary
television station, Africa.
BUDAPEST
which has been broadcasting
test film transmissions on low Over 6,000,000 on TV
DURING August the number of
power for more than a year, plans
television licences increased
to go over to its new 30- kilowatt
transmitter by next April.
by 64,820 to 6,044,330.
The transmitter has been bought
14,389,474 broadcast receiving
from East Germany.
.

mobile outside broadcast unit has
been bought from
Britain and an
additional one is
being made by Hungarian technicians at
the I karus factory.
A

Studio

pro-

grammes will come
from studios now
being constructed
in the city's Lenin
Institute. These will
be relayed to the
Szécsenyi Hill transmitting station
overlooking the city,
which with aerial
has a height of 340ft.
In 1958, a five kilowatt station is
to be installed at
the northern city
of Miskolc, and the
following year
another station will
be erected 'on a site
yet to be chosen to A scene during recent U.S. Army trials of the use of
serve the western TV in relaying to command forces at the rear, scenes
part of Hungary.
at a battle -head. The chain consists of three field
Then work ' will cameras, an airborne camera, and an Iconoscope film
chain.
begin on a chain
of relay stations to
link Hungary with Prague, Vienna licences, including 6,044,330 for
and Berlin-and later, probably, television, and 307,082 for sets
fitted in cars, were current in
with Moscow.
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
at the end of August, 1956.
Yorkshire Press and Publicity
Manager
TOM BENTLEY has been I.T.A's Croydon Transmitter
MR.appointed Press and publicity Power
THE experiments carried out by
manager for A.B.C. -TV's Yorkshire
the Independent Television
station.
Mr. Bentley joins A.B.C. -TV Authority in association with
Telegraph
from a Bradford advertising agency, Marconi's Wireless
Charles Walls & Partners Ltd.. Company to increase the power
where he has been Public Relations of the Croydon station have been
Officer and Television Executive successful, and as from September
for the last two years. Before this 8th, the power was raised from 60
he was Public Relations Officer at to 120 k W.e.r.p.
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TELETRON BAND III CONVERTER

TRANSFORMER

Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 1.25
giving a 25! hoot on secondary.
2
.,10,6: 4 v., 10;6 ; 6.3 V., 30/8; 10.5 V.,
1016 ; 13.3 v., 10/6.
Ditto with rains primaries, 12 6 each.
Type B. Maine Input 230 /240 volta. Multi
Output 2, 4, 0.3, 7.3, 10 aed 13 volts. Input
has two tape which increase output volts by
25." and SO., respectively.
Low capacity,
.citable for most Cathode Ray Tubes. With
Tag Panel, 21¡- each.
Type C. Low capacity wound transformer for
with 2 volt Tubes with Calling emission.
Input 220¡240 volts.
Output 2-24
2j -3
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel, 17'6 each.
NOTE.
is essential to use nains primary
tyPea with T.V. receivers having series-

For London, Midland and Northern Trans-

:

missions.
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Soperhet.
Ready wound cede, two
valve., all
components, punched chassie, circuitoliamam,
opwiring plans,
'OM PLE'l'li It IT for Maine

Et'.

1

eration 2011--Sa0 v. A.1 1. £310.0,
As ABOVE less POWER l'd''4(. Requires
2110 v 20 ntA. H.T. 11.3 v
O. L.'l'., £2.5.0.
Mains Transformers to above Spec.
... 1016
(

Min. Westinghouse Beat. ,lilt.) ..
B.B.C. -1.1'.A. Aerial crossover emit

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

A

-It

connected heaters.
ROAMERS, Ceramic. litt, 51), -0 pi., 9d. loo pi.,
1.41 pf., 1,3
231 pi. 1;8 300 pf., 750 pf., 19,
RESISTORS. All values. 10 ohms to 10 Meg.,

t

;

;

}

ev.,

4d.:

I

x-..

6d.:

w..

1

8d.:

2 w.

HIGH STABILITY. j w., 1%, 21-. Preferred values
700 ohms to lu meg.

att
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
10 watt } 25 ohms-10.000 ohms

1/3
{ 1/6

15 watt)
(2 /15,010) ohms- S0,t00 ohms, 5 w., 19 : 10 vs., 2,3,
KNOBS. GOLD ENGRAVED,- Walnut or Ivory,
1£in- diam., 1/8 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.

12,6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 Ft. on standard fitting 7" Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12 6.
Spools 5' metal, 1/6, 7" plastic, 4/3.
OP TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 511 MIA., 4 6.
MId titatio, push -poll 66. Tapped small pentode, 8.9,

L.F. CHOKES 15,10 H. 60/65 mA., 5,120 mA.. 10/6: IS H. ISO mA,e 12/8.

;

10

H.

MAINS TRANS. 330 -0 -350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. tapped
4 v. 4 a.. 3 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 230 -0.250. 21; -.
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim.. 200230 v. 0.3 v.
II amp., 7,6 : tapped sec. 2, 4, 0.3 v., 11 mop., 8/6.
VCRS7 TESTED FULL PICTURE, £2.
COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. j x 12in. push

Citing, 3/- dug., p.

t

p.

1

THREE WAVEBANDS
FIVE VALVES
S.W. lb m. -50 m.
LATEST MOLLA RD
H.W. _N0) m, -530 m. 1001142, EF41, 51119;41,
£1.41, EZ40.
L.W. SOOI m.-2,000 m.
P2 month (lmarumtee.
A.C. 200/250 v. 4-way Switch ; Short- MediumLung -Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 x 5j x 2tin. Glass Dial
10 x 4/in. horizontal or vertical available.
2 Pilot Lamps. Four Knobs. Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calibrated. Chassis i.mlated from
mains.

T.S.L. Tweeter Supplied Free I
Carr. S Ins, 4,8.
10 gns.
TERMS
Oren-it £5,5.0 and su monthly
payments of £1,
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
.vin., 19 6 into., 25/- 12in., 30; -.
;

;

*

,t

R.C.S. SCOOP

Collare Auto-changer 111531 for 78 v.p.m. loin. and
d
k_ ''
le.'
e
Bra I
s' High
impedance lightweight Pick-up with sapphire ueedte,
will match any Amplifier or Italic. Less than hall
price.
Carr. and Ins. 586.
£5.19.6
I

.

-

8/6
7/6
3/9

6/-

......

c i

Volume Controls 80

15'

-

Od.

:COAX

.'AISLE

Semi-air spaced l'oly
io.dia.
thene insulated
Stmvdtsl core. eu
Losses eut Ln°, UM. yd
STANDARD
I(I

Long spindles. ' .oarmteed 1 year.
Midget.
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.
No Ow. S. PS w. D.t'.Sw.

.

3,'4'4 ;9
Lin or Log Tracks,
1 -

c

jin. Coax. vU. yd.
DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1 3
OUTLET ROSES
.. 4,8
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. Od. no or ^a has.
DITTO SCREENED tier yd. 1-.
80 ohm, ,mly.
-Set
M in.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre
T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to 30 K., 3.- c,.
30 K., 4, -, ,('arh,. 50 K. to 2 M.. 3(-.)
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT, Pots. 2jin. Spindle.
Values. 1101 ohms to 30 K., SIS : 100 1: .. 8 6
.50, mid. 7 k1.
CONDENSERS. New stock.
T.('.('., 8;6, Ditto. 20 kV.. 98 : lee pf. to S1111 pt.
Miens. Od. : 'rnbular me v. soot to .01 odd.. 96.
.03, .1,14- :._3.18: 1..3,1; 9 ; .10341 s., 9d. 1. ann
COAX PLUGS ...
SOCKETS

Y., 113

]'-

:.l mid. 2,100, volts, 4;-.

;

CERAMIC COEDS., 600 e., .J pr. to NI mid.. 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 6o 1, 5 pi. to so,r
pi., l' -: ti,sl pf. to 3,1e0 pt.. Ifs. DITTO I '.,
1.5 pf. to Soil pi., 1;9: 3l:, p/. to 5,11)0 pt.. 2'-

LF. TRANSFORMERS

716

pair

Kos Slug toning Miniature Cask, 2}m. x
in. x ;iv. High Q and good bandwidth.
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied.
465

/-

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, i,,.. Si, iino l0d.
FORMERS 5937'8 and Cana TVI /2.
;in. sq. x
.,I.
25in and :
2'- ea with cores.
TYANA.- 11tidea .soldering Iron. tun :_'lo a. or
230230 v., 16 9. Solon Instrument Iron. 29,' -.
MIKE TRANSF. Ratio St) :1, 3/9 ear; 1107:1, 1013.
MAINS DROPPERS.
:t x list. Adj. Sliders, .3
atop. 7511 ohms. 4 3. .2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 4!3.
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, 2 amp 100
ohms per foot, 2 way, E. per foot, 3 -fray, 7d. per foot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM.
Bin. 1:oodmans, 17,971n. z 4in. (Maimans, 21// -.
Slim. sgmare, F'lac.. 51 / -.
Bin. Elam 22/6.
66in. Goodnuws, 18/8.
10in. R. S A., 30,' -.
l'SL Tweeter, L8H73, 12;8.
1240. Plessey, 30/ -.
Sin. M.E. 2.5 k. or 2 k. field, tapped O.P. transi., 24/8,
CRYSTAL DIODE, O.E.C.. 5 /-. Crystal Book, 1; -.
41EX34, 4! -, Handbook of Germanium Circuits. 2;6.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 17;6 pr.
ICRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos, precision
engineered. Size only II x 3/16in. Bargain
Prime 6'6. No tranefonner required.

...
...
...
...
...

Punched and drilled chassis
...
Larger chassis it Maim Mo. let ...
Teletrau t ' l e e t with plans
...
Full plain mid circuit details

1

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 413 tin
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS, .now odd

midget, lees trimmers. 6/8: .0003 Standard six
with trimmers, 9/- less trimmers, 8/- ditto
nailed, 216 .0005 nl fd. 3-gang, 7/6.
SPEAKER FRET.
Expanded metal. Silver. 151in. x Olin., 21- each.
TAPEMASTER RECORD PLAY HEAD, 45/ -,
:

:

:

VALVES

A SMALL SELECTION FROM

OUR 'STOCKS
New & Guaranteed

All Boxed

8l6
1

5:6

R

IT4

91/2
F.F30

IS5

Equip.

1184

aV4
51'4

SPpi1

eP41

EF92

'AM6
OAT.;
6.17
Oh'v
,;`s1.7
OSN7

7/6
6BE6

mi\'1711'1'

IiB1VG
6FG

E111:33

6K7GT

EF3,/
slyly. Red
EFOl

11K751

EV51

E A50
934

6 6
OA 1..7

16

J3

33E2

E1148
F'B34
3/6

306

6H1M
7/6
GVfiG

6X
6X3
8117

EF39

GKmi

0K70
EB91

t.IIFSUI

E,'135

HVR!

I:rlsu

(near)

ErH4o
1P41
I:rim

7/6

1(1,11

Eá,3.2
H V 1C!A

PEN23
1.r2
1'P'!:,

11,8
1'23

12A17
EB1'4t

PLS1

K540
1'1,81

l'Vz;1

loK7
:t3Z4
,i(l7

le{

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
TUBULAR
-

,sn

a

6,3n0 v,

Terms : Deposit £4 and six monthly payments
of 15'-,
Brand new Plessey 3-speed Autochanger Mixer.
Kiel Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus.
Board required 151 x 12in. Height Stia.
Walnut Veneered Playing Desk 10;6 extra.

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

4 -speed Single Record Player,
Mg
eavy weight turntable and lightweight lick -up
with turnover Xtal mounted on ba eplale. Auto top fitted.

COLLARD

OUR PRICE,

6 gns.

'outage

4/.

ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACKReplaces
Battery B114, etc., iS v. plus I/ v. Size 41in. x
31;0. s I lin. 4-pin Socket. Saute as batten-.
ON1.9'' 11- a year to rum on A.C. SO0/250 v.
FAMOUS MARE. LIST PRICE, 03/ -. OUR
PRICE, 391. Ready forure.
B.S.R. MONARCH. 3- .speed Motor and Turntable oville selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78
r.p.m. records. 100 -120 v. ant 20-250 v. A.C.
50 cps. Also B.S.R. MONARCH Lightweight
Pick -up with Acos E tat turnover head, separate
Sapphire stylus for L.P. and ltandarcl records.
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO :24.12.8, post 2/O.
T.V. PRE-AMP IMeMICHAEL).
Tunable
Channels 1 to 5. (Will Amplify Output of your

Band 3 Converter.) Midget sire. High Gain
Fringe Model, B.V.A. Valve. Full Instructions.
Ready for use. (H.T. 200 v., L.T. 6.3 v.. .3
'p. required.) BRAND NEW, 25/- each.
MAINS POWER PACK for above. 25/- extra.
SUPEEHET COIL PACK. 27.6. Miniature
size 21 in. x _ n. x 11 in. HIGH "(j" Dust
Cored Coils. al Short, Medium. hang, thon
Switching. Single hole fixing. Complete with
connection'liaer.,m. It,') circuit.

-0 ^_3 v.
30 -30 v.

8,-

'hpe

Ia .u, c

v

6

P.

& P.,

82!330 v.

5 8

I-

V

0

4

;r2 t 3.2/400 V.

6 8

3d, 501 50 13a1 v.
3/6 04 +120,27
78
4/- 109+ 500;27:` y,

í'9'c4 -:.58
3,1 9 :,ova is c.
v
I,;,3' y.52

1213

1,000 +1,000;6 v.

8;6
Base Type 312. .. 30 v., 3'- 16/506 v., 4!-.
E.H.T. TYPE FLY- ENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
BACK VOLTAGES. K3,23 2 kV., 9/3 : K:1 411 :1.2
kV.,6' -: K3i45. 3.6 kV., 6'6: K3 ,1304 kV.. 73:
K3/100 8 kV.. 12.8 : MAINS TYPE, NMI. 10! v
:

mA., 5'. : 11tl!. Lott luA., 6; -; 11.13, 121, n, 1.,
6' -: RM-I, 230 v. 73 auk., 18:-,
PANEL LAMPS /Neon Lit), 22:10 v., S.C./D.C., 36.
COILS Wearite, `P' type, 3,- each. ()ám., Midget
"Q" type :ell. shut core, 9'- each. All
60

,

TELETHON, L. ,l Med. T.R.F., with re- action. 3.6
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.,:., 8/9; M. R 1.., 12 6

T.H.F. COILS

HE 7:- pair.

4

14 M. H., 3'- each.
18 '.wag. nmlrille,l
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.
With 4 sides. riveted c, of rs and lattice fixing
holes, 21ìn. sides, 7 x 4i11., 9.6
9 x Oì0., 5 9
I:, y Sin.. 8 6
14 s thin., 10,0
I I x 7in., 89
IS x 14in., 12.8: Is a IO a 3in., 18/8,
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
1 :,.. 17 8
2. d or 12 y. ; :11,9.- 8 9
2 a. 11/3
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. 'yapped input 0p0/
250 v. for ,charging at 2, 0 or 12 v., Il amp., 13.0:

H.F. CHOKES, iron cored.

;

:

I

4

;

7

:

:

:

aiup., 21/ -.

BERNARDS VALVE MANUALS I & II, 5- ea. part.
VALVE awl TV TUBE equivalents books. 5 -.
ACID HYDROMETER. New Ex Dave. I'nlaeeks
7 0 Itin. dim. 4,6.
able. Packed in mHal
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. e
...
... 6 0
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer. long spindle ...
...
.. 2 6
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2-way, short spindle
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 2 -way, bug spindle... 3 6
3 6
3 p. 4-way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. Int. Oct. 9d., EF50, EA50,
8d. B12A, CRT, 1,3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7 and
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct. 8d.
9 pin, l' -.
B7G, NSA, 58G, BOA, 9d., B70 with eon, 1 6.
VCR97 26. BOA with can 2 8.
CERAMIC, EF50,
B7G, BOA, Int. Oct. L -, 1172 with can 1:9.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3!- tin,

Please address all Mail Orders correctly

or 68 pass door. 43-hour postal Service.

56
6'-

220/45o

16oS110 r

4

32

CAN TYPES
'

10 /5nu v

n

b

,-nn v. 4;6 10
.400 V.
5

lI !alc

:

4

2/500 0. 5

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
1665, Buses 133

2
2 3
2 9
4! ,0t v. 3 6

CAN TYPES

l

2/-

14,0,2
2 3 s

I:,u v.
t]a y.

We have no connection with any other firm.

Tel. THO

TUBULAR

as below.

WHITEEHORSYEdRD.,mWEST CROYDON
307
page list 3d.
I

/ -. £2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1/6
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Unfailingly fresh
Tobacco at its best.
Player's Medium Navy
Cut is once again supplied in the familiar
pocket tin, vacuum
sealed, which means that
absolute freshness is retained and enjoyment
assured whenever you
buy it.
2

oz.

k

tin 9/7d.
To open, simply
remove small
rubber seal.

PLAYER'S

MEDIUM
NAVY

CUT TOBACCO
`The choice

1NCT 94M]

for

a

lifetime'

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRESS SERVICE '
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
:

BY LETTER, PHONE, OR

SAS

1A5
H"!

6/- 6AC7
0/- GAGS
6/- 6A07
8/- GAJO

ANY PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE
SAVES
IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA.
AND
WORRY:
TIME IN CLAIMS

38 CHALCOT RD. , LONDON, N.W.1
WIRE. DESPATCHED
PRI/nrose 9090

SAME AFTERNOON.

on

UNIQUE OFFER

:

6/6 6F15
8/8 6F16
12/8 6F17

30/- GFJt

111
9/6

,\4

7;

-

,X,':T 66

126 ZS s4 121
10'8

n'/,-.

12;8

SK7
2r)7
4. A7

2HC7

9/-64ME
8787!
8/676
71877
7/679

12'-

DAC3.2

11'- IiCCN! 101 FCI3

"8

L;I'C83
9/8 GZ38
9:6'ECC'84 12.'6 (4Z32
8/- DCC'9U "I- ECUS:, 10- GZ34
8/8 DE3:,' 111-ECCOl 8/- 113
8,8 UFfbS
916 ECF8U 12.18 HIf3
ECF82 14/6 L[K9O
8/6 UHBt
12/6 LH76
9,r_ ECH35 10/6 HL2

4/8 DAF9L
71- DAFU.

5156
NISY

N151
N'Jlfd
N:3!9

10/6'505

7/6
10/6 8P2(7) 8/6
9/6 8P4(7) 1216
5/6
12/- `IYtil
9,'6 TDDiA 8/6
TH233 12/
0
f,,/,8,,-

l'V11

28

5:V..e4T!A£3
VM3iH 15/Y1307

VP!(7) 96
VP417) 1216
25Í- VESSI 71VP!3
818
TY32
10I8
11.1J.5
5/- 6116M
1"P4L
7/8
8,'6 ECH1210/- HI.I:C 7;6 01)3
9¡- UIO
8.'g
1LN5
8,'- 2~1,17
5/- GAMO
9/- 6J5G
8/6150112 18/ 11H77
UlG
121- 1'P133 10,8
INS
8'- 2+R7 7/6210LF 8/- UHL42.9/-ECHBl 9'- H1:13 10/8 PABCBU
7/6 6J6
111- 6.AQ5
7/8
lb,'- UI7
12!8.1-T:iUl 5r
1R+5
6-.7,9:- Lt'5G 7/6807
8/8 DK91' 8/8 ECL80 10/- HL-11
8/6 GAQB
10/- 6J7C
N"76
9'7%
HL41DD
P('C81
/
2Y4
0E92
EFG
8.'U22
6J5G'l'1:
5
6
81
808
8/10/6
7/8
155
7/6 6AT6
10/8
25.'8/8
81
12,'8 \t 77
71 I
all 3VP.A 1018 813
9,1
121 PCC85 12/6 C^25
114
8/- 6J514TH
70/- DK9G 9/8 EF36
7/6 681
98
]U5
91- 1Y11'_'
5
10'- 4R7 10/6866A 12/6 DLS
10r- EF37A 9,'- HVR2A 7/- PCF80 8/- U3L
7/- GB7
10/8 6E70
98
8/- KBC32 8/8 PCF82 11/- U50
SAS
8.- .<D2
9i8 EF39
i,'8 11"l.iV
4/- 6K81:
2/8 9HL 10/- 8tl5
10/8 DL33
12/8 GROG
11'UH411
KF3'a
P('Lös
955
DLO,EFiO
9/]El6
Uö!
2C26
GKBa'i
SOLL
7/6
lll8
6B9M
86'+11::
10/6
3,'4/4/6
8/10/tl
8/8 PE545 8!8 ['76
20130 7/8 GRAO
Si- 20E3 12/61203
7/- DLO!
8/6 h. 41
9/6 KL35
8'- XGI
7/8 6I.U3 10-911!
.,161,i).4:1'14'
10/6
7/- X65
LXL
9- IOC`! 10/- SiY5 8/6 5763 12/6 01.96 916 EFY! 12I8 KT2 5/- Pb:N4O0D L'78
4/8 6BE6
7/6 GLBG
fió
30'e
78 LODI 7/8 257.40 9/- 7193
251- U144
3A4
8!6
2/6 0L810 10/6 EFJU(A) 7/- KT33C' 10/7/- 6B66G 12/6 61.7
7/6 PEN46 81 U150
- I009
7/8 E1148 2/- F.PSU(E) 5/- KT63
8Í- X11'? 10/6
SA:i
9/6 '2525
8/8 7475
7/- GBJG
6/- 6N7
3B7
5/- KT71
8/6 PLO/ 10/8 Ulï!
9/- XI3U 1018
81 101.115 9/-'-'7
7/89002
2/- EF:,4
8/6 6BN'6
7/8 647(:
5/6 EA30
9/- L1153 10/- XFP10 6/6
3DO
9/8 EF99
9/8 KTWGl 7/- PLö2
7/-9003
5/6 EA7G
2/8 6BW7 9/- 6Q71:T' 9'- 101'13 11!- 28117
1Q4
8/6 KT)1'62 7/- PL83 11/6 UI51
7/8 XFY L'! 8I8
7/6 9006
6!- EABC'8U 8/6 EF85
9/- BBXG 9/6 6R70 8/6 111)3 15/- 30
818 30C1
3143
9/- 1396
10/- AC6PEN8/6 E.9F42 11/- EFBd 11/6 KTR'63 7¡- EMIR 12/8 U251 12/6 X11(1.5) 4/0/6 6BY7 101- 68A7
KTZ41
PML2
EF69
6/4/- U319
12A86T15/:NIL'
AC/HL/
EBSi
2/1017,81 XSG(1.5)
384
6/6
10/7/8 604
7/- 6807
0/- KTZ03 0/- 9511!51 6/8 U329
12/6
4f:iV4
8/- C.AH7 12'8 31
7/8 DUD 15/- EB41
8/- EF9I
8/6 6C8
6/6 65557
8/- PFBO
9/- l'4O4
5U4
8/8 L63
8'6 Y63
7/8
8/- 12A11' 12'6 3:i,'Sl 12/8 AC/P4 8/- EB9l 6/6 EFlr,
8/- 0O8
8/- 68J7
9/- IIAN42 11/- 1'1f5
91- AP4
8;- LN152 10/- PY"81
10/6
1V4
5/8 1!ATì 8'6 351.6
7/8 EBC`.' 12!6 EL3'!
10/- 6C10
1016 65K7
7/6 1.1BC41 CO 263
8/5X4
7/6 68L70T 81- 12A1-7
8 - 3524
81- ATP4
3/6 I:BC'33 7/6 EL-41 10/6 LN3O9 18'8 PY84
101- 6CHG
L2319
PY8:1
10/Z77
10/10/- 1.11114..
5Y3
9/6/8 88N7GT 7/6 12A\; 10'- 35Z5
8/6 AZ31 12/8 EBC41 10;- EL42 19'7/6 6106
9/- 2142 13/8
EL41 151- MH4
5/8 QP2I
7/- UF41
5Y4
9/6 EA1,80
10/- OF!
12/6 6887
7/6 12BAn 2- 41MP 12/6 B3110
5Z3
7/6 6U4GT 141 128E6 10:- 11MTL 7/6 B329 10/8
10'- EL84 10/6 MHL4 7/8 Q1.22B 1218 UF44 13/6 2150 12/6
8/6 G1,6G
9/6
618 CL41
10;'- Z152'
524
30:- 45Z:5
12/6 BL63
7/6 EC72
516 EL91
5/- M81B 13/- QPLS
8/8 61,7
10/6 WIG
7/6 121:1
CLOG 12/6 2719
10/8
GAS
10/- GF8
8!6 ILLLU.hI 3;'- 500:5
10/- CKS23 6/6 EC:iI
6/- EM34 10/- MU14 8/6 Q51:50115
10I8 61J7
6A67
1016 l'C:5
9/- 6v60
1018 N77
5/6¡6 7.7!0
12/8
7/- 12J3OT 4/- S0L6
8/0 CK525 8/8 EC'CNl 15,'- EYr,l
8/- 6F12
301 C71-0
9/- YAWS 10/6AB8 10/- 6F13
8/6 CVB-i 12/6 El'CSS 10/6 LY80 12'- N142
10/6 1112
1218 6V6GT 7,- 12J7
9'6 57
, 58
8'6
8/6 DI
3/6 ECC'3
8/6 EZ35
61BT 12/6 UG:l
8'- All valves new. boxed, Lc paid. ar:l subject to
5/- ECC'35 8'6 EZ4U
Term. of hr sinew; :-C,avh with order or C.O.D. fiIMY
8!- ,rakers' guarantee.
Biß 1{1'l'4n lE'8 E'L41
only. Orlere value ES or more sent post/packing 615YT 30/8 U77
guaran
First grade goods only, no
EC'C'81 9'- EZRU
5,
8!8
15/- UA90
tree. Orders below E3 please add 6d. per valve.
cords or rejects. All orders rect.' vex! by first
('.0.D. orders: -Minimum fee, including post sod
despatched
B.A.E. tor free complete
same
day.
post
CRYSTAL DIODES (let Grade DA71, GEX34,
parking, 3/.. We are open for personal shoppers,
list, with terms of goaranter and eooditioos of sale.
Mon. -Fri. 8.301.30. Sato. 8.10 -1 ¡/.m.
COGE, Ml, CG10E, all 7/- each.
ILM,

1115

II.I

8/6 6.4K5

11/-

GA1C8

6/6 GALS
5/- 6AM5

61- 6F33

10/- 6G6

6/8 6H6C:

128 711

6 6. 7IG
2 6 7
3 6 7
5 .-I1;
6 747

8-

321

2807

8,'6' 25H7

8;-. °_sJ7
8,- 25K7

5/6

8U

81- ö'J
6/- 85A3

8/

1

9-

-

12/8
8!6
12/6
141-

-
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lp,'3/-
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COAXIAL TIP

185
The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
not necessarily for publication).

AERIAL DESIGN

SIR,
have recently noted the coaxial tips which
SIR,-Whilst Tam deeply interested in Mr. Burton's_
you have published, and I think it is about
letter in your October issue, 1 feel that there is
time that many of these types of hint were given. another point which should receive the attention of
For instance, there are two or three coaxial plugs the experts. I refer to the general question of outon the market, and although I have managed to fit door aerials. At present, if one is at all " radio these,to my aerials and converters from time to minded " one will have on one's roof the most
time, the work was most involved. When the plug shocking array of old metal that one could think of.
is taken to pieces, in one case, there are five separate There will be a Band I, a Band III, an F.M. and a
pieces, and how do you start? The first time I tried normal broadcast aerial. All of these take on various
I found that the single lead inside the coaxial has different forms, and although one might say there is
twisted off in screwing on the plug and there was no little weight there as the majority of the material is
connection to the inner part of the plug. Another aluminium tubing, there is the question of the wind
time the projecting " claws " of the plug cut clean resistance and also the unsightliness. Why can't all
through the insulated covering of the aerial into the of these be incorporated in one simple design? 1
inner flex lead. Surely,
am by no means a techafter all this time, manunician, but l have seen a
facturers could agree on a
SPECIAL NOTE
combined Band I and
standard type of plug or
Band Ill aerial in which
Will readers please note that we are unable
socket and the fitment
the Band I element was
to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of excould be standardised.
folded and it was therefore
government apparatus, or of proprietary
Also, what about a plug
very little larger than the
makes of commercial receivers.
We regret
or socket which did not
Band 11I arrangement. At
that we are also unable to publish letters from
call for soldering? Quite
the
readers seeking a source of supply of such
other extreme, I saw
a number of listeners no
near
Southend a Band TIT
apparatus.
doubt break off the aerial
system with 8 elements, on
lead in moving a set about
top of which was a Band I
in the house, and that means they have to make a with three directors -and the whole thing was leaning
very poor repair job if they can't solder, or call in heavily, no doubt due to the wind having loosened
the service engineer and he surely has enough to do the moorings. One day it's going to fall on somebody,
without going out to solder an .aerial plug on.- and surely it is unnecessary. 1 wonder if technicians
G. YOUNG (Bexley Heath).
do not attempt to research into unexplored avenues.
or do they all plough along known lines, with the
result that very little new materialises.
ARNOLD
USING A 'SCOPE
(S. W.4).
SIR,
had just written to you to ask whether
PERSONAL TELEVISOR
there was any book on the subject of using a
'scope. I had been interested in the tester you desSIR,-Re the " Personal Televisor " as published
cribed a few months ago, and wanted to build this up
in your November, 1952, issue.
The series but postponed the event as I did not know how to connected R.F. amplifiers were recommended to be
make full use of it. I find this often happens with valves type EF95 (Mullard). The "Mallard" pubus amateurs. We see a nice bit of test gear in your lished data for this valve type, however; gives a
pages, or in your companion paper, and on working maximum heater -cathode potential of 90 v. which
out the cost this proves very cheap and it would no is somewhat exceeded by the valve occupying position
doubt be a useful acquisition, but we don't know how V.,. It may be of interest to others to know that the
to use it. The 'scope seems to be a very good case EF95s tried in this circuit have all withstood the
in point, and as there is such a lot you can do with it, extra h -k voltage, and it would -appear safe to run
I was wondering when you would tell us. When the these continuously under these conditions.
T.
present series is finished, could you let us have IRISH (Carshalton).
some more on connecting it to a typical television
AMATEUR TELEVISION CONVENTION
set and working out what is wrong by the pictures
which you get on the'scope? I recently saw an outwonder if you would draw readers' attention
SIR,
side unit of the I.T.A. at work near our home and I
to the fact that this year's Convention of the
near
got
the camera man and there was a monitor British Amateur Television Club will be held at the
set working with a picture on it, and in the corner a Bonnington Hotel, Southampton Row, W.C.I,
small 2in. tube face with the oscillogram of the from IO a.m. till 7 p.m. on Saturday, October 27th.
signal on it (green) and it was fascinating to watch
In addition to demonstrations of the equipment
how the patterns changed, and I would like to do owned by some of the members, there will be a filin
this. I spoke to one of the men and he said the show and other interesting displays.
black level was jumping or something and I should
The prices of admission (which do not include the
like to know how to see this, for instance, as I have price of lunch) are as follows : Members, 3s. 6d. ;
read that this is a most critical adjustment in a set Non -members, 5s.
to get the proper graduations of tone. What do
Tickets will be on sale at the door, or may be
other readers do in cases such as mine ?. -G. F. obtained in advance from the writer. -D. S. Roo
RATSTRICK (Manchester).
(4, Bishop Road, Chelmsfcrd).
1

-F.

-I

-R.

7

-I
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STRANGE SIGNAL PICK -UP
feeling that my picture was too dark and finding the
SIR,- Seeing the letter from Mr. Maguire, I should EHT was only about 9 kV whilst the tube was rated
like to report that I also have had some peculiar at 11 kV. I tried increasing the EHT by using a
signals from time to time on rpy television receiver. Cockcroft circuit and although 1 got 2 or 3 kV more
the picture was worse. I found that not only was the
1 have hea¡ l faint snatches of conversation behind
the broadcast, but never loud enough to be able to scanning inadequate, but the modulation produced
distinguish what was being said. I have often by the existing video stage (peak to peak swing)
switched on during periods of no transmission, but was not adequate to give good modulation at the
the set is then perfectly quiet. The background is higher EHT. I then reduced the 9 kV to just over 7
not radio or television signals, I am sure, as the kV and found that I had a much better, more con conversation always appears to be between two trasty picture. True it was overall dimmer and the
people, and I never hear music or singing. 1 might room lights needed screening, but when the lighting
add that I have no telephone, and there is no phone arrangements are suitable the picture is very much
near my house. Is it possible to hear neighbours better than with the original 9 kV and there is better
contrast. I don't know whether it is imagination, but
through coupling between aerials, I wonder?
it seems that the regulation and steadiness of the
J. K. Sims (Barnet).
picture are also greatly improved. -J. HAtrr(Reading).
VERSUS
BBC
I.T.A.
SIR,
would be interesting if some really indeCONVERTER PROBLEM
pendent body could analyse the number of S1R, -Now that the alternative programme has
viewers on both existing channels. l notice recently
been available for some time I feel it is time
that after a statement by the I.T.A. chief the BBC that a really good alternative station selector was
came out with a disclaimer that the figures were available. I have tried out several commercial sets
inaccurate. It appears, however, that the body (built for the two stations) and in my own case have
which at present gives the analysis for I.T.A. has tried out several converters with my home-made set.
made its check on people who have a set which In all cases it is not possible to switch from one
receives both systems, whilst the BBC figures are station to another. A fine tuner, trimmer or similar
based on the number of viewers throughout the gadget has to be operated each time one changes.
country. Of course, thousands cannot pick up an and although in one of my home -built converters 1
alternative, as there is no station in their locality, so got very nearly the desired results the drift on Band
the number of viewers of the BBC there must be in Ill is such that the trimmer has to be actuated now
the majority. I- have made a rough tally amongst and again. I wonder if other readers have experienced
my work and domestic circle, and it would appear this trouble and whether anyone has found a circuit
that the majority view for the greater part of the which does away with the necessity for trimming on
time to the I.T.A. The news -reels on the BBC still one or other of the bands? In one commercial set I
have a great following, but many people prefer a found that the setting held good, but the advantage
longer play than the I.T.A. generally gives. There are was offset by the fact that the control was ganged
arguments for both sides, but it would be interesting with the on /off switch, and to retain the advantages
if a really true comparison of viewing figures could of switching direct from one to another without
be made. -G. F. DE LISLE (W.4).
retrimming one had to use the mains power plug
switch to switch the set on and off and thus avoid
INCREASING EHT
upsetting the control setting. -G. TURNBULL
notice in the October issue Mr. Engelen (Finchley).
CIR,
ki raises the question of increasing the EHT to
obtain a better picture. I had the same problem,
.

-

-It

.

-I

THE GRANADA TV CENTRE

SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Send your friends
an

who

original and really

are TV enthusiasts
acceptable Christmas

present this year-send a year's subscription for
PRACTICAL TELEVISION. For twelve whole
months your gift will bring them repeated pleasure,
and each new issue will be a renewed reminder of

your good wishes.
And no gift could be easier to arrange ! Just
send your friends' names and addresses with your
own and remittance to cover (an annual subscription
for PRACTICAL TELEVISION-12 issues, including postage --costs 17s. 6d.) to Subscription
Manager, (G.I.), George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2. We will despatch first copies to arrive
in good time for Christmas, together with an
attractive Christmas Card, made out in your name,
to announce your gift.

(Continued from page 173)

ideas of framing different styles of commercials to
appeal to the differing tastes of Lancashire and

Yorkshire.

Overall Control
The overall control of the Granada TV Network
has the very personal attention of Sidney L. Bernstein,
the managing director, who is also the head of the
progressive Granada cinema circuit. The general
manager of the Network Company is Victor Peers,
for many years a film production executive. These
two very live showmen head a fine team which is
capturing a high percentage of TV audiences to the
Granada fold. And to remind their team that they
are all still in show business, each office has a small
picture on the wall -not of the chief-bitt of P. T.
Barnum, the greatest showman of all time.
As I left the Granada premises, I wondered just
what Barnum would have thought about this television
business
travelling eyes," telecines, parlour games,
brass -buttons and commercials. But that would make
quite a Gulliver's Travels type of TV play in itself.

-"
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111'26 F.M. CONVERTER

UNIT 88,100 Mrs
This well -known RF26
Unit is now adaptable for
F. M. reception using 2 ì.l:
stages and separate local
oscillator and tuned by a
Vuirhead
graduated
vernier drive. Can be
converted at low cost of
92 8. Send 1 6 for 8 -page
descriptive booklet containing full wiring instructions. circuits and layout
diagrams.
1i

5- VALVE 3- IVAYEBAND
St' PER11 ET
16 -50 Metres. Short- Wave.

Metres. Medium Metres. Long Wave.
Flywheel Tuning.
Negative Feed Back.
Valves 6556, 6AT6, 6BWG,
6S4..,.Wave Change and Cram.
Chassis 11" x 7,- s 111".
Carr. 5 £9 5'Manulactured by well known Manufacturers.
187 -550

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

TRANSISTORS
i

volume con-

trols. condensers. etc. Ideal
for portable ':cope. In
black crackle case size
I5lin. 9in. Sin. BRAND
NEW.
65.- carr. FREE.
62A INDICATOR UNIT'
Containing VCRS7 with
Mu -Metal Screen. 21 Valves
-12 -EF50, 4 -SPGI, 3-EA50,
2 -EB34.
Plus
Pots.,
Switches, H.V. Cond.. Resistors, Muirhead SiM Dial.
Double Deck Chassis and
Crystal.
BRAND NEW
ORIGINAL CASES, 67.6.
Carr. Tree.

l'Y Ii 45 Me's STI1 IP
TYPE 8583 t'NII'S
Size 151n.': 8in.: 2in. Complete with 45 Mo- s. Pye
Strip, 12 valves, 10 EF50,
EB34 and EA50. volume
cobtrols, and hosts of
Resistors and Condensers.
New Condition. Modification data supplied. Price
696. Carriage paid.
INDICATOR. IN l'I TI.PE
182A

Unit

contains

VCR517

Cathode Ray din. tube,
complete with Mu -Metal
screen,- 3- EF50, 4 -SP61
and 1 -5134G valves. 0 wire wound volume controls
and quantity of resistors
and condensers. Offered
BRAND NEW 'less relay)
at 67.6. Plus 7,6 carr.
" Radio - Constructor "
scope circuit included,
WE

IIAI'F OVER 50.000

N

4
811t'1'1'151í
TALI ES
A FIERI('AN
t 1
AVAILABLE 1 T' \ 1' iNit
s
i
si
Plitt
LOW
FOR 1.1si.
5.

lU /-

1"

\t'11

I

Ideal fer 'l'aile lte,'ordf n«.
Gramophone .Amplifie. et,
Very- scacci, ce. Cuarantreü
and Tested. 5'- e5 -11 n is i,
86 Brand new taud
.

and l'lill{1d1ll' 5,i1íí I)tlltl .0 (ííi11í1.1
N.B. These Transi -i,.rs may be used in place of Mulla rd 0071
similar Transistors.
iT1's11'1/

i

boxed.

R.F. 'l'Il ANSlS'IORS i111,11: SI'O'l') 1.6 .He s 15- ea,'h.

I

"TELETHON" PORI'AICI.E TRANSISTOR SI PER 111íT
Ive offer all the Components. including 4 Transistors.
1.F.T.'s, Trans., 2 Gang miniature Condenser,
Ferrite Rod. lin. P.M. Speaker. V C and resistors

and condensers to build this rece ver íì,r
Or as above with Push -l'1111 Output, 6 Transistors
...
and 6 4 eliptical Speaker ...
...
...
...
£9' -'Or with matched pair Mullard DC72's and bat est type
high resistance P.P.
Eliptica speaker, output.
£1010. Call and hear demonstration models working.

1355 REI E11'Elt.
Complete with 11 valve=

ti -SP61

Si Set. V1'120. 1'1192.

As spei tied for ine.s pensive
T. V. In absolute new rondition. 27 6. carr 5
11,1,21 10 -. 11.1'.25 12 6.
R.I'. 211 25 -. Brand nets
i

with salves, a'air. 26.

l

Absolute Unrepeatable
Bargain.

6X5G,

l

.

:

- 2- 6SN7GT, 2-6H6GT. 6G-6.

]n/Ito-

1'11(1NI? INSICII'l'S

I

i

900-2,003

2X2,

CltlS'l'AI.

.I tN(" l'ION TYPE, Red -Spot)
OFFI'1t1:I) .\'l' LESS 'IRAN 11.\LE- 1'R1í'1:
Designed list
application up to 809 K' s and are .,uttable her
use in amplif ie s Signal 'liai
irtaiors, local Station Receivers.
Oscillators. Transistor Voltmeters, Bai,'
Radio Conti
Alarms. Mie ru,pl tine Pig-Amplifiers, elf

Wave.

U.S.A. INDICATOR
1N1'í' 111.929:%
Complete with 3BP1 C R
tube and soasen. 7 valves

187
l

'rR_%NS(STOIt SI (3NA1. TRACER
This circuit is designed for;. Audio, 11.14. and 1.F. Frcqueney
and is ideal for the Serviceman for checking- all types of sets
including T.V. Powered by 6-volt dry battery. Miniature in
construction.
('templet, K I 1. ith 2 'transistors,
Components and 'l'hure, s. ith l'irouil 42 6.

l'.\'l'1101)1: It NI TUltl':S
1('I1138:\ 411'1'II
SCltl':FN
£115.-

TRANSISTOR-PI SIG
PULL .AUDIO
IMPLIED:1i
1100 1111.1.111 l f ,:
OU'IPL.7
Build this Push-Pull a 1111.l ifier which i.s ideal tin'
Crystal or Magnetic Pickup Amplification, Baby
Alarm, Microphone Amplifier, etc. Powered by eivolt Dry Battery lasting
for months. ('11111111 ele
Kit of Paris inelydllle 4
'l'ransisims and all l' 'Ms wlth
ireful
(less speaker). £4 IO -.

Y('1197. Guaranteed
foil 'l' C pii'tnro

I

.,

1

1

Iía \VSISí01( SQUARE
11 AVE I :IlNER.I1'111(
arrangement cnm's an emitter-co«plcs
!.Iti- vib- 'atoa', and pateli, a square wavelorm
th excellent ta'ansient
o:oacteristics. The output
p1'í avides two basic tontes
and a large number of
harmonics
spreading
through the A.P. spectrum.
keel for signal tracing.
('tnnplele Kit with 2
'1 r :nlsiduts
trod l'une.
r'

surins and l'ireuil. 25

-,

17'11139A.

2'.in

CR'l'uhe. Brand
Jara' in original
cartons
o_arr
Reet

ilt:lt'an-

V1ICSl;I

t.'

\il -\11
1 Ill
bin.

Si

I

pie-

.

35

I

\I \filar :lt

I.

li,r t (
P.I.
11'1197.

i

517.

17.'6

iu

-

.,

off Cal
C'al

31íP1. Brand new

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

15'_

£110-

I:AKR

TYPE 1'I243 fundamental tlqucc
2 pin tin.
sparing.
1.20 TYPES. 5675 Kr s, to 8650 in sl its of 25
80 TYPES. 5708 K1 s. to 8340 he s. ,.in steps of
33.333
ALL BRAND NEW 10- each.
TYPE FT241A 54th harmonic Crystals. 2 pin in. spacing.
80 TYPES 20 llr s. -27.9 H 111..
(In steps of 100 $c.s.)
ALI, BRAND NEW 78 each.
F'í'2414 200 ki. s. 10/- each.
Crystal Holders for both 'l'ypes l'3 each.
.

h11 I) 3- SPEED
'.11Mí11 AI"l'O-

l'll h%(:17K Model 11('110
A.C. 200 350. List price
£14 13 -. Brand New.
P. &I'.3;6

£7í19g

;

SPECIAL. NEDI -( "111íN FOR SEI'S OF VALI ES
IA7GT. IN5GT, 1H5GT, 1A5GT (or 1Q5CT or 3Q5GT) 37 6 Set
10 EF50 (Ex -Brand New Units! 5 - each
10 EF50 (Red Sylvania, ex -new units) 6'- each
61(80. 6K70, 6Q7G. 5'L4G. 6V6G
IRS, IS5, 1T4, 1S4 (or '384 or 3V4)
27 6 ..
TP25, VP23, HL23 DD, PEN25 for QP25)
25 - ..
32.6
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 25A6G. 25'X5 for 257,6G )
37,6 ..
12K8GT. 12K7GT, 12Q7GT, 357,40'1' 35L60'C tor
50L6GT)
37 6 .,
12SA7GT, 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT, 352,401', 35L6GT or
.

501.6GT

K,S.R. 4-SPEED

R

1

HANGERS

Very latest type

ith

aver

4

-speed

crystal turn pick -uo. Plays mixed
HO P37

orris. £8 13 -. l'. P.

a

NI

3 6.

I\ l f; I. II; \\.ln 11\1. .I ltll'
i l

I

l

11'1: 81

7

-izo 71in.- Gin. Sin. Coencl de with Valves 'l'vpe
V415, CV309, 3-6AA46. ;.101 and Quartz Cry ,:,
slit)
Ke's. Fully w
wit.h
M. £4.10.- i,..,,
a

'l'RANSIII7l'EIt Itl:( l:a

1:11 SCR 522
Comprising the well -known ßC625 and BC624A. Units complete
with 17 valves types 23832 3- 12.A6, 3- 12507, 3- 9003. 9002, 6G6G.
12J5GT, 12AH7GT, 12C'8, 6S57. 'l'he Complete unit is in vat'

sr( te.

:

good condition having very useful parts including Rehr

Transformers, Condensers, etc.
Less valves, £310,-. carr. paid. 11'i111 Naives, £7 10 -. arr. paid

Send Stamps

for new

1956 28 -page

catalogue.

HENRY'S

(RADIO LTD.)
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON. LONDON, W.2.

111

I\

I

1

111'1

I

I

It h 1.F. STRIP
" 373 " 9 -72

111'7(3.

Brand
, miniature I.F.
u'ip size 102in. - 2;in.
iiin. high. Valve line -up
2 -EF92,
i.

TEL.: PADDINGTON
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A special dual -cone design

a teedat

Tot

_=

distinguishes Philips high
fidelity speakers, resulting in
energy transmissions almost
Independent of frequency.
This ensures that, in an
ordinary room, sound pressure within an angle of 90
degrees Caries by not more
than six decibels; while the excellent spatial
distribution of acoustic energy even at the
is obtained tn Philips
highest frequencies
choice of coupling factor between high -range
and low -range cones.
The small cone acts as a high note
radiator for frequencies above 1'1.0tgl
cycles and as a diffuser for frequencies
below 10,000 cycles from the large cone.
The large cone itself acts as a low note
radiator belmr 10,000 cycles, and as a
reflector for the high notes above this
frequency. The distribution or sound over
the entire frequency range is thus much
wider than on a normal loudspeaker.
These loudspeakers have a very smooth
response curve combiner/ with a low

smooth

levant curve

VI You need a

-

PHILIPS

dual-cone
loudspeaker
v.,.ir

r,

-

resonance frequency.
The Philip% Jowl -none loudspeaker comes in two .sizes:
12 price 61 gns. (lax paid) and 10 gns. respectively. There is also a single -corm loudspeaker, available
in the sane two sizes: price £6.2s. 6d. (tax paid) and
£10.0s. Od. respectively.

ó and

N.B. Any of these speakers may be used on
their own or with another suitable loudspeaker using a crossover unit.
For ful detail%

\/
MOM

AI.

BAND IH CONVERTERS
800 ONLY AT
(C.O.D.

I

Century House
Musical Equipment Dept.
Shaftesbury Avenue London WC2

(ers ;3h)

-

For internal confully
versions

wired
approx.

LEP1 LEY

chassis,

9in.

to

SOLDERING

49!-

-)

rite

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD

x

tin. deep.
Complete with 2
21in. x

valves EF9I, con-

trast

control,

aerial and

band

ELECTRIC

switching.

Co.3 A.

SOLDERING IRONS

axial plug and one knob supplied. Suits 6.3 v
and 12.6 v .15 A. heater chains. ALL NEW COMPONENTS and VALVES. For complete converters
see advert., page 200.
50 mixed new resistors 9/- (post

and
W. and 10 of
Dubilier, Erie, Morgan.
1

.

2

W.,

40 of

for 25 years

and
all standard values
1

/ -).

;

40 mixed new lily. mica and ceramic condensers 9/(post I! -), standard values , pf. to 6,000 pf. Lemco,
T.C.C., etc.
Pre -amplifiers less power pack, with EF80 valve 20/ -.
With power pack in metal case 40/- (post 2/-).
When used with converter, also amplifies Band 3

the best
A

model

Leaflets on request from
W.

signal.

GLADSTONE RADIO

P.O. BOX 8, CAMBERLEY, SURREY

for every purpose

T.

25 watt Instrument Model

HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. LTD.

51.53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1
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SOME NOTES INTENDED TO HELP THE BEGINNER TO APPRECIATE THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF THIS TERM
By S. C. Munson, A.M.Brit.LR.E.
MOST beginners can see the significance of a
waveform and can understand its dimensions.
The illustration shows a pulse and most newcomers could say what its amplitude, duration, time
of rise and time of fall are just by looking at it. When
it comes to considering bandwidth, what is involved
is usually less clear in the beginner's mind.
The bandwidth of a system (say, the video amplifier
in a television set) is usually taken to mean the
difference between the two frequencies at which it
starts and finishes to perform its function (amplifying, in our example). For a typical video amplifier
in a 405-line television set, the bandwidth (as defined
above) would be about 2.5 Mc /s. Such an amplifier
[0.2/-45

- -+

-24)1-*

/OOpS

Fig. 1. -An example waveform,

.amount.
Thus, if a sound of frequency 15 kc s
is being transmitted, the sidebands occupy a band
of frequencies 30 kc's wide centred on -the earlier
frequency.
The highest frequency which can be
heard by young people is about 18 kc,'s, with older
people tending to be unable to hear such high
frequencies. Consequently, a bandwidth of 36 kc s
would be adequate for even the most exacting
need. The extra bandwidth is provided in most
sound channels because to make it any less would
introduce extra components and would also mean
that the tuning of the channel would have to be
more stable.
So far we have only considered bandwidth in
terms of frequency ; it is often more helpful in
seeing what is involved, to think of it as a proportion
of the centre frequency. Suppose that we required
to transmit the pulse shown on the left. If the time
between pulses is 100 micro- seconds, the repetition
rate is 10 kc /s. Then the lowest frequency which
would be used for modulation would be 10 kc s,
because nothing in the waveform occurs at a slower
rate. What is the highest modulating frequency? This
question is the same as asking what part of the
waveform changes in the least time and how fast is
this change. Obviously, the leading and trailing edges
are the fastest parts of the waveform : what we need
to know is what sort of frequency they represent.
Both the leading and trailing edges take the same
time to happen -0.2 micro-seconds each. We can
think of both the leading and trailing edges. as being
a part taken from a sine wave. A slope which takes
0.2 micro-seconds to happen is rather like one quarter of a cycle of a sine wave having a frequency

often provides amplifications from D.C. up to about
2.5 Mc/s, so the difference between the two frequencies is the same as the upper frequency, in this
example. For the sound channel of a typical amplitude modulation television set, the bandwidth
provided is often about 300 kc /s or 400 kc; s. in this
example, the lower frequency at which
the channel starts to respond might be
Source of
41.2 Me/s and the upper frequency
Modulation
41.7 Mc /s. (The example chosen here is
for the Channel I frequencies.). The
bandwidth provided by such a sound
Teleprinter
channel is wider than is needed. An
Speech
...
amplitude modulated transmitter radiates
Speech
...

of frequencies on each side of
the carrier frequency.
The band of
frequencies is usually thought of as being
in two sideburn's ; the one which is on
the low frequency of the carrier is called
the lower sideburn', the one on the high
frequency being the upper sideband. How
this effect arises need not concern us
here. What is of interest to us here is
how wide this band of frequencies is.
The lower sideband extends below the
carrier frequency by the frequency of
the modulating wave ; and the upper
extehds above the carrier by the same
a band

Speech

...

Music
Music
Music
...
Television
Camera ...
Television
Camera ...
Television
Camera ...I
Television
Camera ...

Modulation

I

Carrier

Approximate
Fractional
Bandwidth

Frequencies

Frequency

-100 c/s
300-3,000 c/s
300-3,000c /s
300- 3,000c /s
20 c /s
kc /s
20cis -18 kc /s
20c/s -18 kc/s

2,000 c/s
1.000 kc /s
50 Mc /s
200 Mc /s
1,000 kc /s
50 Mc, 's
200 Mc ¡s

25c /s -2.75 Mc,s

10

Mc s*

0.55

25c/s-2.75 Mc, s

35

\lc

0.157

25 c/s-2.75 Mc,'s

50 Mc, s

25 c/s-2.75 Mc,

200

5

-l8

s

s'''

Mr's

Representative of intermediate frequencies.
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0.098
0.0054
0.0011
0.0003
0.036
0.0072
0.0018

U.

I

I

0.017

of

1.2
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Mc/s.

A sine wave

having a frequency of

1.2 Mc /s takes 0.8 micro-seconds for a whole cycle ;
so one-quarter of a cycle takes 0.2 micro -seconds. So
we now have a reasonable answer to the question of
what is the highest frequency in the waveform
on Fig. 1. We now know that we must be able

to modulate with frequencies between 10 kc /s
and 1.2 Mc /s to be able to transmit such a waveform.
If we modulate a transmitter of frequency 20 Mc /s
with our pulse, the sidebands will extend from
18.8 Mc/s to 21.2 Mc /s and the bandwidth is 2.4 Mc /s.
With a 60 Mc/s transmitter, the bandwidth remains
2.4 Mc /s, but as a proportion it is less -three times
less in simple proportion. Sometimes simple liroportion is not used to express the bandwidth as a

All of these results are in close agreement with those
obtained by using the carrier frequency rather than
the geometric mean of the outer sideband frequencies, and the reader will see that an appreciation
of what is involved can be had by using simple
proportion. The table shows some typical fractional
bandwidths occupied by the sidebands of various
carrier frequencies when amplitude modulated
by various sources. The fractional bandwidth shown
in the table assumes that both sidebands have to
be accommodated.

Two Examples
It is not the purpose of this article to do more than
familiarise the reader with the term bandwidth ;
fraction of the carrier frequency. The geometric design techniques for obtaining bandwidth are
mean of the upper and lower frequencies can be outside the scope of the article. However, it may be
taken and used as the denominator of a fraction' of interest to conclude by considering two numerical
whose numerator is the bandwidth. The term examples of tuned circuits. The bandwidth of a
" geometric mean " need not cause any concern ; tuned circuit depends on the ratio of the reactance
all that is involved is multiplying the twc frequencies of either the inductor or capacitor and the losses.
together and taking the square root of the answer.
Below about 20 Mc /s almost all the losses are due
Applying this to the two examples above, we get : to the resistance of the inductor's wire. This ratio
For the 20 Mc /s carrier, a geometric mean of is called Q. The bandwidth of the circuit is arrived
value
A/18.8 x 21.2, which is almost exactly 19.95. Using at by dividing the resonant frequency by the coil
this as a denominator of a fraction, whose numerator of Q. A typical value of Q for a medium-wave At
is 100, although higher values are attainable.
is the bandwidth, we get X9:95 or about 0.12.
1 Mc /s a tuned circuit using such an inductor would
have a bandwidth of about 10 kc /s. Typical tuning
Doing the same thing for the 60 Mc /s carrier, we inductors for television sets have values of Q (before
get a geometric mean of A/58.8 x 61.2, which is any damping resistors are connected) of between
59.99 Mc /s. The fractional bandwidth then becomes 100 and 200. Assuming a Q of 150 for an inductor
2.4
used in a tuned circuit resonant at 45 Mc /s, the
or about 0.04.
59.99
bandwidth would be 300 kc /s.
k

*
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Self- Binders
FOR
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION

"

our readers we have arranged
for self- binders to be supplied in which
they may preserve the copies of this journal.
Copies can be inserted as received, and you
do not, therefore, have to wait for the completion of the volume. You secure the same
all -time protection as with ordinary binding.
The self- binders are in black, waterproof and
greaseproof cloth, attractively lettered in gold.
This system avoids copies becoming damaged
or mislaid. The Easibinder opens flat at any
page of any separate edition and. gives quick
When the volume is
reference facilities.
complete our annual index published at Is. 3d.
should be inserted.
Binders cost 10s. post free. Orders should
be sent to " Practical Television " (Binding
Dept.), George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

AS

* »»».»».««»»..

...».

a service to

..»..».....».«,.»»»....»»»»..»..,.»»..»»..»»,..,«....«»..
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T/V CONVERTER -185 Mc /s-

199

Mc /s

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

£2-5-0 post free.

A highly successful unit (li' lurid circuit), 6/6-all Post Free. Wiring and aligning of
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget above 201 - evira.
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size 7 x 4 x 2 .1in. Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
7/6 per set. Indoor dipoles, 6/6. Outdoor
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most from
with cable 13 9.
Band I -Band 3 cross types of T1V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of over filter unit, 7 6.
Variable attenuators
parts 45'-. Blueprint 16, Power pack kit 30/ -. 6 db-36 db. 7 6. BBC Break -through Filter,
Switch kit (Band -Band 3 Ac switching), suitable for BBC pattern rejection, 8'6.

ae,a

1

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
'l',ulnil:,r I) its Ends
'12-32/350 v. I5.1:.,', 5.6
I2 .
18 Can Types, Clips, 3d. ea.

tIolunle Controls 801'ä;,;a: COAX
I..,_.

tains,

111,000

Long

Megohms.

-Oodles.

ohms

year

1

.nrantee. Midget.Edis-

STANDARD }in. iliain.

314'4 9
Linear' 6.0 ,, 11,I100
'hms -. 2
Il e g a h m s.

bins

oh.

s

Coax pings,
sockets 1' -.

41-

12.

each.

Coal

Couplers
Outlet boxes, 4,16.

13.
TWIN FEEDER,

"A"
8d. yd.

lnrj)

;

Knurled Slotted Knob.
All values 25 ohms to 3n
h., 3, ea. ,0 K., 4'triuo Carron Track
50 K. to 2 Meg., 3//-.

1}

High Erode.
All Value,, Bin (anus to
Spin.11e.

:O K., 5:6

Jon

;

I:., 6/6.

W;W EXT. SPEAKER

CONTROL i0 t7, 3/-.
CONDENSERS. -Mica "r S, Mica. .411 prei. value=.
Ceramic types, 2.2 pi.a,000
ri pf. La'SlIt pf., 6d. ea.
V. as available, 9d. each Tubular,, 4,11 v.. Hunts
.n11 i'.r.C. ,000t, .001. ,0115, .01 and a ::311 v., 94.,
.m2, .03, .1 500v. Hunts, I(A', 1 /-. .25 Hunts, 1/6,
:, Buster 1/9.
.1 'I,500,,y: T.C(. adimpl'exl, 3/6.
idol 0 kV. 1'.C.C'., 5 /6. .401 20 kV. TC.C., 9/6.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS10.' 5 pi. to 5011 pf., 1 /-. Ono pf. to 3,O00 pf., 1/3.
L5 pf. to 500 pi., 1/9. 4,15 pf. to 5,000 pf.. 2 / -.
STANDARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK.
Size
2I in. s Olin depth, 4 pos. Switching. Long,
Med.. `short, Gram. Dust core coils ['maligned for
Complete
with
trimmer.
Kc;s
I.F.
ready
to
use.
4315
A very nensit:ve and efficient 1'0i) Pack.
Bargain Offer, 27/8,
Manufacturer's Surplus.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS -18 s.w.g. Plain, uadrilled,
folded 4 aides and riveted corners lattice Axing boles.
Strong and soundly constructed with 2tin. sides.
-n. x 4in., 4/6 ; 9in. x 6in., 5,9 : llin. 1 Tin. 6!9 ;
13ìn. 1 9in., 8/6 ; 14in. x 111x., 10,6 ; and 18in. 1
13in, x 3in., 16;6.
SPECIAL OFFER.- Goodmuue 12in. P.M. Speaker
Amiivam 60, Brand new, booed awl guar. FEW
1. N1.Y.
24//10/-. Curr.'I
a
healer chains, 3/6.
BRIMISTORS. -CZ1 for
/1 for,l5 a., or 2a.,2,8. :;: I' %:1,Pib,t Lamp), 1/6.
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE.- t lb. 14 In 20 s.w.g.,
2,- 22 to 28 s.w.g., 2:6 ; :gin rO 40 s.w.g., 3'6.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluids I0 ar. ris 3;9,
.

.

'

;

VALVE AMPLIFIER

With variable Tone and Vol runic controls. 3
Sleet BVA valves. 4 salts output. Neg.
inick. Chassis isolated from M
A.C.
3,11

'O.
.

A

PRICE 13.19.6.
15 -

-

r. d

i,

.

ntality amplifiera

kit.

extra.

1

O.

1A

a,

,1

ir,

-,
'

0

11

l 8,

:

N

`

21
4'6

It. Kt'.

3,11

4:

,n!
WAVEBANDS,

5

B.I:.''.

t.1.50 s.

VALVES

S.W.
-511 m,
LA'rtOT MIDGET
MAY. ^_Ilrl an. -5511 ,n.
RVA
L.W. Non nr.- 2.0011 ru.
SERIES
Brasil new and guar. .1f'. 200 2,11 v. 4 pos.w' /C
. short-me.linln- Loug-1:.ton.
J'.I'- socket. High
14 dust core " .rile.
Latest. en-coil technique, delayed
AVC snit neg. fee,ll,ark. 0;1' 4 watts. Chassis
sage, La.
La1 o
loin. x 4 /,in. lion. or vert.
staation
N13111111
Or - rri' knobs to choice.
Aligned
lilt test ready for use. Sensitivity
1
and Quality at Low Cost.
D(uble wound mains Isms. BARGAIN
,u
£9,,15.0
d(r.7
1
and ins., 4 8.
PRICE
S or loin. speakers to march, from 2116.
7 Valve De Luxe, push -pull version
7 watt output, [12,10,0. Carr. & ins., 5/ -.
BARGAIN VALUE IN AUTO CHANGERS
li speed moo change m m 's for 7in., loin. S lain.
records. Lightweights \Ctal P.U. with turnover.
Duo-point vapphim stylus for H1 -F1 reproduction.
Latest model. -Modern .[,ling. All brand new.
booed and guar. A.C. Mai 250 v only.
PLESSEY, 28101
110K MONARCH, Si ens.
ItARRARD It''t111. £8;191. t'OLLARO RC54,
£10/10/ -. All suitable for above Radiogram chassis,

kV.,

6-:

1::: 45.

:141

100--200/175, v
6,000 ;Md. 6 v,

kV..

0
816

3 9

K3/511.

;

4

kA..

7

3:

`1

ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for íin. nìudh-.
I,i11. diam, walnnt or ivory.
Gold Illle,l.
I6
Slandard 'n,g,:.,'i0gs, 3 6 011. i'111.111 knobs
,ai,b
above. I. ,. lOd
1C01. dna., 8d. ea. AI lo
I, or,
.. 1
9d. ca. Pumrer hurA,s
R
la rr
h At l As l..
9d.
WEARITE P TYPE COILS. All rar m-.
l0 7.
2.6
(oils. Sing timed. All
reg.I...1 Iange popular lo'I 1':wl,-,
:: b.

d"

-

s,

7

1

I

'

r

7

I

.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
10äo.!
e

s

w0111111

,

-465

ke.a

.'.,o:roniac.tnrer's midge, LIVE
. dust core tuning.
I.iri
-.,,I
(High 14. Regain offer, 7 6 i' :r n.

TRANSFORMERS,-Made In mir
work,I .)' u 'rap Ian le pec. Fully i t "rlea,.--1
d inn,r.-n,are.1.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
1. F.W. see. 5 v. or 6.:I C. t a
TYPE,
rect. 1,.:ìI.
rl
vet H1,-o,, 211 -, etc. C.R.T. HTR.,
ISOLATION - TYPE. --Low leakage with o withanr
lacs, voir :tee. Ratio 1 : 1 or Ir.25, 2
106: 0.:5 v., 1010; 13.:; r, 108.
10/61 e 4
Uitt soirs r -, s primaries 200/2.50 r., 12.6.
Special. ro .,.i, L.F. CHOKES.- 111 H. 4:, ms., 5 /-; 1.i H. 100 mu.,
10,6 : i0 H. 120 n .10.8; 20H.150 tua., 15 e;
8iu0rle>. 106.:
mdu,aster, 1016.
ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER 60/40 grade, I.., ,
II;g.. 4d, per yd. ; }Ib., 2 6.
3d, pet e i,
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. lin. tees.. 17 6
18,Trie.., 18 6
7 z 4in. Goodman., F ;Ilihtir :n, '
I- :law's,
6:
20, -: öin. Goodman.. spec.i :d
21,6: l oil,. it, :aid .4., 25/- ; 12in. Plessey, 35,_
Bin. M.13. 2 k. ,hms field, tapped O.P. trans., 24 6.
MAINS

,

,

,.

QUALITY FLUORESCENT FITTINGS

Ideal for home or workshrli. 4it., 220 -250 v.,
complete with lober, ballast nuit, etr., yearly
or
Fannin
wmfact,uer's -suiplus
offered at appnrv. half, price. Starter switch
type, 42, quirk start type, 4718. Carr. and
ins., 7,6 catis,
YEW ONLY NOW LEFT.
u

DICED

n

;

:

.

VALVES

GUARANTEED
íT4716 DAF9i 10:- 1' :1'HHL 12/61E140
30/30'- 1011.50 12/61E280
11/304, 3V4 86. lit!Ir.
10,- 1:1441
10 /8!MUO4
8/6
534
10; -,1 :1'50
8,6 11I.00
10/- 'PCC84 12/6
{IGO13AT6
F
-150
28;6
PCF80 12/6
RIM 10'6 EB9L -.6 Equip. 016 P('F82 12/6
1115,

SCOTCH BOY, EM11'APE,

185, 184 7/6 DF06

S:6 EBt'41. 10.6 11F00
6611131 /13 8,6 1.1155

lES

9:-

ät47

8,8

í,8N7

FA

I'8:I

El

'.84

PCL83 12/6
PLBL 18/6
PL82
10/PESI 12/6
PY80 -11 /PY81 12/8
PY82
14'12/6 1125
12;6

3916
10 /6
13 /6
10/6
8/6
11 /6
12/6

1; i'sr,
13:6 1/P50

12 8

9111011.85 13;6 EF01

liV6

76 lit '1'x° 128

rìX4

8,6

131.41

B7 mo is-10S me s by
tc -tel and approved by ILnlir,
ornplete Kit Of Parts to amphi
this u,,,.Iern highly successful unit, .1, lied
chas -is and J. 13. ,dial, roils and cans. 4 RVA
and all component..
,e
e,
SUPERIOR '1'5 Pt
26.10 .0 post
11. 5aS DIAL
il'alilarated in Mc +.
.'
pilot
I. 12.6 evtra.
rr rr, I. .r II 0ok with fell de,-r'

F.M. TUNER-UNIT
Jason.

1

sin., 3/'i
-; 24in.x 12in.,

metal Sinn. o sri., 23:
lain., 4;3 ; L"in. x 10in., 6'

-

12,11.

is

Comic.. tor.

TA:: 13 6 1:1,84
äS5
8,1- 13'1142 106 EY51
hundreds of others al Bargain 1r ces.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
nLS, 1T4, D, and 3S 4 r 1A4'
278
/.4 or ,iS
6K8, 1lK7, '1117.
'
351
SPEAKER FRET. (/r a.. I,,7 Bronze anodised
Ea

etc., 1,200 fl.. 30', long

playing. Lemur. leek. 45/ -.
Paper tape, good
quality' 1,20110 .. 12:6. heels only. lin.. 39, 7 in., 43
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSER$. -:5711 pf.,
Midget. 8 6 din I(. with dent cover and Irlmmns,
816. .trig sial. standard size with feet, 86.
TYGAN FRET ,mciphyltatternl.-lain. s 12i u.. 2' -;
12in. x 1510., 3' -: 12in. x 24in., 4' -; elr'., ctn.
:

I

6118M
007

3

I

r

1

I

I

I

x

r

8,8 etc.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

50 yards Thornton Heath Station.

Buses 130A, 133, 159,

Lasted above are only a few items from our very large stock.

(ESt.

Hours : 9 a.m.
p.m., I p.m. Wed.
v.uu!,te to Y'. FT. -5.
C.O.D. A' laity 1,15 /:c ci'eyae+r /'.riss, ,

1946)

(THO 2188)

166 & 190.

Lend 3d. stamp today tor Complete Bargain Lis!.

-6

II'.O. o,

126

E.H.T. TYPE FLYkV., 4,'3; i<C p, a:t

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

C.

-

E.:, 100
1,0 .. 12 6: MAINS TYPE.-itvl. 12.5 v.,
rio nr.1.. 4-1112, 100 ma.. 4'9; RM',, Igo n ,
619; 11561 ay pe. 250 r. 275 no..,

t'r.

TRS RADIO

Terra x:

5

4

11 6
12 6

60-i.211)/'275 v.

5'-

6,8
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
BACK VOLTAGES. - 14:525

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
3
10 11,,-

604-1(111/350 v

.

-un r. D,.b.

4 6
5

5 6
5 6

324-32/450v.'l'.r'.r'.66
60/350 v. 7'.1'.l.
86

36

r. I,(h.

lu-:5d, I. '1.r51'. 5$
1,1..
4 -

16 _

16416+91?5,0 v
16+18/450 v. 7'.1'.1'16-32/3511 v. 14E4'.
3.1/350 v. Dub.

2 3

Ind,

,

Iri,:,mr

r

t

Cart.. o

Circuit

-

10, -r-11 c.

S11

.

3

H

8+814.50 v. T.r'.r.
8-116/450 v. Bunts

2.2'-

re)
v.

1:.1:!'.
n.5n0 r. Ir ,r..

-

-2

4:

.

Inil

A/4ra1 v.

Semi-air
SPECIAL
SO
spaced polythene.
chin.
Coax }in. than[.
Stranded core.
Losses
est 50 "J
f1J
d.
.7Y y

ohms, ea. yd.; 300 uhurv. 8d. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 80 ,rame, 1:3 pd.
50 OHM COAX CABLE 8d. per yd. 1in. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pi. -70 pi., 94. Inn pf.
luta pt., 1,3; 230 pf., 11 ; 0110 pf.. 1 /9. PHILIPS
Bechivo Type
to 3 pf. or 3 to 30 pf., 1 :3 each.
RESISTORS -Prei. values 10 ohms 10 megohms.
CARBON
WIRE WOUND
} r.., 3d.:
hm 1,3
206', Type.
r
5d. ; 1 s., 6d..
10,O01
1/6
1,14.
ohms
2/1;9
10' Type. f w., 9d.
1.,,000
;.3,011
5`'i, Type.
f ,V0 1 - ;
ohms
Hi-Stab.
., 2/ -- IOte. /
23
WIRE -WOUND rr POTS. 3w. LAB COL VERN, Etc.
I've -Set Min. T.V. Type Standard Size Pots. Stir

,

2'

50i5

Polyt Ilene insolated.
ONLY
URADt3

type.

No. Sw. 9.1'. 4w. D.P.Srv.

- 2.5

OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
l'os: Pael.,e
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.extra (LEEDS)

'

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 19
under £2.
2/9 under £5. Open to caller+ 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. kith
enquiries. please. Full list 6d.; Trade list bd.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal typo
Fully Guaranteed.
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-2.50 v
Interleaved and Impregnated,
cis. Supplies 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
Primaries
I
aved3and . 50 C. screened 50
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
012 If at 0.4 a to l a. Price including circuit
260-0-260 v 70 ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ... 16!9
49/9. Or ready for use. 9'9 extra.
350-0-350 v 80 ma. 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a ... 18.1
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6,3 v 4 a, 5 e 3 a ... 231
ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the
350-0-350 v 100 ma. 6:3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 231
construction of a unit (metal-case
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 e 4 a, 5 v 3 a
29;9 51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
FULLY SHROUDED l'PRIGHT
receivers requiring 90 v and 1/5 v. Fully
250-0-250 v 60 ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
.

Midget type, 21- 3 -3in.
17'6
250-0 -250 v 100 ma, 6.3 e 4 a, 5 e 3 a ... 269
250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 6 a, 5 e 3 a
for R1335 Conversion ..
..
... 31
300-0-000ví00 ma,
...239
350- 0 -350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 5 a .. 31'6
v 3 a 31'6
425 -0-425 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a ,
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C
C.T. 6.3 y

6.3v4a,5v3a

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c's Primaries

499

:

6.3 v

1.5 a, 5/9 : 6.3 v 2 a. 7/6 : 0A-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9 :
12 v 1 á. 7/11 ; 6.3 v 3 a, 8/11 ; 6.3 v 6 a, 17/9.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
200 -250 v 0-9 -15 v l la, 11 /9: 0-9-15 v 3 a, 18/9:
0 -9 -15 v 5 a. 19/9 ; 0 -9 -15 v 6 a, 221.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
4/9
Small Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms
3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230 -250 v.

a
36/8
SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms
...
... 11/9
...
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms
...
...
.. 8/9
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
...
5/8
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms
... 4/11
...
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
G.E.C.300v 250 ma, 12'8: 120v40 ma, 3/9:
6/12 v 1 a F.W., 519 : 240 v 50 ma. 5/9. 6/12
v 2 a F.W., 8/9 6/12 v 4 a. 16/9
250 v 80
ma. 7/9 6/12 v 6 a F.W., 18'9: 612 v 10 a,
2,500 v 5 ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1a. 2-0-2 v 1.1
for VCR97. VCR517
...

:

1

;

29/9.

-WHY

WASTE

TIME-

Give that set its best chance

FIT QUALITY COMPONENTS
Catalogue

I

/-.

Parts for the following

:-

Manual

Osram "912" plus Amplifier 4/Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier 3/6
The Coventry
2 -watt
4-watt
6 -watt

Amplifier
1/Amplifier
.
Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner
1/Unit
...
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit ... 1/6
Complete

will

Component Price Lists
with each Manual.

be supplied

COVENTRY RADIO
EST. 1925
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DUNSTABLE ROAD,

LUTON, BEDS.

Phone

:

Luton 2677

smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 cis mains.

Price, inc. point -to -point wiring diagrams, 39/9. Or assembled and tested

at 46/9.

R
SC. TA1 HIGH QUALITY TAPE
DECK AMPLIFIER. For ALL TapDecks with High Impedance, Playback
and Erase Heads, such as Lane, Truvox.
Adjustment to type of deck Ready for
made by alteration of a Use ONLY
resistor.
For A.C. Mains
2:10 -250 v. 50 c /cs.
Positive
GNS
compensated identification of
level
recording
given by Magic
Eye. Recording facilities for 15, 71 or
Olin. per sec. Automatic equalisation at
the turn of a knob. Linear frequency
response off 3db. 50- 11-000 C.D.S. NegaLive feed -back equalisation. Minimum
microphony and hum. High output with
completely effective erasure and distortionless reproduction. Sensitivity is
15 millivolts so that any kind of crystal
microphone is suitable. Provision is
made for feeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit
can also be used as a gram -amplifier
requiring input of 0.75 v. R.M.S. Carriage
7/6. Illustrated leaflet 6d.
EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. -Brand new,
cartoned.
Complete with 14 valves,
including 5Z4G. Also mains trans. L.F.
choke, rectifier, etc., etc.
Carr. 7/9.

Only 29'6.

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

. .
GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I,P.E.,

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANSE.
Removed from New Ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0-200 -230-250 v Secs 250-0-

250v60mA.6.3v2a5v2a.

Size 31 x 41 x 3ín.
CO- :15íAí. CABLE

1

11/9

in.

ohms 14,'36
...
...
8d. yd.
Twin -screened Feeder
11d. yd.
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.
... 3/11
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised
150 ma 6 -10 h 150 ohms ...
...
... 6/9
...
... 11'9
150 ma 10 h 150 ohms
...
...
... 12'9
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms
...
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.5 mfd 2,500 v Blocks (ex- Govt.). 2'11.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-Consisting of attractive Green Crackle Case.
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse holder, Tag strip, Grommets and Circuits.
25/9 ; 6v or12v2a,31/6: 6v or 12 v,4a.
49/9. Any type assembled and tested for
6/9 extra.
R.S.C. 6 v'. or 12 v.
BATTERY CHARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230 -250 v 50 c,/s.
or
Selector panel for
orr panel
6
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
69/9, Carr. 3/6.
TV. CABINETS
Handsome well-constructed with walnut
veneer finish. Size 18ín. high. 90in. wide,
-131n. deep. Size of aperture 17in. 131ins.
Fitted Doors. For 15in. or 171n. Tube.
Limited number at only
0 c
Plus 7/6 carr.
7vly
Table Model, 12ín. Tube. 29/9, 51- carr.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains
200-250 v 50 c /s. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
2519. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.
75

-

SAME D-4Y
S ER I'ICE
All Guaranteed New and Boxed

VALVES

midget, 1115, 155, 1T4. 1115, 354, DAF91,
DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94 ; any 4 for 27/8.
1A7GT12,'8 6V6G 7/- DH77 8/6 EY51 1016
105GT11/- 6V6GT 7/- DK32 1218 EZ40
8'1HSGT
6X4
7/6 DK92 916 EZ41
K11/6
1/8 6X5GT 88/9
18
DL33 11i8 FW4/50Ó
11/6
18
1R5
7C6
8/- DL.96
8 GZ32 1É//6
1S5
7/3 7H7
8/- EABC80 KT33C 10/1T4
7/3 757
9/7/9 KT63 7/6
1115
8/- EAF421018 511.114 8/6
1/3 7Y4
3A5
6/6 10C1 12/8 EB91 6/9 N78 14/6
3Q5GT11/8 10F1 10/- EBC33 7/6 PCC84 8/6
354
7/6 10LD11
EBC41 10/- PCF80 8/6
3V4
8/6
11/6 EBF80 9/6 PCF821118
5U4G 8/- 10P14 13/6 ECC4012/6 PEN36C
5Y3GT 7/6 12AT7 8/8 ECC81 9/16'5Z4G
9/- 12AU7 7/6 ECC83 9/8 PEN45.16/6AK5
5/- 12J7GT
ECC91 6/- PEN46 6/8
BALS
6/9
9/8 ECF8012/8 PL81 11/9
6AM6 7/6 12K7GTECF8213/6 PL82
6AQ5 7/6
8/8 EC113510/3 PL83 11'9
6AT6 8/8 12K8GT
PY80 9 ECH42
6BA6 7/8
14/8
10'- PY81 9 6BE6 7/6 12Q7GT
ECH81 8/6 PY82 7 9
6BW6 7/6
8/6 ECL8010/- PZ30 18
1125
10/- 1457 14/6 EF37A
126
6F1
13/- 20L1 10/9
9/- U50
î'6
6F6G 6/6 20P1 16/9 EF39 8'- U78
7/6
6F13 13/- 25L6GT
EF40 12/- UAF42
6F15 13/9/8 EF41 9/6
10/8
6J6
6'- 25Z4G 9/8 EF42 12'- UBC41 8/9
6K7G
5/- 35L6GT9/8 EF50 7'6 UCH42
6K7GT 6/- 35Z4GT 8'- EF80
9 1013
6K8G 7/9 50L6GT916 EF85 8:6, UF41
9'6K8GT 9/6 536 15/8 EF86 12 6 UL41 10/61,113 11/6 CL33 14/- EF91
7 6 UU7 11'8
6Q7GT 9/8 DAC3211
6 6,
6SN7GT
R'1771
EL32
6/6
7/9 DCC90 6/6 EL41 10 6, X79 12/6
6U4GT
DF33 11/6 EL84 108'Y63
7/8
14'8 DF96 8/6 EM34 10,- Z77
7/6
Postage 5d. per valve extra.
1.4v.

-6C9

READERS
RADIO
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
24,

HILL, LONDON, N.16
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BUSH TV43
I have a Bush TV43 which every time I switch on
I have changed the two
valves on the converter side, but this has no effect.
-A. D. Banks (Birmingham).
A certain amount of tuning drift occurs on most
sets on Band III. The purpose of the fine tuner is to
correct this easily. If the effect is excessive in your
case, though, a capacitor may be at fault in the
tuner unit. You would he advised to let your dealer
investigate the trouble for you and, if necessary,
remove the tuner for examination at the factory.
is off tune on the I.T.A.

M
.t
LlJ'
//)'I/1/
-i-i
J-MP/
//MI///-.-// / /IMI./.r,L

MOMMI.

AM"

I,

MIN/

W7tilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. /97
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope

must be enclosed.

MARCONIPHONE VC69DA
When I switch on the picture does not fill the screen
a gap at the top and bottom of about 5in. ;
after about 15 minutes it will fill the screen completely,
but there are lines flashing across for most of the
evening's viewing. I have looked through past editions
of " Practical Television " and in the July, 1955, issue
I see an article on servicing the H.M.V. 1814 -16, but
I cannot find my symptoms described.
Barlow
(Bolton).
This is a fault.in the LN 152 frame timebase valve.
This is situated'approximately in the centre of the

-there is

-J.

chassis, underneath the envelope of the picture tube.
Preferably, it should be checked by substitution.

H.M.V. 1828
Suddenly, for no apparent reason, the width of the
picture is reduced and is now only about 3in. wide
on a 14in. screen. Altering the width control has a
little effect, but not much ; height of picture is O.K.
and so is the sound. I have changed over the Z77
valves, but to no effect. Could you please give me some
directions as to the positions of components I should
test ?-R. G. Lacey (Niton).
Suspect a short in the line output transformer.
Check the N339 and the U329 valves. Low H.T.
voltage often causes this symptom, due to a faulty
metal H.T. rectifier, though the effect is gradual, as
distinct from the sudden occurrence in your case.

r

EKCO T161
My Ekco television set model T161, which I purchased
in 1952, has developed a fault in sound. The sound output is at the highest and control knob will not lessen
its volume. The picture is quite in order.
T. Hope
(Cheshire).
The volume control is actually a gain control fitted
in the cathode circuit of the first sound (IOFI) I.F.
amplifier valve. This is the centre valve of the three
on the right side of the chassis. The control is a
25 K!? wire wound, which should be inspected ; this
would be rendered inoperative fi the .003 ItF
capacitor which is wired from cathode to chassis
were to become short circuited.

-J.

I.T.A. CONVERSION
I would be grateful if you could suggest a cure
for the fault I have come across in converting my set
for I.T.A.
The converter I am using is the Teletron Mark 11
cascode, which has been modified for band pass
coupling as suggested in " Practical Television."
The set is a G.E.C. B.T.4541 T.R.F., which has
been realigned to try to check the fault.
On aligning the converter, I found that I could get
good sound, or vision, on rocking the oscillator core
half a turn, but cannot get sound and vision together.-A. H. W. (Cambridge).
For correct conversion it is necessary for the
converter's oscillator to work below the signal
frequency.
In your case it would appear that the
oscillator is working above the signal frequency.
This, of course, provides sound or vision conversion,
but not simultaneous conversion of both sound and
vision.

MARCONIPHONE VT53DA
I am endeavouring to service a Marconiphone
VT53DA of which 1 have the circuit diagram. The
trouble appears to be in the frame timebase as the
raster is sharply divided. The upper half has clear line
structure and answers to brilliance control, hut the
lower half remains bright all the time and is very
blurred and milky. I have not attempted lining up
for picture until 1 get a good raster. The frame
oscillator and O.P. talves are O.K.
I would be
extremely obliged if you could give me a clue as to
which defective components are likely to produce this
symptom.
H. B. (S.E.17).
Hum in the vision channel is a very likely cause
of this trouble. Check the picture tube for heater to
cathode leakage, and also the valves in the vision
channel, particularly the vision interference limiter
diode and the video amplifier. Check the smoothing
electrolytics.

-J.

FERRANTI 14T4
I get a thin line to a 2in. patchwork picture in the
middle across the screen. The whistle seems to be
extra strong, and does not always work. Touching
base sets it going. I also get a kind of flash in neck
of tube screen ; it will flash (not big), then screen gets
brighter, I have changed PL81, ECL80, PV8I, without
effect. 1 have a chart. -G. P. (Hayes).
We are not clear on the symptom.
It would
help if you let us have a rough sketch of it, also
indicating whether the sound channel is affected.
The flash in the tube almost certainly indicates
that the tube is faulty and in need of réplacement.
We would not recommend replacement with a I7in.
'

tube.
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FERGUSON 996T
The trouble is no picture, blank screen. EHT seems
O.K., line whistle present, but when set is on for a few
minutes PL81 line output valve gets hot and grid and
plate of this valve go red. I have replaced this valve
with new one, but still same results. If anode connection from tube is disconnected, valve goes back to
normal.
I have checked line and frame output
transformer and these seem O.K. -T. L. H.
(Liverpool 5).
Try making the following modification to the
tube base wiring. Tube pins numbered 1 -12
(counting absent pins) from locating spigot clockwise.
Remove lead from pin 2. Disconnect strap from tag 7
and connect to tag 2, i.e., tag 2 is now strapped to
tag 11. Remove lead from tag 10 and place on tag 7.
Connect original lead from tag 2 to tag 10.

MARCONIPHONE VC55
I wish to convert Model VC55 to I.T.A., and would
like your advice on the matter, as being a regular
reader of your journal I realise that a " turret tuner "
is the best way of doing this ; so could you let me
know if there is one made for this model, or is there
an alternative that could be fitted, and could you give
me some information on bow it could be done
F. C. (E.16).

?-

Yours is a superhet type receiver having a vision
1.F. of 14 Mc /s and a sound I.F. of 10.5 Mc/s,

with the oscillator below the signal' frequency.
A turret tuner is not available for this model ; a
superhet type add -on converter is generally favoured,
for example, the Aerialite Type MC. Alternatively,
the Valradio Type TP adaptor is suitable ; this has
an output at I.F. When ordering this latter type
the I.F.s must be stipulated. Instructions for fitting
are supplied.

ULTRA VA72
After the set has warmed up, there appear on the
left hand side of screen four white vertical lines which
appear to
wavy, otherwise picture quality seems to
be quite good, Can you advise how to correct fault
E. C. (Stratford).
This may be caused by flashover in the line output
transformer during the line flyback period. This is
most likely if the vertical lines are composed of short
irregular horizontal lines in columns. If the lines
are clear cut, however, ringing in the line amplifier
may be responsible. In this case you should check
the condition of the reclaim diode (part of PZ30).
Also check the condition of associated capacitors.

?-

EKCO TS146
My set is an Ekco TS146. It has run trouble free
for 10 years but for four days I had the following
failing. When I first switched it on I had a perfect,
bright, clear picture, good enough for daylight viewing.
After approximately six or seven minutes the picture
would commence to go darker, very gradually, till
finally, inside half -an -hour, very little was distinguishable of the picture and the screen was almost black.
Sound, focus, line hold and frame hold, all continued
normal. I could not advance the contrast beyond a
certain point or the picture went negative in a very dull
way. 1 have switched all the vision 6F13s to the sound
strip one at a time, and on switching No. 6 valve I
advanced the contrast a little when the picture was

November, 1956

going dark, and after approximately 10 to 15 seconds
the brightness seemed to flow back like a valve heater
getting hot. I have had no further trouble since. but I
would like to know the cause. P61 and U22 -I- UU8
have all been time -tested O.K. I cannot think the No. 6
valve is faulty as it now works very well on sound.
Could you please localise the fault for me ? -R: H.

-

(Slough).
Your description is that of an intermittent heater
short in the picture tube. You do not mention how
long the present tube has been in service, but if it is
the original it has, indeed, done very well.

MURPHY V118C
When switching the set on one 500 mA fuse blows
(top one). I have replaced the smoothing condenser
321íF and UU8 rectifying valve, also I have checked
H.T. volts, these appear normal. The H.T. smoothing
choke has a resistance of 75 ohms, the two 75 ohms
resistors in series with the H.T. windings are O.K.
When the 500 mA blows the UU8 rectifying valve goes
D. (Hillingdon).
fluorescent.

-P.

Your description indicates conclusively that a short circuit exists on the cathode side of the UU8 -this
may be of an intermittent nature. Make sure that the
replacement valve is in good order, for it has been
known for new ones to possess an internal short. If
the valve is in good condition, then you will have to
check systematically the H.T. line with an ohmmeter
with respect to chassis, in an endeavour to locate the
source of the short, bearing in mind, of course, that
it may actually be in a transformer or coil.
ETRONIC ETV1536
The fault was some weeks ago; the Brimistor was
broken and it had two i -watt resistors in parallel with
it. These had gone o /c. I couldn't tell what they should
be so I put a 500(2 3 -watt and a Brimar CZl in. The
set then worked all right for about six weeks. Then
the fuse blew. On checking I found the PZ30 faulty.
Pins 1 and 7 o /c, but pins 5, 6 and 7 shorted internally.
Replaced valve and fuse and set then worked at full
contrast and nearly full brilliance. If I turn any of
these controls down severe sparking occurs in the line
transformer from the EHT filament winding to the
windings, and this sometimes sparks also into the PZ30.
Also, when transmission is on and I take the aerial
out sparking will occur without touching the controls.
Turning the R.F. gain down also causes the sparking.
I have checked the EHT and it is 7 kV, but rises when I
turn the brilliance control down and then it sparks.
I have the circuit but it doesn't give any voltages and
any ohms readings for the transformer. I have changed
470K R31 in EHT line as it was high resistance and
also C31 .SuF condenser. I also have a loud hum on
sound at full volume only. I have tried replacing the
ECL80 sound output and line drive valve, PL38 line
output, EBC41 sound detector and bias rectifier.
J, H. (Hove).
The EHT sparking may be due to inefficient
soldered connections and these should be inspected
and, if necessary, remade with well- rounded blobs.
Also it may be necessary to reposition the EY51.
The inclusion of a 7 kV metrosil " bleeder " resistor
in the EHT circuit would help matters. The loud hum
on sound at maximum volume is probably due to
inefficient screening of the A.F. cables or of the control itself and due to this the circuit is picking up the
frame timebase hum frequency.
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements

TELEVISION SETS
TELEVISION. 9in, models, £61101 -;
12in, models, £15; all makes; working; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
SEVERAL
EARLY MODELS 9in.
Television, complete and mostly

working, £5151- each; carriage páid.
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise. Forest
Hill, S.E.23. (FOR 5497.)
.

GUARANTEED

TELEVISION

12ín.

models, first -class picture, 5- channel,
THE
£30 each, carriage paid.
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19 -21, Brock ley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
TELEVISION,
12in..
5
channel,
tunable anywhere models, £28 each,

carriage

paid; guaranteed perfect.
4, Ewelme Road, Forest Hill,
London, S.E.23.
RYAN.

COMPONENTS
UNLIMITED, offer Teletron
converter kits 5216, with p.p. 651 -.
Goodmans Audiom 50) 12 in. P.M.,
15 Ohm Spkrs. at 84/ -, plus 5/- pp.
charges. Valves. SP41. SP61, 6K7.
EL32.
GJ5M.
all
at 3/6 each.
ECL80. EF80. 9/ -.
EY51, 10/8.
Valves and spares for any make of
Television.
Quotation by return.
RADIO UNLIMITED,
M.O. Office),
50, Hoe Street, London, E.17.
BAND
III CONVERSION easily
carried out with Spencer -West Type
RADIO

I

RATES : 4/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1)- extra.
Ad%ertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager.
Practieal Television,"
'rower flouse, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

'

FOR SALE
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.
All perfect and guaranteed. Hundreds of satisfied customers to date; 90 x 71v 5/6, 60 a 1/v
2/ -, 90.1/ High Cap. 10,6, 64 x 86 x
4/v 10/8. Special offer due to further bulk purchase. Plenty to go at.
Midget 120v 2/3, 6 for 11/ -, 12 for
20/ -; 22/v 2/- ea., 6 for 10 / -, 18/doz.; 67/v (BIOII, 41 -, 6 for 20/ -,
30/- doz.; 30v, 1/9, 6 for 8 / -, 14/doz.
All inc. p. & p.: s.a.e. for
list. DIGGINS, 129. Radnor St..
Hulme, Manchester, 15.
SALE:
Premier 9 in. Televisor
London); working; £10; best offer
accepted.
Phone BOW 181 7.
£20.
O.N.O. 12in.
Viewmaster
expertly built to specification
2
years old; working order. H. MOSS.
5. Station Road, Brompton -on -Sa ate,
Yorks.
TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS.
EX

A.M.

-

)

:

Ferguson, tunable
5-Channel
anywhere, M; No. 988, £25 each.
Reclaimed
and guaranteed
C.R.
Tubes, 9in. £31151 -, 12in. £5, 14in.
66 printed circuit Convertor. Price,
15in. £61101 -, 17tn. £6/101 -, plus
complete with valves and change- £5,
carriage. All makes in stock.
over switch, £4.
SPENCER -WEST 5/Phone Ladbroke 1734. or call 1070,
LTD., Quay Works, Great Yarmouth. Harrow
Road, London, N.W.10.
B.S.R.
MONARCH
3 -speed
auto FOR HIRE
change units; new in maker's sealed
carton; guarantee; complete with USE OF WORKSHOP, Holborn
instructions, template, suspension trict, suitable for T.V. servicingdisor
springs,
£9/15/1, carriage paid;
Small weekly rental.
'immediate delivery. TOMLINS, 127, experimenter.
BRICE. ( HOL 8622.)
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer
MISCELLANEOUS
the most complete Handbook of T/V
Components and Rewinds, price 1/.. EXPERIMENTAL
100
T -V Compohents for all kit sets in Mica, Silver Mica BARGAIN.
Ceramic Condenstock.
" Nuray "
heater booster
Resistors.
Éx. new receivers,
isolator for 2 -volt C.R.T.s, just, plugs sers.
short ends, but all usable values,
in, 27/6, plus 2/- packing and 10.postage.
134 -136,
Lewisham Way, E.17. lot. H. JAMES, 240, Queens Rd.,
S.E.14.
TIDeway 3696 -2330.)
HOURS.- Super -tonic
IN
24
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. TAN
Lamps, ultra -violet infra -red
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE, Sunray
combined; automatic exposure; conBullington Rd.. Oxford.
trolled emission; all mains; listed
S.A.E.
TELEVISION INTERFERENCE. Re- £7/101 -, our price 80 / -.
Dept. 16. SCIENTIFIC
ceiver Filters, High -Pass E.5037, 30/ -; brochure.
Low -Pass
E.5031, 30/ -; Composite PRODUCTS, Cleveleys, Lancs.
Band I /III, 49/6; Transmitter Filter
E.5043 -80dB,
1kW, £e.
LABGEAR CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, 6 or
(CAMBRIDGE) LTD., Willow Place, 12 volt, 7/6, post free. WHITSAM
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, 18, WoodCambridge.
row Close, Perivale, Middlesex.
WANTED
MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Binoculars. Microscopes.
WANTED, Valves 6F13, 6F15, 6U4. Enlargers,
or, in fact, anything
EY51, 5Z4. ECL80, KT61, 25A6, etc.; Projectors,
needs lenses.
Then get our
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD.. that
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.
103, North Street, Leeds, 7.
Lenses & Prisms." Nos.
& 2, price
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED 2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, " 3 -D
for cash. State quantity and con- Without Viewers," price 7/6. Comdition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD., prehensive' list of lenses. optical.
38. Chalcot Road, N.W.1.
IPRlmrose radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e.
H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
9090.1
ALL TYPES of new radio valves Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
wanted, small or large quantities;
cash payment. R. H. S. LTD. IT).
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
155, Swan Arcade, Bradford, 1.
12in.
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KEYS, morse. large,

covered. 10'6;
small, 2 6. Switches Knife, large.
DPCO, 15' -. Command RXS. 1.5 -3.0
me /s, brand new, with valves, 55! -;
BC454. 3 -6 me rs., 451- (post 3/ -).
Condensers, var. spindled, ceramic,
15. 25 or 50 pfs.. 1/3; '75 pfs., 116;
butterfly 25 pfs.. 1/6. Speakers, new
8 in.. in round
grey metal case.
27/0 (p.p. 3/ -1. Eddystone RXS.P40
S450B.851, 95 me /s.. l.F 2.9 me s.,
10 valves. 251- (post 3,-). RXS.112
114 ITR19871, with 3 /EF91, 2 /EL9l.
5 gang. tuner. new, 3716, less valves.
7/6. Circuit. 11-. Indicators. lyric
6L, new. 45'- carr. 7.'6). Suppressors, radio interfered,,. ex -A.51., 5/6
Ipost 2 -1. Brand new RF26, 27
2'61; RF24, R,F25. 10/6.
Dynamotors. D.C., fir input, 250v
80mA. output. 11/6.
Filters for
these, 2/6; 12v to 250e 65nmA, and
6.3v. 2.5A., 10/6. Eddystone 12v to
190v, 74mA.. cased. 15/- (post 3' -1:
11v to 300v 200mA.. cased, 13/6
(carr. 8 6). Throat Mice., U.S.A..
new. 2, 6.
Metal Rectifiers: 600 v
30mA., 6 -; 500e' 500-1A., 10 /6; 1.000v
30mA.. 7.6. R1355 I.F. strips odic.
new. with valves, 25/ -; less valves
12'6 post 2. 6i
Wafer Switches,
1 pole 11 -way.
2 Bank. 310; 4 P 3 W.
4 P 2 W, 1 P 6 W, 5 B. 2i$, I.F. Amplifier 178. 13.0 mc 'a. with valves,
15/6 Ipostage 2/6 each).
Relays,
6v 2 break, 116. I.F.T.'0 1013 me 's..
canned, new, 113. List and enquires
s.a.e. please
Terms C.W.O., post age
extra.
Immediate deco Itch.
I

I

-

.

!

W. A. BENSON

Road. Liverpool.

:

(PT
15.

136.

Rathbone

SEF' 6853.1

ENGRAVING. -Amateurs

and trade
surplus can
be undertaken
by
getting in touch with A. G.
ENGRAVING. now at 292, Earlsfi ld
Road, London, S.W.18. (Tel.; BAT
9897.1
(Engravers to well -known
makers of Electronic Equipment
used by the Aircraft indust.y,
A.W.R.E., etc.)
SERVICE

MANUALS/SHEETS.

Tel

Radio for hire, sa 'e and anted.
S A E
enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
P. T.1,
24,
Friths file Gardens,
London. W.12.

Consultant.
qu tlified.
service. C. L. BROWNE, 114, Greenhayes Ave., Banstead, Surrey.
PATENTS

I

1

in

VALVES
VALVES. -Vast range obsolete types,
British, U.S., etc., from 5'- to 15/ -;
send s.a.e. with requirements. Also
;ange range latest types: EB91, 6/6;
F.F'91, 7/6; EF80. 9/ -; ECL80, 9/6;
KT66. 10 / -,
LAWRENCE, 131, Waddington Ave., Coulsdon. Surrey.

stock for the

P T SUPER -VISOR, TELE -KING, VIEWMASTER,
E.E. TELEVISOR AND BAND III

and wide angle modifications
Price lists available on request to:
J. T. FILMER, Maypole Estate, Bexley, Kent,

7e).: Bezleyheath 7267
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EDUCATIONAL.
BUILD YOUR OWN TV and

learn
about its operation, maintenance and
servicing.
Qualified engineer -tutor
available while you are learning and
building. Free brochure from E.M.I.
INSTITUTES, Dept. P.T.58, London,
W.4.
Associated with H.M.V.1
INCORPORATED
Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fers to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
` The Practical Radio Engineer "
journal, sample copy 2/ -, 6.000
Alignment Peaks for Superhets. 5/9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet. I1 -- All post free from the
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road, London, N.8.

FREE
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Television. and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M.Bnt.I.R.E., City and Guilds.
1

R.T.E.B.. and
other professional
examinations.
Train
with
the
college operated by Britain's largest
Electronics organisation. Moderate
fees. We ;t<, to E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. P.T.28, London, W.4.

-
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-FROM E.M.I. INSTITUTES
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST
METHODS OF HOME TRAINING

CAREERS-HOBBIES-NEW INTERESTS
PRIVATE AND

INDIVIDUAL TUITION
Over

Accountancy
Advertising
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book -keeping
Building
Business
Management
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Service
Commercial
Subjects
Commercial Art &
Drawing
Customs &
Excise Otñcer

OUR

BACKGROUND!

ISO Courses

IN

YOUR

Marine Engineering
Mathematics
M.C.A. Licences
Electrical
Engineering Mechanical Eng.
Metallurgy
Electrical
Installations Motor Engineering
Photography
Electronics
Engineering Drawing P.M.G. Licences
Police
Heating &
Ventilation
Production Eng.
Engineering Production Planning

Journalism
Languages

HOME

including:-

Draughtsmanship
Economics

High Speed Oil
Engines
Industrial Admin.
Jig & Tool Design

OWN

Radar
Radio Amateurs

Certificate
Radio & Television

Servicing
Radio Engineering

Refrigeration
Retail Shop
1

Management
Salesmanship

Secretaryship
Shorthand & Typing
Short Story Writing
Short Wave Radio
Sound Recording

Telecommunications
Television
Time & Motion Study
Tracing
Welding
Workshop Practice
Works Maragement
and many others.

Also courses for University Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.Sc,Eng.,
A.M.1Mech,E .,1.1.0,6., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A,M.I,I,A,, A.F.R.Ae.S., A,M,I.M.I.,

A.C.W.A.,A.M,I.E.D City& GuildsExaminations,R,S,A.Certiñcates, R.T.E.B.Serv.Cert.,etc.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
HOME COURSES -WITH EQUIPMENT

-

a student for an examination, starting a new hobby, intent
these Practical
upon a career in industry or running your own business
Courses are intended for YOU.
which
you
receive
upon
enrolment,
you
these
outfits,
With
are given instructions that teach you the basic principles in the
subject concerned.

Whether you are

The E.M.J.

Factories at

COURSES WiTH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
INCLUDE: RADIO (Elementary and Ad-

Hayes, England,

StudyCollege
operated by a world -wide
manufacturing organisation
The onlyHome

vanced) 1E1-VISION - MECHANICS
CHEMISTRY - PHOTO Et EC(FICiTY
ClAPHY - CARPEN TRY. Also DranahtsAn 7..eur
manship - Commercial Art
S.W. Radio - Languages.

fron 15/- per m2nth
THIS COUPON TODAY

Courses

EMI
An

POST

INSTITUTES

Please send

without obligation your

FREE

brochure.

Educational Establishment associated with

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138, 43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
BLOCK CAPS
_.................................... ............................... L
NAME .............
PLEASE

the E.M.I. group of Companies including

ADDRESS__ ................._...._.......___....._._.......................__.....__......_......... ............_........_.........

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE', MARCONIPHONE, etc.

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST.

November

(We shall not worry you with personal visits)
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Signal and Pattern Generator
RADIO and TV Components of
Acton announce a new Generator
which is illustrated below. The frequency coverage is from 7.6 to 210
Mc /s in five switched ranges. Modulation is at 400 c.p.s., 81 kc /s or the
output may be used unmodulated. The
audio voltage is available at a separate
output socket. The single attenuator controls both the
R.F. and the A.F. output. The front panel contains
the mains on /off switch, the audio output socket, and

=

197

1hZ5ra»e

Other features of this new component
include easily accessible screw terminals, cable clamps gripping both the
insulation and braiding of cables, and
inductances wound on nylon formers
with factory pre -set cores.
The
Triplexer is finished in attractive
" hammer- bronze " enamel. - Egen
Electric Ltd., Charfleet Industrial
Estate, Canvey Island, Essex.
-

New Grade of Plessey Magnetic Material
THE range of " Caslox " magnetic materials,
manufactured by The Plessey Company Limited
for use in television receiver focusing magnets, has
been extended by the introduction of a new type
known as " Caslox " Grade I l f.
Basically, this material, like earlier " Caslox
grades is a non -metallic magnetic ferrite for use in
geometrical configurations
here metallic magnets
are unsuitable. It has a high stability which results
from a high value of coercivity and a permeability
v%

only slightly greater than unity.

The Radio and TV pattern and signal generator.
the R.F. output socket. The frequency range switch is
marked to 5 to correspond with the scale markings
and the output attenuator is marked 0-I0. The modulation switch selects the frequency of modulation, and
in the " vertical " position the signal is modulated at
81 kc /s and will show eight vertical lines on the
screen of a TV receiver which should be evenly
spaced if the receiver is correctly adjusted. In the
" horizontal " position (400 c.p.s.) eight horizontal
bars will show. The lower range from 7.6 Mc /s
upwards may, of course, be used for aligning I.F.
stages and F.M. receivers. The case is finished in
grey and the price is £6 19s. 6d. (plus 5/6 for post
and packing). -Radio and TV Components (Acton)
Ltd., 23, High Street, Acton, W.3.
Egen Aerial Triplexer
Aerial Triplexer, Type 163, has been introANEW
duced by Egen Electric Ltd. to combine or
separate aerial signals in Bands 1, II and Ill as required in -almost any arrangement' of aerials and
television and V.H.F. radio receiver sockets.
..
In addition to providing all the known advantages
of the conventional Band I /11l diplexer, the Egen
Triplexer also covers Band II, allowing signals from
separate Band 1, II and III aerials to be fed to a
TV /V.H.F. radio receiver with a single aerial socket,
or signals from a combined Band 1, II and III aerial
to be fed to separate sockets.
1

The Egen " Triplexer."
consists of a powered magnetic ferrite which is
bonded into the shapes desired by the addition of a
small quantity of resinous binder. This technique
enables tolerances of -L0.005in. to be achieved.
A wide range of different shapes can be produced.
When " Caslox " is used in scanning coils and ion
traps,: the magnets can be very compact, featuring
*high :magneto-motive force and very low -leakage
flux. -The Plessey Co. Ltd., Ilford, Essex.
It

r
I

QUERIES COUPON

This coupon is available until NOVEMBER 2lst, 1956,
and must accompany all Queries.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, NOVEMBER, 1956.

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand, London. ü.<'. ^_.
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street. London, W.10. Solo Agents for Austral-a and New Zealand
GORDON & GOTCH (Aisle), LTD. South Africa
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY,t LTD.
rate including tostage. for
one year
Inland 17s. 6d., Abroad 16s. 6d. (Canada 16s.). Registered at the General PostSubscription
Office for the Canadian Matazlne P. ,t.
:

:
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DARK EVENINGS AHEAD
building

Start

MULLAH

IHV

QUALITY

" You

"

can rely on US

.. .

for

.

the

All RADIO and ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
of Britain's Largest Stockists of all Leading Makes
Hunts, T.C.C., Haynes, Allen, Denco, Osmor, Weymouth.
Morganite, Bulgin, Belling Lee, Teletron, R.E.P.,
Scotch Boy, Ellison, Elstone, Partridge, Wynall, Westinghouse, S.T.C., AVO, Taylor, Goodmans, J,B., Wharfedale, Wearite, Acos, etc.
Suppliers lo :
Ministries, Development Laboratories,
Education Authorities, etc.
Some of the more difficult parts you may not be able to
acquire
Tapped Vol. Control, Linear C.T. ; mg.,
mg., I mg.,
7/6. Linear
mg., mg., I mg., 6/6. Post 6d.
High Stab.
w. Resistors.
2, Range, IOOQ to
2 mg., 1/6 each.
Silver Micas up to 100 pi., I /-.
280 pi., 1/2. 500 pf.. l 4. 1,000 -5,000, 2/6. Post 6d.
Now a lull range of ; w. "0 High Stab. resistors 100
One

AMPLIFIER

:

:

1

1

and
enjoy the

thrill

1,,_

1

Ohms to 2.2 mg.. 2'- each.

of

really Hi Fi radio and gram

reproduction.

Thousa,,ds

HOME RADIO

MULLARD

SPENCER -WEST

510 and GEC 912 all specified parts and

lists available.

RADIO SERVICING CO.,

s

82, SOUTH EALING ROAD, LONDON, W.5.
Tel.: EAL 5737. Next Sth. Ealing Tube, 65 Bus.

MIT 3282

! !

Valves, Condensers, Resistors-Can It'e Help

Catalogue, Book Lists. S.A.E.

(Mitcham) LTD.

187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY.

of

You

At parts in stock and detailed price list available. Full constructional details including FM tuner with wiring diagrams,
etc., are contained in " High Quality Sound Reproduction,"
price 316. Get yours today-and have fun this winter.
We also stock all parts for "912- PLUS,'' Cason and Mullard
FM tuners, and a full range of W8 Stentorian, Goodmans and
Wharfedale speakers,

s77'1

RECORDERS

! !

p.m. Wed.

1

AIR-SPACED I0-AX I. \I. ( \111.1:. 7589
ohms, 7/38 new. 9d. per yd.
MIDGET VOLUME C'ON'TROLS. Long
spindles, new, boxed. 10k -2 meg. Less
switch. 2/10: S.P. 4'D.P.. 44.
CONDENSERS. Fully tropicalised, all at
500 volt working. Prices per dozen. Not less
than I dozen supplied. 100 pF.. 4 6 250 pF.,
.

,

:

We are London's largest stockist
of tape recorders. All makes and 5 - : 500 PF.. 5i- 1.000 pl''.. 518 : 2,500 pF.y
5,000 ph'., , 6 .01 mfd., 7 8
02,
types available from stock.
mfd., 8
.05 mfd., 9'mid., 12 We also have a large quantity of 25 mrd.,
14/6: .5 mfd., 18'6.
used and H.P. repossessed Guaran- These condensers are new and 'of current
:

TYPE 50
BAND

III CONVERTER

Ask for Leaflet Ref. 2356 which gives

full technical details of this wonderful
new unit.

Ferfect results with any receiver.
From your dealer or on 7 days'
approval from :

SPENCER-WEST, LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth
Phones : 4794 & 3009

;

:

.

:

teed machines at Bargain Prices for
the personal shopper.
Recorders bought, sold, repaired
and part exchanged.
Collaro 3 -speed tapedeck £20.10.0
good selection of surplus valves,
speakers and components.
No Lists.

JACKSON
163,

RADIO

Edgware Road,
London, W.2

Telephone

:

PAD

0537

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts in stock for :
Vi em master, Soundmaster, Teleking, ete.

Easy Terms available.
stamp (only) for Catalogue.
JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FLNSl'II\\ AIM, NEWBY BRIDGE¡
ULVERSTON, LANES.
21d,
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manufacture -not to be confused with
inferior types, or old stock.
WALNUT
EXTENSION SPEAKER
CABINETS. sin.. 1416 81n
TI:LI:VFION AERIALS. 3 Element Band
III. 28'6: 5 Element, 39'6 B.B.C. H "
B.B.C. " X " 746. Also many other
70 types In stock. Send us your requirements
and we will quote by return. No rubbish.
Wolsey. Aerlalite. Lumex, etc.
CONDENSER BARGAIN. 8 +8 mfd. 350
volt Dubilier. 216 each. .2 amp. Mains
Droppers, 717 ohms tapped at 600 ohms.
2 - each.
2 Gang Tuning Condensers. .0005 with
trimmers with feet for fixing. Brand new,
made by " J.B." 8'6 each. Postage 13.
GUARANTEED VALVES
0Z4
7 - 25L6
7'- DF96 9'8
51161695G
:

:

:

1A5

1LN5
1LD5
1A7

1T4

1sá

2X2

5Y3
5Z4
5U4

6Kî

6/- DAF9610151 -16CD6 19 6 807
6'- DL96 916
418i6V6G 7.6 1625
UCH42 8'6
6 l'EN46
5'- 6U7
UBC41 8'5 6 ECL80
13/10 6J5
6ÁQ5 7:6
11'10'U25
14'9
71- 6AT6 76 ECF8213: - PY81 1016
PI-32 7/3
7/- 6BW6 7 6 l. CC84
8/8 7A7
6 12'6 EB91 71797
6/ EV51 11'3 PL81 13 PL82 10'S- l'C''C84
ß'- 7Y4
8 - 12A6
8'12:6 EF80 916
8'- 12AT7 2- 1; 184 9:- ECH81

7'8'6 I2C8
7 6 DK96 9'8 KT36 19'6
C.W.O. or ('.0.D. Postage and
Terms
packing Under £2. 1 3 Under £3, 1.9 :
£4 and over goods sent poi tree.
6K8

:

:

:

ELECTRO- SERVICES & CO.
l'. \His It D.. .I IN DON,
221. BATTER` l
S.N.11.
'si.t(- 8155.

s

I
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VALVES

FREQUENCY

MODULATED

RADIO

45;-

TRANSISTORS IN RADIO AND
TELEVISION. By M. S. Kiver.
37e. 6d. Postage I; -,
RADIO VOLUME 3. By J. D.
Tucker & D. Wilkinson, Its. 6d.
Postage 6d.

TELEVISION

Y.H.F.

By D.

H. Fisher.

TUNERS.

21s. Postage 9d.

RADIO VALVE DATA, compiled
by " Wireless World," New 5th.
edit.

4s. 6d.

Postage 6d.

CORRECTING TELEVISION
PICTURE FAULTS.
L. Stanley.

3s. 6d.

J.

Cura &

Postage 4d.

MODULATION

FREQUENCY

RECEIVERS.

By

By

J.

Postage 9d.

!HANDBOOK

OF

Royal Signals.

30s.

D. Jones. I7s. 6d.

MUNICATION

1R5
1T4
185

7:-

5V4

ü9-23, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2
Write or call for our catalogue.

D196

8.6
8.6

787

9'3

TB7

8.6

ECH81

EABC80
EBF&I
EM80
EZ80
EF85
EL84

FULLY

O ?'

CHURCH

12 -

11'12.-

12Q7

8l-

6QE6
6BA6
6AQ5
6BW6
6X4
6-9L5

9i-

9i9!-

\1U14

9'-

ECH42
8E41
EB041
EL41

89 -

9.8
9:6
9'6

LEICESTER
PAGNELL Bucks

86

or Breakthrough

8 ;-

We can supply the complete kit of parts includ-

9'10-

Send

83.

EAF42
UCH42
UF41
UBC41

10.6

UAF42
UL41

lU-

UY41

93
10 -

for

detailed list
of this kit and others,

10 -:

8241

£5.0.0

S
ing valves,

10'-

POST FREE.

Set of coils

9,-

of
receiver,

sion

93

PL81
SOFT
19;6
16PL82
96
U25
12 PL83
USO
12 10 8
5d. per box Per salse.

for converViewmaster

£1.15.0

AUDIO LTD.,

:

Tower Road, London, N.W.I°

I

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE, ANGLE,
CHANNEL, TEE
3000

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
RES CAP. BRIDGE

GATE

E'L40

UBF80

GUARANTEED

NEWPORT

_Igr 14V TO

Patterning

No

9'-

TRF). Guaranteed no break -through of
Band I or re- radiation. Approx. 1 hr. to
build. Will convert any Band III channel
to any Band I channel. AC or AC,DC.
Kit, 23.5.0. Ready wired, £4.0.0. Post
free. Terms: C.W.O. Post orders only.
THE ELECTRONIC SUPPT.Y CO.
29, Leigh ltd.. Ilighbur3, Loudon. S.5

RANGES
to 1000 V

Nor,

Printed Circuit Converter

-

35I.6
5oL6
35Z4
KT71
25Z4
25L6

OSMOR CONVERTERS
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, MIDLANDS.
Simple, efficient for all TV (including

DEPOSIT
FURTHER MONTHLY PAY 1'1.4.9.
Cy -il PRICE L1 2.7.5.

& RI HIGH Si'

12;10'12,6

12K8

T!V-

PCF80
8:6
PCF82 1116
PCC84
9'1,0085 12,6
PCL83 12/6

9'8

3:-

7/-

813

PY-62

9:6

SP61

MARTIN PRODUCTS

Checks

6, CI-1E51AM

P35

PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.

SLOane 3463

types of resistors and
condensers
Build Up
easy to Use

Works

all

Easy co

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD
69 -71

91-

713
7%3

10'-

PY80
PY81

816

11'-

Po,tage

500

POST FREE FOR £2.10s.
VINE

10-

9%-

5I8

6L6G
5U4G
5Z4G
5Y3G

10!-

1ti-

E1"86

10.00011/v

21

9'3
9;-

10 6

ECC85
ECF82
EF86
EY51

TEST METER
IOONA

88170T

86
86

7C6
7C5
7Y4

PU LL IN
ACIOC

6V6GT
6F6G
6X5G
6SN7GT

ECL80
EF80

UPPER DICKER, HAILSHAM,
SUSSEX, ENGLAND

Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m.

SERIES

6V6G

8'-

DAF96
DF96

ECC84

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

6K7G

86

D
92
DK96

LINE COMVOL. I. The ECC81
ECC82
Postage Is. 3d.
ECM

The MODERN BOOK CO.

6Q7GT

773

384

sty

"VIEWMISiEß"

All NEW and BOXED

Postage 9d.

®

return post

By

By K. R. Sturley.

ssr

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
No Quantity too Small"

11/

READY CALIBRATED

Stamp for details of this and other kits.
RADIO MAIL, 6 Raleigh St., Nottingham

e

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS, 6 IO kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS,
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, LINE FLYBACK E.N.T. UNITS.
COIL KITS FOR " P,T." BAND III CONVERTERS

Write for illustrated list (Publication
HAYNES RADIO

Quee
ltd.,

da

,

75)

Enfold,

220, Edgware Rd., London, W.2
Tel. PAD. 5607
Come and visit us. The target Llecoonic Bargains Store in
London. We hate 500 Repossessed T.\ ,s, all sizes aleiats in
stock, also Radio Sets, Radiograms, Reclaimed and guaranteed
C.R. Tubes. I?in. £5, 14ín. £6 10 -, I5in. £7 10 -, I7in. £8 - -,
p. and p. 10 Sin. £4 IO -,

;
Tubes with Heater Cathode Short, 14in. £3.10. -,
I7in. £5 - -, p. and p. 10 -. Surplus Valses, Components and Test Equipinent, etc., etc. A ho available all repo, and
makes or nett C.R. Tubes at list prices. Part exchanges ttelcomed!
I

SPECIAL OFFER

Projection T. \'. t.nit, Complete optical proicction box with focus

and frante coil, usual cost £30 our price £6 - - incl. p. and p.
Any ;et can be concerted to large screen T.V. with this unit by
increasing E.H.T. to approx. 15-20 L \).

4&41k.lik..11kAls.416.41.41..

www.americanradiohistory.com
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200

RADIO - GRAM

29/9

III T.V. CONVERTER

BAND

CHASSIS

;dint- 8 i1:. Speaker. Dial and
Knobs. 5 Valve S Het. 5 Wave Band.
A.C'. Mains. Coin píete, tested.
ELKaiar.t, -r-d- Less Valves. Post and

months' guarantee all items.
FOR I.T.A. LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER,
YORKS, GLASGOW. For superhet or T.R.F. State B.B.C.
station. Fully wired with power pack, aerial switching, tested
and ready tor use.
12

Parkin

.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

!

P.M. SPEAKERS- 8.' -8/9

Ideal Xmas Gift, if fitted in small
cabinet. Treat the lady at home. Fit
one in kitchen or cupboard door. Let
her follow that T.V. or Radio Programme. At this price you can have

E4-10 -0

one in every room. PcSt

Post Free

C.O.D. ''ee 1;6 extra

with valves EF91 and 12AT7 (ECC8I) and metal
rectifier. NO ALTERATION TO YOUR SET.
OR in walnut cabinet, 3 knobs, 2 valves I2AT7,
(C.O.D. 1/6.)
and metal rectifier, £5.
OR in chassis form with power pack, L4.2.6.
BAND I aerials : Telerection " X " with pole and
H " aerial with lashing, 50 -.
lashing, 55/ -.

'

Low loss, 9d.
pattern on I.T.A., E/
Filter eliminating Band
1,000 pf, 2,000 pf, 3,000 pf ceramics, 4/6 doz.
0.5 pf, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8, 20, 22, 30, 35 pf, 4/- doz.
Part 7 -v. T.V. strip by famous mnfr. (over 50
ceramics and resistors) with drawing, 10/-.

Co -axial cable, 7d. yd.

I

GLADSTONE RADIO
P.O. BOX 8. CAMBERLEY, SURREY

CO.
TECHNICAL TRADING
91 EA., Doz. Iron Selenium,

i n.

CANDELABRUM -I9/9and

3 shades
Light Lounge Fitting. with flex and lamp bolder.:
in glass or plastic. Special purchase makes us able to sell at this
very cheap price. P. & P., 2;9.

3

-77/6

MIDGET RADIOS
A.C. S.-Het.,
P. & I'., 4'6.

4

valve and rec., ready to use. In Walnut Cabinet.

Y.H.F. 1466 RECEIVER, 27/6
with 6valves, ex -W.D., new condition, 6 channel tuning. Receives

T.V. sound. police, fire and amateurs. 30.5 m'es to 40 mies. I.F. 7
m /cs. Post 21. Drawings and Conversion data free with each set.
(Similar to 1124 set but with slow

motion dial.)

REMEMBER. SATURDAY
OPEN ALL DAY.

DUKE & CO.

621, Romford Road, Manar Park, London, E.12
GRA 6677 -8

HANNEY of BATH offers:-

£5
SPECIAL BARGAIN 12 V. 4 AMP RECTS.
Full wave, heavy, emiDr' No. 18 WALKIE- TALKIES, 59. -.
WIDE ANGLE TRANSFORMER KITS, boxed. consist log no i.luc'Frauscore, 17;8 ,rich
-.
hum-sole
KIM
I
mounting
ceramic
bane,
14
Kr.,
furmer
instructions. (t., Frame Transformer. large etlicient. for ECI.Sl, 96,
(e) 2.30 ma 7 Cl iiime(ithine Chokes. :: aay mounting. 7 6.
COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE. Snip Price for items. 30 -. Width foils Ix
match above, 4' -ea. ION TRAP MAGNETS. Best quality. 31. ALADDIN
FORMERS, lin. uith slug. 4'- doz. VISCONOL COEDS- .1152 inf., 18 Kv..
4/9. DEFLECTION COILS. Standard SS rmn.. ism cured. 91. 5 CHANNEL
TUNERS. (on.plele chassis. fatuous make, for BFsn and EGGS( (less
valves), 124. BOWLER HATS, 1, -. FOCUS MAGNET HANDLES, Bd.
LOUDSPEAKERS, 'l'op makes 7 s 4 elliptical, 171. Olin. P. ?I.. 10: -. Si,,.
1'.M.. 126. Ditto, ev. 1321.T. 76. THROAT MIKES. British, head, 51.
Single Iii earphoness with headband. 2 8. TV TABLE CABINETS. Top
h,.red, beautiful appearance. latest designs. lain..
,abc r, brand n
nv,zt and glass. 141 ,,.. 29-- all 7/0 parr.
]7in., 228:
3 ditto
:
COSSOR D.B. 'SCOPES, £18. WIREWOUND PRE -SET POTS. 50012.1 K.
K.
K, all K. 2 - ea. MARCONI VALVE VOLT5.3 K, 5 K, Lt K,
Octal. Aazdn, Nural, B7G,
METERS, £10. AMPHENOL HOLDERS.
B9a, 6/- doz. ISDG S5 5. -ree,,, 14 ea. 91ó.e 11o1dcrs. 'S.tal. 8d. Uuodecal,
1! -. 4 KEG POTS D.P. SWITCH. 31l,,. spindle. s,o: it too -. 3'6. Ditto,
.. 4.7 Si'l0
2in. spindle, 26. RESISTANCES, ASSORTED. !
dnz.. 10,- Ion. AVO VALVE TESTERS. Ex. goad.. transit ease, £9.
MIDGET CERAMIC CONDENSERS. re. e,. 2o. sou. .nun, :1,1105, 6f- dos.
x
550
v..
Midget
s
3
230
c..
Midget
::26.
Midget. 16 lfi 3,-.o v.. -.
11-. Midget I0u n,hf X 6 V. 1 -, ling- too a:di v-.. 6 -. ORGANTONE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, £3. F.M. CHASSIS. Uri IIo,Í 6 valve receiver.
hammered finish_, 18. F.M. RECEIVERS, 6 valve. Speaker. heu,t. cos
Listed £30, £11. CHASSIS. c a s 1 2 9. li s a s 21, 3' -. 8 x 3 s 51.
8/8. 8 s r, s 2'., 4 9. s s le , -r., 5 9. All Lest gib-tidy heavy aluu,iniun,
sheet. 5H 250 mA CHOKES. f,axirn_t Scot. special suip. 4;6 ea. INDICATORS TYPE 95. is valves. \ík97. complete, 39(-, Carr. G, -. AMERICAN
SCR522 TRANCEIVERS. Complete. sic/ Valves. £4, Gob -. TEN 5Neu. 9,- set. DISCHANNEL COILS. :i tunable, 71 F's and reieclois.
Allday uitl, ,aloe dipole tclescopie aerial.
TRESS TRANSMITTERS.
1Veight. 1 lb., 12:6. 29 WAY DOUBLE TAG STRIPS, 1 6. EARTHING
STRINGS. 4d. VOLTAGE ADJUSTER PANELS. Complete. 8d. DOUBLE
FUSEHOLDERS. )1iw c an p. plea, 9d.
RADIO VALVES GUARANTEED PERFECT
SP61A 2:6
5i1337
86 EPP::
6ÁK3
GJII
5'4,'SP210
3;6
1:í,u1.
5 6
556
5 - 807
goles 518 627G
T-22
8,6
8 4.. S1::
55- 1;523
13'4
88 6d;c
6K.:
15 PEN-25 5- 9'Rí50;30
('ITC
66 ]:Heil
818
6'6K7M
6- ba'l'.icl 8,- SP6t 3 :5F33
918
eak: re'Trane.l, minimum 9d. No C.O.D.
61
Wastage I," is 21. 11 9
1 000 OTHER BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT

1091í2. Type 9 (I watt
ERIE RESISTORS. all values from 10G toW11.0.round resistors, al.
Bd.: Type 8 (1 watt). 851. 10 watt Silerte:;

Osram

012 AMPLIFIER. Passive Unit
110, 20 watt. 3 watt Amplifiers

350/352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP

77,

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH

:

ith

,

1

I

.

-

:

1

1.

.

I

,

.

values

1012

to

10

5W, 2:- each.

tolerance
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS, top quality. close
(up to 33 pFt.1 pF, from 33 pF up ' l';,,L 1,5 pF to 331) pF, leach 316 pF to 815 pF, 1 3 each 1,000, 1,500, 1,800 and 5.000 PF,
2'- each.
SILVER CERAMIC CONDENSERS. .3 pF to 500 pF. 1- each.
:

;

III -X Midget ceramicons, 500, 820. 1.000, 1,500, 2,200, 3,000. 5.000 and

pF., 11- each.
('OILS, Osmor " Q." full range. 4'- each Weymouth " H " type.
full range. 39 each' Weymouth CT2W2 coils, TRF. 103 pr.
Denco Type " C "T1 /F. 9,:- pr. REP Crystal set coils, 2 8 Single
TRF, 4.- Matched pr. TRF, 8' Depot' 4G5 Kc. o midget I.F.s, 12 :Weymouth. ditto, 15.- pr.
pr.
COILPAC'KS. Osmor Type HO, 50 5 H.F. stage for HO, 21'- :
Osmor TRF (L. and M.W. only.. 42 - Dene, CP.3,370 and CP.3'500,
Cl'AL,G and CP.4M Ci,
CP.4L and CP.451, 35.- each
44-'9 each
43.5 each.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. and L.W., 126 each by Denco,
REP and Teletron.
TRANSISTORS. MUI,LARD OC.50. OC.51, OC.72. 30.- each
OC.70, 21'- ' OC.71, 24' -. BRIMAR. 3X100N, 3X1OIN and 3X300N.
3X302N, 50 -.
40/- each 3X301N, 45, GERMANIUM DIODES. BRIMAR CD3, 004 and GD5. 7 8 each.
G.E.C. GEX34 and GEX35, 4MULLARD OA70, 5-, ()A71, 6/10.000

:

:

'

:

:

;

'

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

each.

METAL, RF.C' CIFIERS. Fill) range of tite popular types of Westinghouse and Brimar available.
ALL COMPONENTS and PRI(' .5) J'.4I('l'S ].1ST ARE

AVAILABLE

Cor

:

and Pre -Amplifier. bNhand Pre -Amplifiers. MULLARD
LARD, OSRAM, WIRELESS WORLD, DENCO and TSL.
UNITS. HIWAYMAN, VIEWMASTER. V- MASTER 3 STATION
TUNER/CONVERTER. TELEKING. MAGNAVIEW. etc., etc.
Send 23d. stamp for list s required. Please add sufficient postage to
orders under £3.

L. F. HANNEY

I
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TELEVISION, TUBES
MULLARD

12in. E6.10.0

14in. E7.0.0

17in. E8.10.0

COSSOR
EMI!TRON

I2in. £6.10.0

I4in. E7.0.0

17in. E8.10.0

I2in. only í6.I0.0.

MAZDA.

I7in. E8.10.0

14in. £7.0.0

12in. E6.10.0

All Tubes plus

14

Ex

Stock

Weeks Delivery.

aid insurance.

12/6 carriage

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
r

Converter M.I. Midlands area, high gain, own power supply, built
Converter M.2. Midland fringe area, own power supply
Crossover Box. Low

...

...

...

loss

in crossover

unit £9.9.0
E9.18.0

...

...

12/6

Finished in Stove Enamelled Steel Case.

Terms to the Trade.

(LONDON) LTD.

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

81,

.

Telephone

MAKE
BY

SOUND

USING

Contains 5 cores of
extra- ac.ive. non-corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

SIZE

1

CARTON

51_

Wherever precision soldering
is
essential, manufacturers,
engineers and handymen rely
on MULTICORE. Theresa
MULTICORE SOLDFR

CARTON
Su'tahle for 203
1/U
average joints. 6d.

HOME CONSTRUCTORS
2íi3 PACK
In addition to the well -known
Home Constructors Pack (containing 19E. of 18 s.w.g.

similar

pack is now available containing
40ft. cf 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy

especially suitable
for printed circuits

Whether you
structiDn of a
one complete
while io write

ARAX MULTICORE
(Not wire -to -tag joints)
Contains 2 cores
of Ara( flux. Flux
residue

is

easily

removed with
5/

r9
c _.

1

,Imo'

SIZE 8 CARTON

Handvntans Carton

are contemplating the con Band Ill aerial or purchasing

VALUE FOR MONEY
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE.
*
IO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6.
*
8 Element Band Ill Aerial, 62/6.
*
6 Element Band Ill Aerial, 47/6.

FITTINGS
6s1

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips insulation
without nicking wire
cut, wire cleanly,
splits e.,trnled
fie .r 316 each

*
*
*
*

Unisersal Band III Clamp -on Fitting.
Band Ill Insulator, complete with folded dipole.
Director and Reflector Rod Holders for
Bands I, II, and Ill.
Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes).
Alloy Tubing,
Chimney and Wall Brackets.

et:. etc.

for the NEW MULTI-PAGE illustrated
Catalogue (together with element and boom
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor)
Send 1/- P.O.

to

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORL WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS.

S.W.I9

it will be well worth your
to us who, as manufacturers,
can offer you real

for the job you have in hand.
Here are some of them.

water.

60 /40alloyta

just made

FOR METAL FABRICATION

HANDYMAN'S

MERTON.

BAND III AERIALS
OR
FITTINGS

SIMPLY

JOINTS

M ulticore

ERSIN MULTICORE

.

CHERRYWOOD 3255

:

FRINGEYISION LTD.

(BOXMOOR 3636)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TELEVISION

r
"'

II

liSTS
for the

home constructor

THE G.E.C. ' nine- one -two PLUS'
The publication contains step by step wiring in-

structions for this high quality Amplifier
together with many additional features of exceptional interest to the Home Constructor.
from your dealer or by post -5d.
extra -from the G.E.C. Valve and
Electronics Dept.
PRICE

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD

'

THE "FM PLUS" TUNER
PLUS" Tuner is ideal for use with the
nine -one -two PLUS' Amplifier and the publica-

The
'

. FM

tion gives constructional details and suggests
circuits for inter -station noise suppression and
a
magic eye tuning indicator.

MAGNET HOUSE

-

-

from your dealer or by post
5d. extra
from the G.E.C.
Valve and Electronics Dept

PRICE

KINGSWAY

www.americanradiohistory.com

'

LONDON WC2

